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TechVoll,
the

olurninum ponel
solution h6otd
?oundtheworfdl

SPACEAGE CHATLENGE
INTELSAT-Ihe global

telecommunication cooper-

ativels-dramatic new
Va-shington, D, C. headquar-

ters is the result of an inter-

national design comPetition
which included a score of
respected architectural lirms.
Clear anodized Tech \flall
aluminum panels Plav a maior
role (100,000 square feet) in
this remarkable architectural
statement.

TECH WALI LEADS
THE WAY

Proven in numerous
installations throughout the

world, Tech Walls features

and benefits are unmatched
bv its look alike comPetitors,

manv of which are thin-

skinned comPosites. \itrater

Tech \flallls patented and
proven fastening s-vstem has

been engineered to accom-
modate maximum thermal
movement; condensation and
weepage are controlled
within the svstem.

And superior flatness is

assuredbyan engin-
eered sys-

tem of
concealed
reinforce-
ments
along
with Tech

Wallb

panel edge design. Tech Vall
also lends itself beautifullv to
ultra-smooth contouring and

transitional bends.

MORE COLORS.
BETTER FINISHES

Unlike comPosites, Tech

Vall panels are formed and

ccrntoured before hnishing.

This additional steP elimi-
nates the cracking, crazing, and

micro-splitting of hnish lilms
inherent in bending Pre-
coated materials. Tech Vall
offers a greater choice of

finishes too. Ilesides our
superior, in hcluse antldizing,
we offer 20 K,vnar 500P triple
coat metallic
finishes as

well

zs 20 Kynar 500@ fluoro-
polymer coatings. Custom
colors and other finishes are

also available. Panel-to-Panel

color consistenc\.' is computer
controlled.

ONE SOURCE
There are Il() P()tclltial

design or instlllation snlfus
witl'r Tech Wall. Unlike some

svstems which involve a

separate manufacturer, fabri-

cator, distributor and installeq

The C/S Group handles
eventhing from design
assistance and detailing
through cctmpletion.

THE PANEL SYSTEM OF
CHOICEOFFERSOPTIONS

There is a Tech Vall
Svstem for everv architectural
situation. Numerous lolnt
options and limitless custom

modifications are Possible.
TechVall is the Premium u'all
:ivstcm, the urtcomPrt lmised

solution and the best dollar
value available todari We

invite vour inquirv Contact

the panel experts at The C/S

Group, Cranford, NJ.

2011272-5200 or San N{arcos, Ca

619t714-0300.

IHECISGROUP
Circte 3 on information card

E

It
ItI
It

Wv
can't hurt Tech \fall, itb non-
flammable, and it will never

delaminate because Tech Vall
panels are solid aluminum.

A SUPERIOR SYSTEM,
ENGINEERED BY EXPERTS

Tech Vallls suPerioritv is

a matter of record. Itls the

only system we know of thatls

been designed, tested and

field proven to withstand the
most severe wind-loading
conditions. (In fact a Tech
lWall project was built to
handle typhoons.)
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formance of the Exterior Envelopes of Kenten at Institute headquarteri,iZOZl
Buildings, Clearwater Beach, Fla. Con- 626-7357.
tact: Carey Moore, American S^ociety of Dec. 12: Conference on the Roofing Sys-

I{"{i"g, Refrigerating and Air-Condition- tems, Salt Lake City. Contact: NatiJnai
ing Engineers, 1791 Tullie Circle N.E., Roofing Contractors Association, 8600 W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30329. Bryn Mawr Ave., Chicago,Ill. 60631.
Dec.2-6: Course on the Application of Dec.13: AIA ProfessioialDevelopment
Infra-Red scanners to 9:,_"g, Build_ing programs Micro-computer Energy Analy-
pnergy Losses and Roof Moisture, South sis dourse, Philadelphia. Contu"ii e"ggy
Burlington, vt. contact: Paul Grover, The Kersten at Institute headquarters , ef2\'Infraspection Institute, Juniper Ridge, Box 626-7357.
2643, Shelburne, Vt. 05482. June &ll, 19g6: AIA Annual Convention,
Dec.2-6: Coune on Management of Haz- San Antonio, Tex.
ardous Waste, Washington, D.C. Contact:
Gloria Greene, ASME/Professional Devel- TETTERSopment,345 E. 47th Sr., New york, New

X?:li-HtJ;nrerence on Derense com- ffffff*rtr; t:fl'$'#,,Tffj,yi:lputers an_d Graphics, washington, D.c. just couldn't believe what I saw. 
"

contact: world com_qgglGraphics Asso- Shades of the Berlin wall. And they
ciation, 2033 M St. N.w., Suite 399, Wash- call it art or sculpture. This is lust anoiher
ington, D.C. 20036. 

^ of those twisted steel beams, 
". 

pip"r, 
-

Dec. 3-5: course on Downtown Revital- welded togethei or protruding tlirougi,ization, orlando, Fla. contact: vicki another tEing passei off as ait .; ili;-onderdonk, National riust for Historic ture, and tt 
"! 

g"t paid for it. I think thePreservation, 1785 Massachusetts Ave. American puirrT" is'being taken. A sheath
N.W.,-ryur_hington, D.C. 20036. of Cor_Ten steeitwo anO a half inches
Dec. 3-7: seminar for Marketing coordi- thick, 12 feet tall, and 120 feetl;n; ;;"
nators, Atlanta. contact:Jhe coxe Group, be nothing but an obstruction. Remove
2 Mellon Bank Cenrer, Suite 1002, phil;- it; take it iown. J. Roy Haqse, AIAdelphia, Pa.19102.
Dec.4: seminar on Designing concrete Baton Rouge, I'a'

Structures for wind and Earthquake penn in the '70s: In his August articleForces, Indianapolis. contact: Education (page 64), Michael J. crorui" u""riui"ryDepartment, American colgrete Institute, oesEriuej it 
" 

r*i.rv and present stateP.o. Box 19150, Detroit, Mich. 4g219. of architecture at pJnn as..humanistic.,,Dec' 4'6: Seminar on Single Ply Roofing We are indeed committeo to studying archi-Systems, Phoenix. contict: Susan tecture, as well as planning and landscapeMathews, The Roofing_ln{ust1v Educa- architecture, u. u lr"un, of facilitatingtional Institute,685l S. llolly circle, suite the fulfillment of human aspirarions. As100, Englewood, Colo. 801 12. Adele Sarrtos was quot"A as saying, weDec.4'6: AIA Professional Development are ... . . talking about the human con_Programs Advanced Marketing Seminar, tent of architeJture.;'tn aOdltio", 
" 
p""williamsburg, va. contact: peggy Kersten of our inherited strength i, ou, 

"-pf,uri,at Institute headquarters, Q0r)i2G7357. on considering archGcture in its context.Dec. 5: Seminar on Roofing and Roof I would, t 
"iu"n"i, 

iit" to offer a moreMaintenance, New Brunswick, N.J. con- complete irirtory of architecture at penn
tact: Special Services, Division of con- by shedding rigtit 

""irre 
period after lgl,4tinuing Education, Rutgers University, 39 alluded to in the article. When I arrivedEaston Ave., New Brunswick, N.J. 0g-903. in r979,p"t", Mrci"ury was chairmanDec.6: AIA Professional Development and had been since l974.Heand the thenPrograms CADD seminar, TUlsa, okla. dean, Sirpe;";Sh;p1"urd, made greatcontact: Pe-ggy Kersten at Institute head- strides in strengtheii"g trt" program dur-quarters, (202) 62G7357. ing the period irt".Lui, Kahns deathDec. 9'll: Conference on Long-Range b/retaining trr" u"rt 

"t tt " "iirti.rg 
----

Planning and strategic Facility-Munule- facutty-foi""u-pi", c"orge euall's, John
TeL!' c-h_icago. contact: Sue Sjogren, Bower, Mario no'*unu"t , buuia pon<, -
Flacility lllnagelent Institute, 397l South Alan Levy, vru.rt 

"rila"yers, 
and JackResearch Park Dr., Ann Arbor, Mich. Thrower.iqr"iivi-p".tant, Mccleary48t0/'.

Dec. e-r r : Seventh Annuar rnternationar ffi:?:: f,'jli:t f;:'"":f I:'YT,T[IJ:'
conference on Alternative Eryrgy Sources, Alio van Eyct ,ano -any othen here toMiami Beach. contact: D_r. T Nejal broaden .r; i;;;i inqui.y and keef 

-

veziroglu, clean Energy Researcir Insti- the program f;;;;tug"uting into atute,lJniversity of Miami, coral Gables, museum of memories of Louis Kahn.Fra.33124. Sheph""rJ ;;Ji\,r:tleary did an excel_
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lent job of leading the program towar
addressing the pluralistic concerns thr
were emerging in the middle 1970s. A
the same time, they retained a dedica
tion to those values basic to architect,
at Penn that are so well described in t
Ancnrrrcrunn article.

Deqn Lee G. Copeland, E
Graduate School of Fine ,

U nive rsity of Pinnsy I vr

Charleston Infrll Housing: The article e

tled "Gentle Infill in a Genteel CiW" (Jr

page 44\ raises a number of important
even critical, architectural design issu

To ease social integration and allay
neighborhood resistance through adal
tion of remnants of a house form assol
ciated with Charleston's slave-ownins
aristocracy of the 18th and lgth centu
ries indicates a greater concern for vis
ual context and the heritage movemer
than for the inhabitants of-the housinp
project.

It is also interesting that, although t
"single' house has been built in the arc
tectural styles of a number of periods-
colonial, Georgian, federal, Greek revir
and Victorian- only today's architect
have found it impossible to adapt the c<

cept to the contemporary situation.
Of course, the new houses in Charlesr

are not."single" houses. They pay only
lip-service to architectural ideisincoil
rated in the "single" house-a thin vene
on a more or less typical ,,low-income',

housing unit. None of the features that
made the original houses habitable in I
hot and damp climate of the area are
present. Derek A. Drummo

Professor of Architectt
McGill University, Montrr

The writer Michael J. Crosbie, respone
It is true, as Mr. Drummond points 

i

out. that Charleston's new low-income I

housing was designed to "ease social inl
gration and allay neighborhood resistanci
That does not, however, exclude an I

equally strong concern for the inhabit-l
ants of the housing projects. The past 4
years have shown that hiehrise. hish dd
sity public housing alienites residJnts d
the surrounding neighborhood and sed
as an identifiable warehouse for the pod

Moreover, there was indeed concernl
for the visual context and Charleston'sl
rich architectural heritage that was I

matched with high regard for the in- |

habitants. If Mr. Drummond travels to I

Charleston to see the projects first hanl
and to talk to the residents, as I did, hd
will learn that these people a.e qeneroJ
with their praise for iheii new tr-omes. I

None expressed psychological discomfd
about living in houses that in form are I

attributable to dwellings that may havel
once been occupied by slave owners. 

I

continued on page Il

I
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s&ste}'s Editorb note: This report is by Christopher
Arnold, AIA, a seismic design specialist
and president of Building Systems Develop'
ment, Inc., San Mateo, Calif. He partici'
pated in a Califurnia Council/AIA tour
of Mexico City in October.

At 7:18 A.M. on Sept. 19, an earthquake
with a Richter magnitude of 8.1 occurred
off the Mexican coast,200 miles south-
west of Mexico City. Rippling through
the soft ground of the old lake bed upon
which Mexico City is founded, the earth-
quake completely destroyed some 0O F gq

buildings, ieverely damaged hundreds of
others, injured countless people, and killed
a number not yet fully counted but ap-

proaching 10,000. The earthquake y-as .
by far the most destructive to strike North
America since the continent was first
populated. By contrast, the San Francisco

iaithquake of 1906 killed approximately
700 people, half bY fire.

M-exiCo City has a history of severe

earthquakes. In this century it hasbeen
struck by six earthquakes with a Richter
magnitude greater than 7.0. [n fact, the
Sept. t9 earthquake was followed the next

dav bv an aftershock of magnitudeT '5, a

maioi earthquake in its own right that
apparently caused few additional casual-

ties or damage. The extreme damage to
Mexico city overshadowed the losses in
other cities closer to the epicenter of the
quake: 150 were killed in Jalisco, 30 in
lvlichoacan,20 were killed in church at

Ciudad Guzman, four hotels in Ixtapa
were evacuated.

In focusing on severely damaged build-
ings and the totally collapsed structures
wi'th terrible casualties, the news media
tended to portray a city in ruins, with life
totally disrupted. The truth is paradoxical:

The earthquake only briefly affected the
basic life of the citY
area-wide destruction. After a short pause

the subway continued operation. Power

and water failures were frequent but iso-

lated. Although destruction of the cen-

tral telephone exchange effectively cut-

off Mexico City from the outside world,
within the city telephone contact wils soon

restored. The earthquake sought out indi-
vidual buildings and destroyed them, but
these were a very small percentage of
the building stock. The awe+aten"; 

:tr;,

uilding Dam4fe Severe but
potty in Mexico Crty Quake
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Disasters /ro m page 11
aged buildings only represents about I
percent of the total.

Records of ground motion obtained at
sites within the affected area show a strons
shaking duration of about 60 seconds (i
very long duration; that in the San Fer-
nando, Calif., earthquake of l9Z1 was
about 12 seconds),and a long period of
vibration of about'two seconds.

When the perioci of vibration of the
ground shaking coincides with the natu-
ral period of a building, great amplifica-
tion of motion with the building ii titcety.
This occurred at Mexico City, because 

-

buildings of between eight to sixteen
stories, depending on their construction
and proportion, have periods of vibration
of approximately two seconds.

- Modern highrises, predominantly steel
framed, have even longer periods and *itt
not suffer the same amplification; they
may sway considerably, but will not come
apart. Older buildings in Mexico City are
predominantly reinforced concrete framed
(with no shear walls) with no ductilitv
(the ability of a marerial to distort bui
not collapse). So the long period, long
duration motion in Mexico City was ampli-

fied in these large nonductile concrete
frame buildings.

Still, only a small percentage of them
received devastating damage. In the Nuevo
Iron housing area, a l4story housing unit
totally collapsed, partially on is side, while
an adjoining identical unit still stands.
These are tall, rectangular slabs built some
20 to 25 years ago. Their reinforced con-
crete columns looked too slender for their
task, and the reinforcement projecting
from shattered beams and columns loolied
inadequate. A clear architectural weak-
ness is visible: The fint floors are open,
and heavy braced infilled walls at the build-
ing ends terminate at the second floor.
introducing a structural discontinuitv.

Small and medium sized unreinfoiced
masonry buildings suffered little damage,
except in the adjoining barrio of Tepito,
where buildings are constructed bv non-
professionals, often virtually propped
together. Baroque churches stand un-
harmed alongside shattered reinforced
concrete buildings; undamaged simple
brick commercial structureJadioin iol-
lapsed reinforced concrete hotels. These
masonry buildings respond dangerously to
short, sharp jolts, but rode unsclthed over
the long swell of this earthquake.

Many huge buildings with curtain walls
stood unscathed. The glass facade of the
Latino Americano tower, built in 1948.
stands serene and perfect in the center
of the damage area. Many large glass store
fronts also were unscathed.

The government talks of reconstruc-
tion, and the decentralization of govern-
ment offices, now hard hit bv the dam-
age. Planners talk of demofiihing Tepito
and rebuilding the Thieves Market, heav-
ily damaged by the quake. Both these
moves have long been proposed, and the
earthquake simply provided a convenient
tool for government planners to take
actron.

Damage estimates for replacement r
as high as $5 billion, disastrous for a nr
affluent country struggling with high fc
eign debts.

Meanwhile life in Mexico City conti
ues: Fire eaters show off at gridlocked
traffic intersections, and the internation
hotels are full of business people hardl
aware of the disasters a few blocks awa

Adminishation, HHS Reject
'Model' Homeless Shelter Pla

It now appears certain that a dilapidatt
building in Washington, D.C., will not'
turned into a "model" shelter for the hon
less, as promised by President Reagan jr
prior to the November'84 election. Mc
likely the shelter residents will be move
by the federal government to temporar
and then more permanent quarters run
by other advocacy groups for the home
less. At the heart of the year-long ordei
between one such group, the Commu-
nity for Creative Non-Violence (CCNV
and the Administration is the question
what constitutes a model shelter.

President Reagan s pledge came on tl
51st day of the hunger strike of Mitch
Snyder, CCNV's director. Snvder. whosr
plight was nationally televised by CBS,s
"60 Minutes" and ABC's "Nightline,"
said he would starve himself io death
unless the Reagan Administration aqrer
to appropriate $5 million to repair t[e
squalid CCNV shelter for the homeless
a l85,OOGsquare-foot run-down gover
ment-owned building at 4ZS Second

shelter. So, last January five architect

After Reagan conceded, Snyder t
to architects for help in designing a:

students from the City College of N
York set up shop inside the CCIW st

Street N.W.

ter (see March, page 28). Their
called for clusters of cubicles to

was set at $10 million.

modate up to 1,000 people, lounges anr
dining areas on each of the four floon.
an infirmary and a restaurant-quality
kitchen. Subsequently the estimated,

Disasters
Mexico City earthquake
Attractions
Horton Plazain San Dieso
South Street Seaport's Pi-er 17
Contloversies
kgislation proposed to weaken

Brooks Bill process
Critics petition Whitney addition

The Administration countered with
million and a more modest plan calli
for such things as rhe repaii (not theror suen rnlngs as tne reparr (not the
replacement) of the roof, open dormi
ries, one eating area. At this point nel

CCNV building without providing alr
native shelter for those in the facilitv.

tiations broke down in mutual recrimi
tions. In late June the Administration
announced that the CCNV shelter
close by July 10. Snyder sued, and in
August a U.S. district court ruled that
the government could not reclaim the

I{EWS COI{TEI{TS
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Unless otherwise indicated, the news is
gathered and written by Allen Freeman,
Nora Richter Greer Michael I. Crosbie.
and Lynn Nesmith.
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Since then the battle has broadened to
include the D.C. government and other
advocacy groups. N.R.G.

News continued on page



YOU'UE HEARD THAT BEFORE.
More than 15 years ago, we installed the first PVC single-ply roofs in

Europe. Morethan 1 2yearsago, we installed the first PVC single-ply roofs in
the United States.

And ever since, we've heard people say: "PVC won't lastl'

Quite frankly, in the early days, they were sometimes right, Experience
was lacking and membranes were not always thick enough. But, at Trocal,
there was [and still is) a big difference: we're dedicated to single-ply roofing.

So, those early mistakes were Soon corrected. [And, we stood behind
our customers by living up to our warranty every time they had a problem.)
From that point on, Trocal PVC membranes have performed quite well,

thank you.

Sure, there are problems now and again. [You'll never find a roofing
system that's l}O%perfect.) But, we provide service to our customers and fix

their problems fast.

One more important Point.
Recently, we took test cuts from ten and fifteen year old Trocal roofs and

gave them to an independent testing laboratory.

The results were impressive. Every sample tested showed physical

val ues eq u al to or better than pu blished m i ni m u m standards for new m ateri als,

We were pleased but our customers were even happier.

Now, without fear of contradiction, we can simply state: Trocal PVC

membranes meet all the criteria necessary for long{erm performance in the
roofing environment. We have the track record. We have the proof . [And,
we'd be happy to discuss it with you further.)

To be Sure, we don't expect people to stop saying "PVC won't lastl'

It's nice to know they're wrong. We know Trocal PVC willlast. And last.

And last.

We'lltalk again soon.
Known by the companies we keep dry.

TROGAI:
ROOFING SYSTEMS

Innovative
Building Products
by Dynamit Nobel

1O Link Drive, Rockleigh, New Jersey 07647,800-526-4610 (ln NJ: 201-767-1660)

Circle 9 on information card
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San Diego C'€h an Exuberant
I[ew Downtown Development
The people who brought you the design
elements of the 1984 summer Olympics
now bring you downtown San Diego.

It is not quite all of downtown but a
substantial chunk of it, six and a half city
blocks of shops, restaurants, and other
amusements called Horton Plaza, devel-
oped by Ernest W. Hahn and principally
designed by the Olympic team of archi-
tect Jon Jerde and graphic designer/
colorist Deborah Sussman.

Horton Plaza meets the surrounding

streets with a succession of pastel wal
and missionesque gestures. But they c
not fully prepare the visitor for what g
on inside.

The main "street" is a meandering
multilevel pedestrian way that is a diz
ing melange of architectural elements
is repeatedly bridged, balconied, arca<
and festooned. And it is awash in colc
palette of 49 exterior colors in all, ran
ing from vivid pinks and greens to the
Tirscan combination of black. white. i
beige.

The impact, when in the midst of al
this, is positively assaultive. On the upl
levels, which have fine views of the cit
and bay, it is easier to take.

For all of its festivitv (the urban des
catchword of the 198dsi) Horton Plazi
a serious effort at downtown renewal
anchored by four major department sto
Is site was formerly part of San Diegc
skid row. There has been much rehabil
tion in the area, but pockets of degrad
tion remain nearby.

Horton Plaza is a strenuous, even dt
perate effort to make downtown comp
itive with suburbia and induce people
come to a part of the city they have
shunned for a long time.

It opened in August, and so far cro!
are said to have exceeded expectationl
ffuis magazine will return to Horton Pll
over time to see how well its unrestrail
brand of urban architecture achieves il
ambitious objectives. 

I

Doruelp Cerlrv, Hon. AIA 
I

News continued on pagl
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Pier 17 Pavilion Completes customary desigr consistency: "In historic

New York's south shebt seaport ;:?,5i$' ffi 
jf 

l jilTfi',|T'fl tr*,::Tl;
materials and forms. . . . Designing any
building in an urban setting surrounded
by older structures of various periods . . .

starts as a problem not of 'styles' but of
scale and fabric. . .. Just as we wanted a
straightforward'shirt- sleeves' environment
in the market, we wanted an even more
muscular and workaday character for the
pier."

The adjacent old Tin Building of the
Fulton Stieet Fish Market has bJen newlv
painted gray, with red accenting its pressed-
metal classical details. The architects assG
ciate the "nautical red" of the pien with
"the assertive red stacks of ocean liners,
the jaunty color of the river tugs and
barges, the painted hulls of tall ships, the
proud red of the Ambrose Light Ship,"
which is moored among the Seaport muse-
um's collection.

The new building is expected to draw
great crowds to the South Street Seaport
along with the currently fashionable 

-eve-

ning influx of Wall Street and Citv Hall
singles-in business garb with bri-efcases
and beer steins in their hands. After an
admittedly tough first winter-,,because
the first summer was not long enough to
get established," a Rouse Company spokes-
man explains-sales in phase-one cbm-
ponents of Rouse's Seaport venture were
up 30 percent this second summer.

_ _looking up, also, is the Seaport
Museum, which after financial irouble that
brought recent staff layoffs and other cut-
backs. has been reorganized by peter Neill
from the National Trust for Historic pres-
ervation, who started June 1 as the Sea-
port Museum's new president.

New Yorkers can now look forward to
the increasing popularity of this seaport
as an established entertainment center and
to the gradual restoration and improve-
ment-if not over gentrification-of the
surrounding I l-block neighborhood.
C. Rev Surrn, FAIA

Mn Smith is a New York Citv writer
editot and architect.

Mayor Edward Koch and other city, state,
and federal officials sailed into New York
City's South Street Seaport on Sept. I I
and dedicated the Pier 17 Building. The
building is the final component of the
Rouse Company's involvement in the
South Street Seaport project, and it com-
pletes the link envisioned between the
restored 19th century seaport buildings
and the restored sailing vessels mooret at
adjacent piers along the East River.

Projecting out into the river some 400
feet, the 100-foot-high, bright red Pier 17
Building is designed to accommodate
about 100 shops, cafes, and restaurants
on its three 50,000-square-foot levels. At
dedication time more than 55 percent of
the space was occupied by some 40 shops
and restaurants.

The most memorable space in the new
pier building is the glass-enclosed water-
end area on the third floor, which is occu-
pied by two square, marble-and-wood sea-
food and drinks bars. There one can sit
nearly 400 feet out into the river with a
splendid panorama of the opposite water-
front, of the Brooklyn Bridge north, and
of the Seaport Museum's ships.

The building is constructed as a shed
of steel and glass with skylighted arcades,
crossings, and open-air decks. It is enclosed
by a skin of corrugated metal, which is
painted a bright "nautical red" offset by
charcoal steel structural frames, white
graphics, and blue awnings under a gray
zinc-coated steel roof. It is unlike thi -

Rouse Company's Fulton Market at the
South Street Seaport, which has a brick-
and-glass skin with cable suspended glass
canopies.

The architect, Benjamin Thompson &
Associates, explains this as a respect for
the consistency of building types bnd their
traditional materials- the recreational pier
versus the market building-rather than

Below, Pier 17, the latest component of
New York City's South Street Seaport.

Public lblevision to Brroadca
Tlmee Series on Architechrft

Three series that address diverse aspec
of American architecture are being pn
duced for public television. The first o
the three was aired last month in select
areas, and the other two series are sche
uled to be shown in 1986.

The first series is an eight-part chil-
dren's educational program of 15-minu
segments on artists and their relationsl
with the environment. entitled "Pass It
Along." The architecture segment was
hosted by Peter Bohlin, FAIA, and was
filrned at his national honor award-winnil
Shelly Ridge Girl Scout Center near Ph
adelphia. Bohlin leads a group of fourt
and fifth-graders on a scavenger hunt
around the camp to discover elements
the buildings that relate to the landscap
and later he has the children pretend fc
be parts of buildings. The program was
produced by South Carolina Education
Television and the Center for Environ-
mental Education. Additional funding w
provided by the National Endowment f,
the Arts, AIA, and the Polaroid Foun-
dation.

by Philip Johnson, to Eliel Saarinen's
Cranbrook campus. In each one-hour
sode Stern will be joined by various

In the spring of 1986 PBS is planning
to air an eight-part documentary that w
examine American architecture in a his
torical and cultural context. Entitled ,,pric

of Place: Building an American Dream,
the series was written and hosted bv Rol
ert A. M. Stern, FAIA, and was filmed:
more than 100 locations ranging from
South Bronx urban renewal iitJto Jef
son's academic village at the Universitv
of Virginia, to Houston's Tiansco Tower

tects, architectural historians. critics. a
developers. The scheduled guests inclu
Philip Johnson, FAIA, StanGy Tigerma
FAIA, Cesar Pelli, EAIA, Frank Gehrv.
EAIA, Charles Jencks, and Gerald Hinr
Hon. AIA.

The series was directed by Murray
continued on page
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..The Dearborn Inn offers EarhAmerican charm
;Jila;" Att ricanconvenience with
Sb"rt OPTIMA No-Hands restrooms."
The impressive EarlY American
surroundings of the Dearborn Inn
attract thousands of guests annu-
ally. Equally imPressive are the
"behind the scenes" conveniences
that add to the lnn's comfort

without
detracting
from its
charm

-the Sloan
OPTIMA No-Hands automated
flush valves in the lobbY restroom
are one example.

A Sloan OPTIMA sYstem uses

an electronic sensor that "sees" the

user and automaticallY flushes the
sanitary fixture-or turns the sink
faucet or appliance on and off-
onlv as needed. This eliminates
unfiushed urinals and toilets as well
as assures that faucets and hand
drvers are turned off after use.

The results: Reduced water
usage. A cut in energy consumption'
Fewer repairs. L,ess maintenance.
And cleaner restroom fixtures that
help assure the comfort of guests

and visitors.
The Sloan OPTIMA system

meets all building codes and installs
easily in virtually any new or retrofit

Ask your Sloan
representative
about Sloan
No-Hands
automated
systems. Or
write us.

situation. The system is also adapt-
able to soap dispensers' hand
dryers, shower heads, and more'

IIEE
SLOAN
10500 Seymou

VALVE COMPANY
r Avenue. Franklin Park, lL 60131

Circle 14 on inlorntatiott card



Attractions/rom page 20
Grigor and produced by Malone Gill Pro-
ductions, with funding provided by Mobil
Corporation. South Carolina Educational
Television will present the series to na-
tional public television stations. A com-
panion book of the same title and also
written by Stern will provide further anal-
ysis of the themes addressed in the series.

The third series is "America by Design,"
a five-segment program produced by
Charles Guggenheim with WTTW/
Chicago and hosted by architecture pro-
fessor Spiro Kostof of University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley. It will focus on the events

Controuers'i,es

and people who have contributed to archi-
tecture, planning, and design in this coun-
try, as well as the way history and events
influence the process of design. Written
and produced to engage a general audi-
ence, each of the five episodes will address
different types of architecture: the house,
the workplace, the street, public places,
and the shape of the landscape.

Funding was provided by the National
Endowment for the Ara, AIA, Haworth,
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting,
and the Public Broadcasting Service. The
series is scheduled to be shown in the
fall of 1986.

ing services to the federal governmen
for a 'fair and reasonable' price," said
L"awson, who added that the ultimate t
eficiary had been the American taxpa

Lawson pointed out that last spring
the Maryland state legislature had ovr
turned an ll-year-old law that require
project price as a factor in awarding sr

contracts, due in part to efforts by loc
AIA components (see May, page 96).
study of Maryland's repealed selectio:
method revealed, stated l,awson, that pr
aration of detailed preliminary desigr
upon which proposals could be based,
more time-consuming and expensive t.
a method modeled on the Brooks Act
Many A/E firms stopped competing f,
government work because of the exper
Over the years a growing number of p
jects went to the lowest bidder rather
than the most technically competent, r

Lawson, and that the subsequent char
orders on low-bid awarded contracts
resulted in increased costs.

Lawson also noted that the study of
the Maryland method made Bedell's t
redundant. "Many of the undesirabl
aspects of using price proposals at the
selection stage may, by happenstance, r
become apparent during a test that sele
a few projects," said Lawson. "Neverth
less, the test will be used as evidence t
support changing the Brooks Act so tt
all design work is procured by the pric
proposal method."

As to the repeal of the $85,000 thres
old method for set-aside projects, Laws
stated that AIA neither supports or
opposes set-asides, "which tend to favc
one segment of the membership over
another." But, he added, the Institute d<

favor "the more objective and measur-
able $85,000 threshold method over thr
totally subjective'rule of two' method.'

Lawson made his remarks as a mem-
ber of a panel of architects, engineers,
and surveyors who testified for the Cor
mittee on Rderal Procurement of Arcl
tectural-Engineering Services (COFPAE

Petition hotesting Pnoposal
Submitted to Whihrev

A petition signed by more than 600 pec
ple, including I.M.Pei, FAIA, Romaldc
Giurgola, EAIA, Edward Larrabee Barnr
FAIA, and artists Saul Steinbers and Isan
Noguchi, was sent to the trust]ees of the
Whitney Museum of American Art to pr
test an addition that thev believe will
"totally destroy the architectural inteeritt
of Marcel Breuer's original mureu*iori
pleted in 1966. 

I

The announcement in late Mav of I

Michael Graves' proposed expansion pll
aroused emotional debate and set off al
storm of controversy in the architecturd

continued on page 
]
I

I

I

Business Administration's current stand-
ards, approximately 97 percent of all A/E
firms are considered "small." and thus
eligible to bid on ser-aside projects.)

If the cap were repealed, then set-asides
would be governed by the "rule of two,"
as stipulated in the Federal Acquisition
Regulation. The "rule of two" requires
that whenever a contractins officer be-
lieves that "there is a reasoiable expec-
tation" that there are at least two small
businesses available to fill a contract at a
reasonable price, the entire class of con-
tracts must be set aside for small busi-
ness. Without the cap, multi-million dol-
lar architectural projects could be set aside
for "small businesses," which the SBA
defines as having under $3.5 million in
gross annual revenue. This means that
truly small firms would compete with
larger firms for set-aside projects.

In hearings before the House armed
services subcommittee on military instal-
lations and facilities in late September,
Bedell stated that he intends to introduce
the repeal of the $85,000 threshold method
as a floor amendment to the Fy'86 mili-
tary construction budget and will intro-
duce the price test as a separate piece of
legislation. As separate legislation, the
price test may be debated (probably not
before next year) in the Armed Services
Committee, the Small Business Commit-
tee (of which Bedell is a member). and
the Government Operations Committee
(chaired by Rep. Jack Brooks, Hon. AIA
ID.-Tex.], author of the Brooks Act).

At the subcommittee hearings in Sep-
tember, AIA vice president-elect David
F. Lawson, EAIA, testified in support of
the Brooks Act. "The selection piocess
mandated in the Brooks Act is fair, com-
petitive, effective, and efficient in the deliv-
ery of quality architectural and engineer-

AIA Opposes te$slation to
Weaken Brooks Bill Proeess
The Brooks Act, which governs the selec-
tion process of A/E firms for federal gov-
ernment contracts, and a contract thresh-
old used to set aside government projects
for small businesses are being challenged
by Rep. Berkley Bedell (D.-Iowa). Bedell
plans to introduce legislation that would
require the Department of Defense to con-
sider the estimated price of a project in
addition to a firm's technical competence
in awarding contracts. Currently under
the Brooks Act, government contracts for
architectural and engineering services are
selected "on a basis of demonstrated com-
petence and qualification for the type of
professional services required at faii and
reasonable prices."

Bedell's legislation would call for a pro-
gram to test the use of price as a factor
in selecting A,/E services for Defense
Department projects. The test would be
modeled on a report made by the Office
of Federal Procurement Policy (OFpp)
that concluded that project price should
be the "paramount selection factor" for
A/E services that are clearly defined and
simple to perform. For more complex proj-
ects, the OFPP report stated that techni-
cal competence be the most important
factor. For projects that fall in the mid-
dle range-moderately complex-the re-
port suggested a two-tiered selection
process: A/E firms would submit sepa-
rate technical and cost proposals. The
firm ranked highest in technical compe-
tence and lowest in price would be
awarded the contract. If the most com-
petent contender is not the lowest in price,
then the government should try to per-
suade that firm to meet the lowest bid.

Another part of Bedell's legislation
would repeal the $85,000 threshold method
used-for setting aside government proj-
ects for small businesses. (Under the Small
24 ARCHITECTURE/NOVEMBER 1985



HOWTO USEYOURUOICE
WITHOUT SAYIIIGAWORD.

]NAIIAOEIhEIII 1EIS YOU
A]ID RECEIUE DAIA
YOUR IETEPIIO]IE II]IES.
lIE O] TA]IY I]ITEGRAIED
ll01lS OIAlsT SYSIEIT 85
[IeISYSTEI75.

rnv of todav's so-called auto
I o?iceshave aproblem.
ve got their mainframes.
ve Eot their computers.
ve Eot data everywhere. But
row the rieht people can't seem
, their hands o:n ttie rightinfor-
,n when they need it. Right

'stem85and System 75offer an
rated solution [o that Problem.
management gives You the
r to supportyour datacommun-
ns requirements on the same
m that carries your voice com-
cations. You can access ir-forma-
t vour deskterminal, from a
bf of sources, as easilY as mak-
phone call. You don't have to
i a separate system ornetwork.

oRE ACCESS, lowtRco$s
xecutives who have one of our
rated voice and data terminals
eir desks have a world of infor-
n at theirfineertips. Withthe
I Personal Tbrminal 510, theY
rmmand all the Powers of
lm 85 and Svsterm 75, such as
,singmessales at the touch of a

scneen. They can also use the PI510
to access their company's dataprc-
cessing department and outside data
sources to keep them abreast of
stock prices, financial reports and
forecaits-all the vital information
thev need to make quick business
decisions. Or they cin use ow 74M
digital telephonewith a data termi-
nal to accessvolce, messagmg ser-
vices, and data sources, without
expensivemodems.-Manv 

of the cost-savinEfeatures
usually issociated with AfeT's voice
nrodults carrv overto data aswell.
Call detail recbrding, Ieast cost rout-
ing hunting an{ qupuing are just a
few wavs to make data tran$nsslons
econoniical and easier to control.

lBt: OPEIISESAIIIE

For those who have alreadY made
abisinvestmentin IBM* 3270 equip-
ment, System 85 and SYstem 75's

32?0 datamodules not onlY suPPort
vour investment, they enhance it." OurdatamodulesallowYour3270
terminals to access multiPle IBM
mainframes or applications, instead
of beine dedicated tojust one,like
they ofien axe now. TheY can also be
used to access asynchronous com-
outers. as well as outside data
iources and all the applications of
Svstem8Sand Svstem75." You'll also be lble to add users
to the system without having to
addmoi'e IBM cluster controllers.

Bv usinE the ATcT Premises
Distribu:tion Svstem, our universal
wiring scheme, you'li eliminate the
need Iorbullry, cbstly coa>rial cable.

AlI OPE]I TUTURE

Svstem 85 and Svstem 75 are
desiined accordine io the zuidelines
of ATtT Informatbn SystemsArchi-
tecture. ISA protects your investment
bv EuaranteeinE the equipment you
biri todav will bt comp-atible wifh
th6 equilment you buy in the futtre.
Equaily impor{ant, AT&T is certify-
ini otlier major vendors who are
committea to making their equiP-
ment compatible with SYstem 85
andSvstemT5.

Ariother insurance policY is that
Svstem 85 and System 75's comPuter
interface, Digital Multiplexed Inter-
face or DMIis compatible with
ISDN. the international standard for
netwoi'ks of the future. DMI Pro-
vides vou with low-cost corurections
among digital PBXs, comPuters and
network access points.

Or.u svstems are backedbY the
larEest slles and service staffin the
indistrv. Addto that our century of
commuirications experience and
leadership, and your decision is easy.
Of atl youi atteriratives, only one is
the rieht choice-ATc'T.

To-find outmore about SYstem 85
and Svstem 75, callYourATeT
Information Systems Account Exec-
utiveor lffi2{:7-12n.
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Contr<rvemies .l rttrrt l)ag,a : 1

c()mmunilv. Critics chlrrucd thc (irares
design u'oulcl trrenrhelnr thc ori{irral buiid-
inr-l whilc su[)p()r1crs ar{uctl thc rrtldition
would rnctrrp()rate the- Brctrcr lruilcJirtg as

an e lcrntcnt oI u lirrgcr cottrposition. f hr:
adclition *oultl rise 1o thc srruth trl, untl
tlirectlr irborc. the original rnuscunr
lt \latlison \rcntrc anrl -5th Strce t tSe c
Aul1.. pagc I 1. ancl Sept.. pagc -1,\t.

('lllin.s thcnrscircs thc '.\tl Iitre ( trnt-
ntittcc 1,.) Srrvc thc \\ hilncr." signcrs itl'
thr- l)ellti()n ltre urging thc tru\tr-c\ "t(\
utrarrclt,rr the prcscntlr prr,pirscrl tlcsi!'n
1or thc r\punsi()n ol thc lruiltlin-i1."'l-ht'
founrlin9 rr"rcrnlren urc: He rf.crl Be ckhlrrcl.
F\l \: \oushin Brrrtn..\[-\: R.6crt [:.
(iat jc. l;\l \: \l.ralranr \\. (icllcr. I:\1..\:
l-illiirrr i cisfrt: \litrrar I . i-er i. {[.\:
Burt,anr \cski. F\1.\: .\rthur Ilose nbllrtt.
f:A1.,\: Strsan Rcichnrarr: ( arl Stein. [:AlA:
lrncl Rie htrnl ( i. Stcirr. l:\1.{.

.Although thc rr()Llp ircknot'le-tlgcs rhe
rnuscllr'ft s nccrl lo crplrncl untl right 1,,
"sc-lcr't;rn rrrchitcct whrtsc riork it lecls
rdprcsr'nls iilt imp()rliiltt !urrclll lrr'rtrl in
lurchrlecturc." thcr bclic-re thal it is 1r,,s
riblc "t,.r tlcVeJop a str()n! illlrl illll)()rtirnt
ncw builtlinlt ihal wrrulri. trl thc slrrrrr,tintc.
t\'\l)L\'l Iltt' r'rislittL ntri:t.trnt.'

'l'lrt I trsl it rrlr

Kr.rtr ix:,rt1{t:.*' I)" :8

l-he pc:titioncrs, u ho also include .f ohn
BclLc. I',\lr\. F{ugh Stuhbins. FAIA, Leuis
I)lri.is. I-,\1.\. ancl .1. Stuart Jirhnson, state
c()ncern thut thc Whitncr "appcani uilling
lLr allorr thc dcstructit,n of a uorld-
rtlrrr\\flr'J uUtk rri urr'hitce lurc in rdniune-
tion w'ith its neu' building progranr. This
is particullrrly ilistressing gir.en tht' nrusc-
unr's role iLS a cilretakcr a.s \\'ell a.s an erhit-r
itor of the risual arts ol our culture.."

'f he proposed adciition is also opposcd
hr nranr ncighhorhood resiclent.s arld pres-
crvati()n groups. inclutling a qroup ()f
nairrb) pr()pert\ ()\\'ners uhO have orga-
nizetl rrncl hircd legal counscl to f ight the
prirposlLL ln an announcement ol the
!ro1111't ()pp()sitiOlt. .lanrc-s Endle r $ r()te
thlrt thcr' fcel tht-- (]ralt-'s ilesign "is out
trl chunrctcr u'ith thc neighborhood . . .

itntl crpresscs thc Whitner"s insensitrvc-
nr-ss l() lts sitet ancl its ncighbors."

.lcnniI'cr Russell. ilssistant clirec.tor of
thc Whitner. said thut thr' trustces intend
t() stirn(l bv {he proposrri and go ahead
u,'ith plans to obtain thc rctluirerl ilpproval
ol thc Neu \iirk Landrlarks Prescrvirtitln
(',rrrtrnission tintl rtther citr agcncics. 'The
\\ hitncr hircd (irlncs t() conte u p u ith
this tlesicn ancl it u'as acccptecl unani-
trousl\ b\ ther lrcxtrrl .' shc said. L.\.

Tl:li

::l

Lxhibition of liritish (lountr-r lkruse I)esign:'l br, ()crrrgon l\luscunr in \\ashint_
1on. D.C.. uill harc ott ticri lhroush.\pril (r an cxhibiiion oi 9() architccturai
clrauinrls. entitletl "Thc.Architect unrl thc Brirish ('()Lrnrrv l-louse. 1620-192()." The
cxhibit hus lroth inlcrior uncl crtcritir r ic*.s irr nrore thrrn ].i architccts inclurJing
Sir ('hristopher \\'ren..lanics \\'rlrtr. rnd Sir Erl*in Lur\.cns ancl is running in con
ittn.'li"n rrith:rn t'rhilritiort r'l tlt'r',rllrli\c,rIrj91 1i irn\l ltrt rr.rkr lr,,m tsritish hrrust,s
of this periotl llt thc \uti,,ttrrl ( irrllt'rr ,,[ .\rl's -I hc lreasurc llouses ot Britain:
Irivc lluntlrcr-l Ycttrs o1'Plttronugc arrrl .{rt ('ollecting." The colorl'ul pcn ancl u,ash(1!:,1.,lt the clesign for rhc lil.rrr\ rrr KniShtshaves in Devon hr William Burges{lxl--l\xlr. \ltr'r ils sht,ivins lrt tht'( )L'rir!r(,n \1ir..'rrnr. tht'.,rhil,it r-lili,rrr.ii,,
the National Acuclemv ol Design in \c',r,!ork Citr rMar.:l-June 29):the High
MuscLtm in Atlanta rJrrlr - Sctir. r: irrrl rh, Frrrish ( irrllcrr ,u fii." I nir.ersirr in
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ARGHITEGTURE

his month we present a series of truly
electrifying projects that have, all of a
sudden and at once, come to completion
in major American cities. They vary dra-
matically (from late modern to latest

Graves to neo-Romanesque), and we thought it
would be instructive to show them all at once, side

by side.
To achieve this we have had to trample upon

the practice of. magazines arranging for first andlor
exclusive publication commitments with architects,
a practice that we have pledged to neither pursue
nor honor. Three of the buildings in the issue have

appeared in other architectu tal magazines .lately,
airb it we were the other magazines the buildings
would therefore not appear here, thereby depriv-
ing our readers of another viewpoint on them.

A fourth building was pledged to another maga-

zine, but we decided to include it anyway. After
all, isn't there something vaguely bizane about
something as large and prominent as the State of
Illinois CJnter inChicago being kept from view until
the architect and magazine decide it's time to unveil
it? Of course, it has been repeatedly unveiled in
the general press, and even the construction press'

So we should wait?
These things underscore anew the folly of the

commitment iystem which, iN we have said before,
inhibits discussion and criticism and makes archi-
tecture's professional press a little less professional
than it might be. We are happy to report-that grow-

ing numbers of frequently published architects are

coming to agree and are abjuring the commitment
system entirely. D.C.
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tfiakingal\onentity
Intoalandmark
Procfur & Gamblc, hiltdqu&rfurs add/ition,
Ciyu:innntti. Kohn Pd.erson For.
By And,ren Oppenlwimer Dean

Proctor & Gamble's new headquarters signals a departure both
for architects Kohn Pedersen Fox and for their client, a cau-
tious old corporation known to some in its home citv of Cin-
cinnati as "Prim and Grim." According to the designers, p&G
made only two stipulations for its new building: thit it have a
more public, less cloistered look than the existing headquarters_a
dull and dour 1l-story, 1956 limestone box with punc'hed win-
dows-and that the old be incorporated in the niw complex.

P&G's headquarters has a sense of solid presence without
appearing ponderous, is elegant without the flash and showi_
ness of some KPF buildings. Moreover, it is KpF's first all stone
puilding. The firm, known for taking design cues from nearby
buildings, has until now created mainly collages that often jui-
tapose contrasting, sometimes jarringly dissimilar materials,
shapes, and colors. The only consistentjuxtaposition at p&G is
of large volumes and contrasting linear decoration, granite and
marble on the exterior, stainless steel bandine within.
.._Partner in_charge of design William pedersin, AIA, explains,
"Proctor & Gamble is a more homogeneous approach. tt isn t
an issue of taking one's personal style from pliie to place. The
issue is one of drawing one's style from the place, to'create a
personality for a building that fits into but iin't distorted bv the
context. In this sense, this is a pivotal building, something of a
departure." Senior designer Alex Ward adds, "p&G gave is the
confidence to do all stone buildings. previously, we lhought it
might not be modern enough."
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lPF's starting point was urban design' and once they had

led on limestone as material and an L as basic shape, which

,erated the two rotated towers rising from the Lls elbow, they

I solved the basic urban design problem' It consisted of mak-

the building a terminus for ihe eastern edge of Cincinnati's
vntown gridl which unravels near the site into an amorphous

lnide aricl spaghetti-like freeways. Because of the towers' diag-

ll placement,-*hi"h aligns with the main arteryinto down-.

nniro- the northeast, tle building, as Pedersen had wanted,

; also become a gateway into the city. Limestone towers with

backs were chosin forihe simple and good reason that Cin-

nati is a city of predominantly iimestone buildings, man-1.d1t-

, from the'i0s, ieveral having distinctive shaped-t9n1' With-

imimickry, whimsy, or irony, KPF thus adapted Cincinnati's

rical building shapes and materials.
Ihe L-shape"cl complex neatly incorporates the old headquar-

s by, in u i"nt", mit ing it app-ear as an addition to the new
which it is linked via alecond story bridge' Like the old
ilding, both new wings have punched windows, but of a spe-

I kint. These consisi of four-foot-wide reflective glass pan-

flanked by two, one-foot clear panes set back six inches to
,eal the thickness of the limestone skin. The effect is to enrich

: wall surface with changing patterns of light and shade' Both
w wings, like the old building, arecolonnaded, and KPF per-
'med superficial surgery on the 1956 arcade for purposes-of

iusting old to tt"*. OAdty, though, while in previous build-

ines KPF has tended to concentrate mass and ornament at the

i"i,"t r*"rt, uip8.c the focus is on the jewel'like entry pavil-

ionandthetowertops,leavingatstreetlevelalusterlessrepet-
itiu" 

"of"n"uOe 
shielding a dra-b wall with false windows. Behind

them is mostly shell space and mechanical equipment'
The L-shapld comple", including the old headquarters'

"-Uiu""t 
u t*o-Uto"t formal gatden/piazza, which is aligned

*iitt Citt"ittttati's signature Fountain Plaza just two blocks away'

ii, ill"ri rii" the p"&G plaza was a more casual backyard for

lii" iq56 Uuifding. It was enlarged and landscaped with latticed
pergolas and an entry drive whln the decision was made to shift

F&.b't front door to its new three-story entry pavilion'

Th; hst, popping out from the crook of the L' is the build-

ing;r-"*t"iiiece aia focus at street level' To underscore its

so"ecial role, it is mostly clad in marble and has an octagonal 
.

"ii"a"* "u.ive 
the entiy-a sort of medallion' Rising above the

ouuiiio" are P&G's two, 17-story, rotated, octagonal towers' Here
'"n"it, kFf used white marble cladding just under the domes

6;;iiuii"tttion to these special elements and topped them with

sreen tern-coated metal loecho the colors of nearby tower tops.
" Ark"d what he likes best about the building Pedersen re'

snonds, "The external volumetric relationships to the site were

r[futiu"fv predictable. But there are few buildings-in modern

"r"t 
it""i.rr" that can rival the interiors of this building. They

Center above, P&G towers in skyline' Left, with precursor
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a"
1wi

:, wilh existing headquarters
trepround, the L shaPe with
fted spires at its knuckle
'tracei a formal garden and
ztes a terminus for the east-

edge o.f the downtown gid.
ht, a vie-* through trellis on

cast tapered columns to
rGreek Masonic TbmPle
I newer towers.

have a high level of complexiry a layering that takes on an almost

Piranesian quality." In truth, the interiors are splendid' 
.

At the cente. of the entry pavilion is a marble fountain, art-

fully composed of curves and crooks, a lovely object and a-

damper f& noise. Furnishings and fixtures-sconces, suspended

lighf fixtures, flooring in several types of stone, plus corner.
sJating-are all art deco motifs. And stainless steel banding is

used not only for decoration but to conceal joints, sprinkler
systems, air intake valves, and lighting.

Like the rest of the complex, the entry pavilion is sympa-

thetic in scale and though richly, sometimes sumptuously' detailed

never approaches that overly expansive' overly expensive yet

impersonal look of "high corP."
From the entry a stair or escalator leads to the second floor

wings whose corridors yield to dining, kitchen, and other ser-

vice areas, and act as a public street to the old building. Four
cores, two for each tower, service offices in the spires.

The higher reaches of the towers become not only smaller
in floor aiea but "more domestic," in the architects' words, a

euphemism for less expensive. But the principal motifs' such

urituinl"rr banding and deco sconces (albeit now in plastic),
are constant throughout the building.
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In each wing above the second story is a large atrium with
hanging light fixtures and clerestorieslthe ut"[it"ct" acknowl-
edge a debt to wright's Larkin building), and ranged on either
side are floors of open offices with vieivs into the"atria. circu-
lation is on the perimeter where all ducts have been enclosed
in a dropped-.soffit that signals ..corridor,', in part to prevent
the amoeba-like growth such plans are prone^to.

Surprisingly, while other companies hive forsaken office land-
scaping for conventional offices or some combination of closed
and open spaces, all of p&G's work spaces are open plan. But
before de-ciding on furniture systems, iighting, acoustic devices,
and the.like, the company,researched atmort att available equipj
ment with all-the thoroughness it would lavish on testing a new
detergent or diaper, according to patricia conway, prerildent
of Kohn Pedersen Fox Conway, KpF's interior d#gn arm.

Most office partitions are six feet high, the workloors are
orderly and attractive, and, best of all, quiet_thanks, in part,
to the electronic revolution. p&G's top brass, nonethelesi, has
elected to remain in splendid isolation in their closed offices in
the old building,-ostensibly to avoid making the original head-
quarters seem inferior to the new. E
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Top, entry pavilion interior;
above, second story 'street'to
old building. Right, view from
piazza/ garden.
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LookWhatLanded
httheLoop
Statn of llliruyis Centnr, Clrinago.
MurphA/Jahn. By l{ara nUnter Greer

Occupying an entire block_in Chicago's North Loop is a huge,
squat, wedge-shaped, p^olychromatic glass and steel buitaing;riitl
a distinctive, sliced-off cylindrical ciown that seems to hive
poppe9 through the roof. It is neither of modern nor postmodern
genre., but is a synthesis of old and new forms, abstraction and
functionalism, purity and, pizzaz. Eclectically futuristic, it stands
in a tense relationship with its more traditional neighbors.

It is the State of Ilinois center, a $ilg million burlding hous-
ing 3,000 state employees and 150,000 square feet of 

"oir-"r_cial space. (Rather than creating a typicil government office
building that is deserted after 5 o'ctoct< und on weekends, the
State of Illinois insisted on a mixed use facility.) rne arct iiect
is Helmut Jahn, AIA, of the Chicago firm Muiphy/Jahn. The
design was the most radical (and Jihn's favorite) of three sub-
mitted to Gov. James R. Thompson, the others'being a more
conventional, triangular-shaped office tower and a l?-Jtory build-
ing similar to the scheme chosen but fashioned out of ."'"t"n!u-
lar planes.

. In the design chosen, Jahn took a lowrise (17 story) Miesian
glass box and transformed one of the short sides (the iouttr e"o
at Randolph Street) into a sweeping curve that twice steps inward
as it rises. Instead of simply pulling the curve from the south-
west to southeast corners, the glass skin is tautly stretched from
the southwest corner to halfway along the east side, giving the
curve greater volume. The result is the most spectaculir ro.-ded
facade in the city, one that seems to drasticaily change ,t up" 

-
when seen from different vantage points. At times it ippears
smooth and graceful; others, bulky and distorted.

Curving the structure frees a portion of the southeast corner
for a small plaza, in which now itands a Jean Dubuffet sculp_
ture and which announces the building's front entrance. The
placement of the curve and that entrance orients the center

R.igh.t, at night the center becomes a glowing apparition of the
$yliry, with the transparent portions o7 tlrn iu*b allowing views
into the interior atrium.
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toward other government offices-the CitylCounty Building to
the south (a 1906, l0-story, classical building with huge Corin-
thian columns rising from a granite base) and the Richard J.

Daley Civic Center (a 3Lstory, glass and cor-ten steel building
designed in the early '60s by Murphy/Jahn's predecessor firm
C. F. Murphy). In the process of creating this tripodal relation-
ship, however, an awkward thing happens: The State of llli-
nois Center with its tremendous bulk (1.2 million square feet)
overwhelms the two older buildings.

In sharp contrast to the curve are the three rectilinear facades.
On the south side (Lake Street), down the middle of which run
elevated tracks, the wall rises straight up and serves as a back-
drop for the elevated trains. On the east and west sides (Clark
and LaSalle Streets, respectively), the curtain wall is raised two
stories by columns, the space beneath becoming a covered
arcade. Jahn brought the colonnaded west side to the curb to
maintain LaSalle Street's canyon. And to echo the curving
facade's inward motion, both the LaSalle and Clark elevations
twice step slightly back as they rise. Where these elevations hit
the curve, the edges are slightly scalloped.

Jahn has described the treatment of the center's facade as "a
play between what is transparent, translucent, and opaque-not
always conscious, sometimes unconscious and totally unintended."
The center of the curve is transparent-clear glass with four,
thin vertical strips of reflective glass. Through this portion hints
of the interior can be gleaned. At either end of the curve, the sur-

face becomes more translucent; here 2.5-foot panes of clear glass

vertically alternate with the same sized panes of reflective glass.

On the remaining three facades the vertical stripping becomes
even more opaque, as blue glass panes alternate with clear' The
almost garish blue panes on the facades' lower third lighten each

time the building steps back. The blue hues are actually quite

Below, the center seen.from the east; right, its main entrance;
and teft, gtimpsed between city/county building and civic center.
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Right, looking down to the geometrically patterned concoun
and main level floors and the glass-walled'antechamber' opet
ing onto the cylindrical qtrium. Below left, the exposed elevt
shafts soar toward the atrium's space-framed top.

fickle, changing significantly as the intensity and the directio
of the light alters.

Juxtaposed against the skin are salmon-colored columns. Tl
arcade has salmon and white patterns on its storefront surfac
and its ceiling. And placed next to the columns are pink and
gray granite "mock" columns that march away from the build
ing as it curves and that diminish in size as they move down
Randolph and Clark streets. Meant to be whimsically metapho
cal, at points the granite hits the ground, at others it is susl
pended, sometimes it is on the street side of the columns, othr
times on the inside, and at the LaSalle Street entrance it make
an arch with a keystone of glass.

Like the curving facade, this ornamentation is most succesl
ful when seen in isolated vignettes. When all exterior elemen
are seen together, the effect is dizzying. New york Times archj
tecture critic Paul Goldberger calls it .,hyperactive 

. . . archi_
tecture on amphetamines, a building that is so utterly relent_
less that it seems neyer to let you go."

Enter the building, though, and the atmosphere changes to
one of congenial exuberance. At its heart is a 17-storv. i60-
foot-diameter atrium topped by that sliced-off cylindiical pro.
trusion-. Opening onto the atrium is a soaring antechambei, a
triangular-shaped space the hypotenuse of which is actually par
o.f thg curving facade. Together, the skylight and the aniel
chamber let in abundant_natural light, whiih is patterned by
the steel space frame and bouncesbff mirrored gtass walls in
the atrium.

The grand atrium-the largest and most exhilaratine in Chi
cago-was conceived by Jahn as a modern-day rotundi, mod-
eled after those found in turn-of-the-century government builr
ings. Jahn also wanted to reflect the feeling of"an ttalian ptaiia
albeit sheltered from chicago's brutal win-ter climate und r"n-
dered in a hightech esthetic. The necessary ingrediena, b";id"
light, were shops and restaurants and motion ind color.

- While the shops are located mainly on the first and second
floors, the restaurants are below on ttre concourse level. A large
circular hole cut in the center of the atrium floor lets righi a-n,
views oJ the space above into the concourse, opening u[ whar
otherwise would have been a dark, closed environmJnt.

Motion and color are everywhere. Across the atrium from
the main entrance are two exposed elevator shafts, each with
six glass enclosed cabs that race up and down, one nine floors
and the other 16. From the elevators, clip-on walkways lead tc
the offices, the balconies.of which op"rrbnto and ring more
than two-thirds of the atrium. Down on the main floo"r, escala.
tors immediately in front of the entrance lead to and fiom the
concourse level; escalators to the right and left lead to the sec
ond floor balcony. Above these side escalators are staircases I

that seem to precariously hang off the office balconies. In addil
tion, there is a steady flow of people: tourists visiting what is I

fast becoming the city's biggesi atiraction, Chicaeoails there fc I

state business or simply to cut through the buirdi"ne on their I

way to or from the "L'or subway, others to browse i-n the shons I

or eat. Repeated are the blues and salmons of the exterio., aeai i

the tones at the lowest levels fading to pasrels above. The sA; i

space frame is red. The result is a seriesbf richlv comolex imas, i

that shift as one moves through the building, tire most avnari l

being the view from the top balcony down io the elaboraterv I

patterned granite floors on the first and concourse levels. ' I

In this new state office building, Governor Thompson wanted,l
to create a new focal point in the North Loop. what Jahn eavll
the state is a highly dynamic and idiosyncratic buildine, o;" 'lthat since its conception half a decade ago has been ttri subiecl
of a heated public debate. fl ' ll

I

I

i
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Shary-Edged
Set of Straight-
fonvard lbwers
Cxtcker Cenfur, Los Arryele,s, SOM/
Sen Frrnrisco. BE John Pasttinr

A few years ago, a visiting architectural critic nominated down-
town [,os Angeles as "arguably the wont collection of highrise
construction in any American city." While this Western American
metropolis is not the only serious contender for that depressing
distinction, the charge cannot be easily dismissed. The best -
response would be to plead guilty with an explanation. Or, more
accurately, many explanations.

Urbanism has never been the city's strong suit. Its environ-
mental design strengths have always been horticulture and the
single family house. Its orientation has been to things secluded
rather than public, and to spread rather than compictness. For
the typical Angeleno, a tall building is an unwelc&ne intrusion
i-1,9 ?" imagined pastoral life. "High rise" is a pair of four-lerter
fighting words, and, for half a cenfury skyscrapers were actu-
ally illegal. Until the lare 1950s, a city ord-inance limited build-
ing height to 13 stories and 150 feet, with the only exceptions
being, ironically, the city hall and the neighboring teaerat building.
..-After the height limit was repealed, tatt Uuitaings began prol
mj.tiry'especially during the rg0s. The skyline trrlat tri r"*tt"o
from this concentrared bunt of activity is about the fifth tallest
in the country, but it lacks representation from the golden age

Right, Crocker Center's towers from the southeast, amid Los
Angeles'skyline; below, towers come within t50feet of each other.
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Thomas pannership first received major attention about five yer
ago for its richly divene Bunker Hill redevelopment proposa
involving, among other designers, Frank Gehry EAIA, lawrer
Halprin, Charles Moore, EAIA, Ricardo Legorreta, Hon. FAII
and Pelli. (In keeping with the city's anti-urban tradition, thi
scheme was rejected in favor of a more suburban proposal.) Th,
developers are now in the local limelight because of their plt
to build a 70-story tower by LM. Pei & Partners, and a 65-sto
one by Philip Johnson and John Burgee. In the same downtc
precinct as both its future buildings and its lamented unborn
ones, Maguire-Thomas has completed a highrise project thar
has gained considerably less attention, which is somewhat pr
zling since it is the city's best piece of postwar skyscraper deii
to date.

Crocker Center consists of 55- and 45-storv towers. and an
intervening multipurpose lowrise element. A product of the S

Francisco office of Skidmore, Owings & Meriill, the project
something of a rarity in today's skyscraper scene. Eschewing
axial symmetry and fanciful tops, and bereft of even a singlJ
arch, pediment, or pilaster, it is an undiluted late-modern d-esil
highly refined in materials and details. Ir siting and overall ori
nization is derived not from Beaux-Arts principles but from ci
scientious response to a rather unpromiiing context.

The cj:nter is part of the l3Gacre Bunkei Hill redevelopme
project, 24 years old this month but still far from finished. Formi
the north end of the new Los Angeles financial district (whic
has migrated about six blocks weitward over the last two dec
ades), Bunker Hill is a classic case of the persistence of 1950s-st'
scorched-earth urban renewal. The hill was once the city's pi
mier residential district, famous for it. lavish Mctorian .un.irt

they_sugg_ested have not.been carried out by actual develol
What has been built has turned is back to pedestrians

the street, and has taken the shape of huge garages and free_
standing towers usually surrounded by large eipanies of unforn
open space. The Security pacific Bank, a simple,54_story
across the street from Crocker Center, occupies but a smail
tion of its ground area, provides no commercial activity at
walk level, and flouts the master plan by aligning itsett dia
nally to the street grid. This last 6it of bad rirbai manners
ironically the starting point for Crocker's design, muctriit e t
rrntatlnggnt that stimulatgs_1n oyster into secreting a pearl.

Marc Goldstein, FAIA, SOIVI s design partner foithi pioj_
ect, devised 1;itg nlal and building foolprina that in partLcdc
Security Pacific'sbblique siting, f,ut whictr also respectedi
existing grid orientation and managed to form a reasonably st
set of street walls. This was accomplished through t
tower plans composed of a square joined to a diigoruw-sr prans composeo.or a square lorned to a diagonally sli
half square-the familiar "zoot, of the late '60s aid eaiv,,,
A third building, the lowrise Crocker Court, combines diae

Now, in an area equivalent to a dozen original Rockefeller Cr
ters, not a single old house remains. Its top has been scraped
down about 30 feet, its many individual paicels have been con
bined into a few superblocks, and one oi its streets has been
turned into a small elevated freeway. Although there have bet
at least three master plans for the project, thl specific forms

Aboue, towers from no_rthwest, showing reflectivity of granite
and'warm toned'windows, with low Oiitdings o"'nipZ Street.

of skyscraper design that occurred before World War II. There
is almost no historical variety. The institutional clients with suf-
ficient resources for first rate buildings were conservative, while
the speculative developen generally lacked architecturar .optis-
tication' The best locally based skysiraper designen of ttre pe'riod,
Cesar Pelli, EAIA, and Anthonyiumiden, fi,ta, *"r"!iu"n -'
just one commission each, and those were for buildings-under

3!,:1"ti:t. f nd, pragmStically, an ordinance requiring 
"ir"rg"n"yhelicopterlanding pads on the roofs of tal builaing-s virtuilly'

mandates flat skyscraper tops.
Lately, this dismal riate oi affairs has been changing, in great

part through the efforrs of a single developer. fhJVtTgui6-
48 ARCHITECTURE/NOVEMBER I985

provides restaurants and retailing, and creates a pedestrian_
building edge along Hope.Street. By coincidence, the plan
the two towers (the taller is named ior the Crocker Bank and
the shorter for IBM) is exactly congruent in shape with Johnsc
Burgee's celebrated Pennzoil placJ in Houston. Its dimensi
of 134x268 feet come within a few feet of pennzoil's l25x2l

nal and orthogonal geometries in a sornewhat different

Aside from this similarity, the Texas and California desi
are very different. Pennzoil's site is about an acre and a half
compared to crocker's four. pennzoil's towen are identical twi
whose corners come within l0 feet of touching; indeed, they
Siamese twins, since they are joined by an atrium base. Croil
towers are of unequal heights, are spaced 150 feet apart at t
closest points, are sited asymmetric;[y, and are sepaiated, ,r



joined, by an intervening plaza-level building. At 523 feet,
rzoil's towers form something of a trough in the hyperthy-
Houston skyline, failing to place in the city's top 20 while
t'7 and 640 feet, Crocker's towers rank second and sixth in
hern California.
luston's trapezoidal twins are also different in three-
:nsional form from those of l,os Angeles. Their tops are sliced
t opposing angles, giving them a complex and interesting
ile when seen from a distance. (This has become an almost
retical point as taller buildings have hemmed them in on
t sides.) Crocker's flat-topped towers may present less inter-
rg profiles at a distance, but their sharp corners are more
ratic close up, since the flat top emphasizes the acuteness
reir angles. Indeed, the knife-edge view of the Crocker and
. towers is an amazing sight in which immense volumes take
n elegant slimness and illusory weightlessness that is enhanced
re flushness and reflectivity of their skin.
rildings such as Crocker Center and Pennzoil Place are really
malist sculptures on a scale that lies outside the normal range

ne art. To be effective in this role, their surfaces must rein-
e the minimalist concept yet also provide human interest
satisfaction at an intermediate and close range. Brilliant as

rs, Pennzoil was betrayed by a run-of-the-mill curtain wall
ignored its essential sculptural premise. Crocker, while less

guing ut a pair of objects in space, is clad in a skin that

-""J itr esiential design objectives with skill and subtlety.

he Crocker curtain wall is composed of a polished reddish-
vn Finnish granite and warm-toned semireflective glass.

ending on the weather and time of day, the figure-ground
.ionship between wall and window can vary widely. Normally,

windows are darker than the granite' but at the beginning
end of the day they can seem to catch fire from the low sun'

rther times, glass and granite almost become one,.particularly
n seen at shirp angles. The result is a skin that is almost as

onsive to environmental change as mirror glass, but one with
nore substance and character of its own. This combination
early equivalent glass and granite is by now a classic one' It
ur.d ut long ago as 19?0 on the Bank of Americas San

rcisco head{uuLt".t by an architectural team composed of
ro Belluschi, pltL, Wurster, Bernardi & Emmons, and the

e SOM office that designed Crocker Center'
verlaid on the basic rectangular grid of stone and glass are

more delicate ones' The windows are set in metal frames

include a central vertical mullion and a roughly thigh-high

zontal one, bringing the scale of the large glass areas down

rore human p.opotiiont. This framework has been painted

rrk, grayed-down turquoise, an unexpected color that works
:ly riiththe warm hue of the stone. (Color selection for the

ect and building graphics for Crocker Court were the work
ussman-Prejza g Co.) Additionally, the granite column faces

bisected by iertical slots that guide the window washing equip-

rt, and the joints of all the granite panels are aligned in a
ern that continues the geometry of the window mullions'
,se secondary patterns are most readily discerned at close

:e. where theii contribution to building scale is welcome,

tend to be absorbed into the larger building pattern at a

ance, where such complexity would seem merely fussy' In
:t, this is a highly evolved system of enclosure that addresses

Lde range of formal and practical issues with considerable
tlety.
luc-h the same can be said for the site plan, which deter-

edly attempts to observe urban proprleti,e,s ]n an unpropitious
ing. ,ls already noted, it manages to hold its street faces,

r 5y turning its longest tower sides outward and by using 
-

elements t; fill in *here needed. Its ground coverage is high
its open spaces architecturally defined. On a plot of more.

r foui acres, this is no mean trick' It also avoids a stereotypical

:a configuration, providing instead a broad allee (with planting

igned by landscape architect Allen Fong) that meanders

Above, corner of south tower's marble-clqd elevator lobby' with

end of one of three semicircular elevator bqnks qt right in photo'

ansularlv through the site, meeting its perimeter at three points'

ai-..g ir{"t n"uily 1,g00_foot-long-srreet edge, there is nor a sin-

gl" [;t"g" ramp,'driveway, or loading dock to be seen' (There

i" oie pi.t ing intrance placed s.o inconspicuously as to be prac-

tically invisibie.) In the auromobile - oriented, antipedestrian con-

text of L,os Angeles, this unprecedented sensitivity to people on

foot seems mir*aculous' Aciually, however, it is done through

sleight of-hand. Grand Avenue is a two{evel street, which allows

u"tr?"utu. access to be kept out of sight below apparent grade'

aalitionatty, more than 900 of Crocker's parking spaces are in

a satellite gitug" two blocks away' These arrangements can be

disconcerting t6 a finttime visitor searching in vain for the gatage
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Left, view of low-rise courtyard with north tower at left and sot
tower beyond; below left, courtyard interior which overlook
courtyard cafe, is topped with pyramidal skylights. Across pa
skewed stair approach to complex from Hope Street. South
tower is qt extreme right in photo with north tower beyond.

entrance while driving along streets where parking is prohibit
but they seem the right sort of step to take if Ios Angeles is e'
to put the automobile in its proper place.

Within this intelligently worked out site plan, the key eleme
is the one most easily overlooked. While the two towers com
mand attention with their prow shapes and almost kinetic plac
ment, the low Crocker Court will determine much of the cer
ter's success in terms of human activity. It anchors more of tl
street frontage than either of the towers and contains all the
commercial space in the project. Its central element is an atrir
of significant potential use that, for several reasons, has not r

been realized. This 4&foot-high, glass-roofed square is adjoinr
on three sides by two floors of restaurants and retail space, a
much of the court proper is devoted to a sculpture garden
designed by Lawrence Halprin.

At present it is a place that has not yet found its identity,
since the rental space is not fully occupied and the sculpture
are not all in their final locations. The minor art works, threr
small decorative nudes of gymnasts by local sculptor Robert G;
ham, present no problem since they are undemanding and ar
nicely integrated with Halprins fountains. The three major piec
are works by Louise Nevelson, Joan Miro, and Jean Dubuffet
The first has not yet been installed, and the latter two are sel
in provisional locations that do not grant them the visibility a
dignity they deserve. Proper placement of this trio will be cr
cial to the court's success as a sculpture garden. The probler
is complicated by its busy ground treatment and because the
design of the space and the selection of the maior art seem t,
have been two independent processes. It may aiso be that ml
tiple fountains, labyrinthine waterways, ambitious landscapin
and serious art cannot coexist easily in a limited space.

The court's social function is not clear, due to its unoccup:
commercial spaces. It could be a vital public place in a dowr
towrr that needs as many as it can get, but only-if a metropolit:
scale drawing card can be found for its vacant space and if tl
off{imits feeling to Halprin's fountain area can be overcome.
At worst, it will serve some of the 9 to 5 needs of the center'r
occupants, mostly during lunch hour; at best it will keep son
of those workers downtown past quitting time and bring in pe
ple_ from other parts of the city on evenings and weeke*nds.

Inside the towers, of course, is where Ciocker Center's l2,C
workers spend nearly all their time. The lobbies that they tra
erse at least twice a day are cleanly designed, but uneventful
except for the semicircular form of the ends of the elevator banl

The garage is,like almost all local garages, mildly depressing
New Yorkers have their subways; AngeGnos haG their Stygi
parking structures.

. Unstajry, so^me very fine views can be had by occupans of
the outside offices. Overall, one's working environment can v
ydgly in response to each tenant's self-imige and choice of spi
designer. Based on a small sampling, it seems that modern in
rion work out better than "traditional" ones, partly because t
former are in the spiritof the building as a w-hole, and partly
because the latter require more money and design talent thar
is usually available to even a well-heeled corporation. It is
disappointing to be on the top floor of the Crocker Tower, at
the. apex of the prime tenant's real estate holdings and organ.
zation chart, and look down a corridor where empty Chipp-end
highboys-stand incongruously at attention everyfew yaids lik
a cadre of Swiss Guards. Unfortunately, such a mismatih betw<
the buildings' lucid architecture and decoraton interion is cO
mon. It also illustrates how substantial the architects' accom.]
plishment really is, and how surprisingly vulnerable it is as well. i
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Decoesque Tbwer Caps l/Iarket East
One Readttrng Centcr Philn.delltlin. Bower Lewis Thxtwer and Cope LindnrAssoc.

By Thottuts Hinn
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Clothier

)r the better part of three decades and the expenditrrrre 9f
rly $1 billion, the key elements of Philadelphias Market East

an renewal project are in Place.
. culmination came last fall with the opening of the tunnel
ing the city's two commuter rail systems,the new station
dn-g it, and-, above ground, One Reading Center. The last is

,"oierqu" tower thai is the first new office building in Market
t and, the city hopes, the precursor of more to come'
'he Market East project was predicated on several assump-

rs about the metropolitan region as a whole. The most impor
t of these is that tie area s extensive commuter rail network,
backbone of suburban development for more than a cen-

/, must be strengthened, especially because the region's high-

I network is undeveloped for a U.S. city of is size'

iven Philadelphias main streets are quite narrow' The only

/ center city Philadelphia can accommodate great numbers.
reople is on foot. By unifying the commuter rail system-and
nging it together wiltr ttre subway and elevated lines, the rail
,io itr" NJw Jersey suburbs, and buses to Philadelphia neigh-

:hoods and suburban towns-Market East is an attempt to

ke sure the center city remains the most accessible place in
region, even if it is hard to drive there.

fhe"firsi phase of Market East, on which construction started

ecade agb, was an attempt to strengthen the city's.retail.core.

"t"uring"biight 
and sp.rrring foot trtffic between city hall and

,John franimaker sfore to the west and the Strawbridge &
rthier store six blocks east. This was done by relocating
mbels in a new smaller store, attracting a new J'C' Penney
,re, its first in a downtown site in decades, and building the

rllery, a downtown shopping mall on a suburban model'
,vetop"ed by the Rouse Cb' iniwo phases, the Gallery stretches
'two and a half blocks, bridges thiee streets and wraps around

: new department stores' Its first phase quickly established

olf as one of the most successful malls in America, the first

be geared to a bus and subway-riding constituency' The sec-

d pf,ase, which is adjacent to the new commuter rail station,

s been slow to catch on.
The completion of the tunnel and the new station last year.

lkes possible the projected second phase of Market East-its
velopment as an office center.
The'Market East area has always been somewhat better served

mass transit than areas to the west' But the trains to the most
,sirable suburbs, especially those along the Main Line, termi-

Lte to the west at Suburban Station, at the heart of the city's
rstwar office district. The tunnel opens Market East to the

ain Line, and offices theoretically will follow. One Reading

:nter advertised, with some overstatement, that its elevators

r to Bryn Mawr and Paoli, quintessential Main Une destinations'

Market East,like nearly itt the projects initiated in Philadel-
ria when Edmund N. Bacon headed the city planning com-

ission, took its basic form from transportation systems' The 
-

il tunnel, a truck tunnel for deliveries to the complex, the city's

ost used subway line, and Market Street itself all run parallel
the project area. Not surprisingly' these have generated a lin-

rr development, four blocks long. It passes over and under the

ty grid uttd do"t not block any streets, but within itself, it has

Across page, One Reading Center and, 
-to 

i!-s rtSht, th-e J' C'.

iennny'st6re and the twoTuildings of the G^allery' Abov.e, the

,", ,Lbroy ststion with its mural' Below, Gallery interior

lr. Hine is architecture critic for the Philadelphia Inquirer
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Above, the lobby of One Reading Center with its art.
!"!?rthe deco entry. Across page, the top of the city
hqll tower One Reading Center, and its greai prede-
cessor of the 1930s.

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of Market East is how mu,
the result resembles the earlier visions. This stems in large pa
from the strength of the original plan and the presence of arct
tect John A. Bower Jr., FAIA, who has served as coordinatinE
architect for the entire development since 1969 and whose firr
Bower lrwis Thrower, designed, alone or in joint venture, all th
major elements of the project except for the commuter statio

There is also a negative reason: Since Bacon's departure 15
years ago physical planning has not been a strong public prior
ity, and the ideas that Market East embodies meanwhile were
falling not merely out of fashion but entirely off the agenda. I
contrast with the urban cosmetic surgery represented by the ris
of "festive retailing," Market East is an attempted heart trans-
plant. Its results are not quite so quick and photogenic, but tht
could turn out to be more substantial.

Indeed, even if you look at the area as a series of experi-
ences and activities rather than in the urban structural terms
Bacon had in mind, Market East is remarkable. The Gallerv.
for example, resembles a suburban mall, but it has some diij
tinctly urban qualities. It opens a great glass corner to the stree
with a series of outdoor fountains and a wide stairway that pr<
vides a lively place for people to meet, to be seen, to argue, ol
solicit signatures for petitions.

The station itself was conceived more as infrastructure than
as architecture, but it does offer daylight on the platforms and
glimpses of the trains through large windows on ihe street.

.Meanwhile, adaptali6l of the old Reading Terminal porticc
with its massive ruiticated stone arches to serve as the main
entrance to this computer era station has not yet been com-
pleted. At the moment, the main entrances tothe station are
through glass doors on two side streets, and these seem likelv
to continue to be heavily used since they provide a shortcut tc
one of the liveliest and most successful attractions in the area.
the Reading Terminal Market, underneath the train shed.

Not far from the Reading Market is the lobby of One Read-
ing. Center, yet another kind of environment. If is a highly the-
atrical space, clad in bands of gray an white marble, und f.a-
turing a kind of stage that incorporates a fountain and waterfal
sculpture, a mural, and the brick wall of the old Readine Ter-
minal, which adjoins it. The entire composition relates tJ water
and the famous buildings by Benjamin Latrobe, Robert Mills,
and others, that have housed pumping stations. The water begin
in the distant Arcadian landscape of tne mural and moves'
closer so that the mural spills into the fountain and down the
waterfall into the lobby. This integration of art and architec-
ture, which is a welcome change from the,,plop art" that so
frequently results from the city;s public art .equirement, doesn'r
quite come off, however. The execution of the mural bv Ronald
Bateman, and the related classically inspired sculpture, by Walter
Erlebacher, is not as strong as its conception. The entiie lobby
is, in many respects, a setting for the ari, which does not justiil
the buildup and looks incongruous, even amateurish.
. One B"uairy Center's lobby is, for the moment, the most opu
lent and dazzling office building lobby in the city. The archi-^
te.cts, the same joint venture of Bower Lewis Thrbwer and Cope
Linder Associates responsible for the Gallery expansion, J.C.
Penney, and the Reading Terminal modificafionj, went out of
their way to make a contrast with the rest of Market East. Ever
though the basement level of the building is a continuation of
the Gallery the challenge was to make sure people knew they
were not in a shopping mall any more.

_ On. the skyline, the challenge was different. The 32-story One
Reading Center was the fint office tower to be built east of Citl
Hall since the PSFS more than 50 yean before. This distinguishe
neighbor was particularly intimidating because, with its 

-greaterrsrgrroor was parucurany lntlmrdatlng because, with its greate
height and smaller floor sizes, the old?r building would i-nevita
bly be more graceful and One Reading would ippear as the
famous beauty's fat friend.

The architects' response was tailoring-the use of setbacks

O

been conceived as a unified architectural entity, almost a single
building. It was a shocking change of scale when a street of 50-
and 4Gfoot-wide Victorian storefronts gave way to a new build-
ing whose-length is reckoned in blocks. The fint portion to be
cgmpleted-the original Gallery shopping mall and the new
Gimbels department store, opened in-1977--set the understated
architectural pattern of metal panel exteriors and multistory round
columns on the interior.

_ ^Subsequent 
additions, such as the Gallery expansion, the new

J.C. P-enney store, the commuter station, and especially the One
Reading Center office building, have added richer maierials and
additional color to the bland, basic palette. And the highly
ornamented, brick and granite Reading Grminal headhouse, once
scheduled to be razed for the project, is instead being restored.
Its entrance will serve as the main entrance to the coimmuter
station, and-its upper floors will be offices for the philadelphia
Saving Fund Society, whose 1932 landmark of modernist archi-
tecture by Howe and I-escaze stands diagonally across the street.
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eases to give it a somewhat less stubby profile. And from:ast, where the building is at its fattest. a glass notch appearsre masonry wall, on axis with the skylighis of tire Gali6-ri,'"with the space between two office dri-l,1,;g, about to riser the Gallery.
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Jtrong Quirl$ Abstract, Montrmental
Htcmnnn hilfulunrtnrs, Lawisttill,e, Minllael Graues. By John Past;ipr

rnot often that a srngle building
change the complexion of a citY,

it is even less common that one
Iding can change it for the bet-
Nevertheless, that is PreciselY
rt Michael Graves- Humana head-

rrters has accomplished in Louis-
:, Ky. It is the most arresting addi-
r to the townscape since the 1937

io River flood, and, in a more sal'

ry sense than that record-breaking
ndation, represents a dramatic
h-water mark. It is the best large-
le building in the city, and also
aves' most substantial design
:omplishment to date.
fhis strong and quirkY tower
nes ?,07 years after Louisville s

Lnding, at a time when its arrival
s welcome as rain in a desert' The
g's past has held some imPressive
rments: It was once the nation s

'ond{argest inland settlement, was

Lted by Charles Dickens, and later
asted a municiPallY owned trunk
e railroad to the DeeP South as

ll as a major league baseball team.
t over the last generation, this
toric city has seemed bent on
stroying its architecturally solid
wntown through mindless demo-
on and hit-or-miss rebuilding while it was also losing nearly

ruarter of its population. In the words of one Humana exec-

ve. "Thev toie ftre whole town down and never built it back

aln.
More specifically, Louisville severed itself from its origins by

voting its riverbank to an Interstate highway, and then at con-

lerabie effort built a landscaped concrete deck to partly heal
imall fraction of the wound. It tore down much of its splen-

I stock of 19th century cast-iron, cut stone, and terra-cotta
mmercial buildings, and substituted parking lots, a few office
wers, and an unfriendly convention center. Downtown's sole

erfront building is an intrusive hotel, trivializing the name of
lredecessor where Dickens had stayed, that seems to have

;t its bearings between Las Vegas and Atlantic City. A-half-
arted pedestrian mall, a plain-wrap atrium hotel, a small shop-

rg gall-eria, and a few horse-drawn hansom cabs clopping down

smaller town, and a more complicated design in a less archi-

ieciuratty advanced physical and social context. The potential

for contioversy and cufture shock was high, but unlike the case

of portland, nlver really occurred. Starting with the unveiling

of the model, the city mainly if not unanimously has taken

Humana to its heart'
Uke Portland, the San Juan Capistrano Regional Library, and

a Northern California winery and residence that is yet to-be

built, the Humana commission was awarded to Michael Graves

through an invited design competition. But while the first two

were iublic undertakings, and the third was an art collector's
fantaiy-come-true, the Humana project is for a profit making

Left, the boldly sculpted, polychromatic Humana Building as

seLn from the'northeast. Tbp, tooking north toward the Ohio

Rivei Above, Humqna mediates between the old and the new'

v

o
o

@

Muhammad Ali Boulevard were faint
palliatives to a downtown malaise
that was as much a matter of sPirit
as it was one of physical fabric.

But other measures seem more
likely to bring the core back to life.
There has been considerable reha-
bilitation and reuse of the old com-
mercial buildings that survive-
louisville claims to have the second-

largest stock of cast-iron front build-
inei in the nation. The new, slicklY
de-signed KentuckY Center for the
Arts has helped anchor the perform-
ing arts downtown, although not.al
the most urbanistically beneficial
location, which would have been in
the historic theater district a few
blocks inland. And now the boldlY
sculpted polychrome Humana build-
ing has fearlessly muscled its waY

inio a heretofore minimalist and col-
orless skyline.

The improbabilitY of this last
phenomenon is worth consid-
eration. The Humana tower's com-
bination of architectural ambition
and provincial location recalls
Graved previous large structure, the

Portland Building, but amplifies the
disparity. It is a taller building in a
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)oration operating in the highly cost-sensitive arena of hos-
s and, prior to that, nursing homes.
here is a paradox here, since Humana's patient facilities are
twith economic efficiency very much in mind, while their
inistrative facility has benefitted from a rather generous
get. And, since it appropriates the human species'very
e, and seems meant to trigger altruistic associations such
umane and humanitarian, the company name has an unfor-
rtely market-researched ring to it. Humana's best known
rprise is the implantation of Jarvik-7 artificial hearts, a
:edure that has been questioned in some quarten as medi-
/ premature, and which seems to have done more for the
.pany's name recognition than for the transplant recipients
rr. Architectural historian Vincent Scully has written in the
, York Times Magazine that "the corporate program of
ate hospitals organized for profit gives some pause. But can
rot question the program and still admire the building?"
observation and the suggested solution to the quandary

r seem sound.
also seems reasonable to ask whether the idea of a design
rpetition and the subsequent attention-getting result were
means of gaining a higher public profile for Humana.
:, it seems fair to say that the impulse has been architec-
lly motivated, and the publicity a legitimate byproduct.
nana's president, Wendell Cherry, is an active art collector
lhirico's "Mystery and Melancholy of the Street" hangs on
rll behind his desk) who was head of fund raising for the
tucky Center for the Arts that now stands across Main Street
ng his company headquarters.
istorically, public bodies have been more receptive to the
gn competitions than the private sector. Humana's results
a persuasive demonstration of the usefulness of competi-
s in corporate undertakings as well' The process began in
, with an initial list of.22 potential candidates that was boiled
n to 11 or 12 firms, each of which was formally interviewed.
n, early in 1982, the comPanY
.ed the offices of Graves, Cesar
i, FAIA, Norman Foster, Hon.
A, Helmut Jahn, AIA, Ulrich
rzen, FAIA, and Richard
er, FAIA, to submit designs
r 450,000-square-foot office
ding at Fifth and Main streets,
rss the street from the city's
:st building. The choice of
ritects embraced notable design
nt, a good degree of exPeri-
: with highrise buildings, and
,althy range of design orienta-
s. This last point was imPor-
to the company. Jim Walters,

., Humana's vice president for
grr and construction, Points out
"architecture was going in sev-

directions at once," and there
an explicit intention to "show-
r that diversity."
/hen models and presentation
vings of the competing designs
: delivered to Louisville a few
rths later, it was clear that most
re architects had risen strongly
re challenge. Shortly before
deadline, Meier had informed
nana that he was unable to
nit a design. This was as regret-
e as it was puzzling, since the
: of his lowrise buildings often
ns equally suited to tall ones,

and a Meier skyscraper would therefore have been interesting
to see.

If built, any of the five completed entries would have quali-
fied as the city's best tower. Franzen's was conscientiously crafted
although not exceptionally inspired, while the othen were pol-
ished and often provocative. Foster's was a rational trussed cyl-
inder bristling with communications equipment on its mast{ike
top. Jahn s was a trussed octagon whose perimeter rose in a

twisting spiral. Both of these high-tech essays would have stood
out sharply in this predominantly masonry city, but both would
have demonstrated affinity with the dark aluminum curtain wall
of the First National Bank skyscraper across the street.

Pelli's entry also had an octagonal plan, but was sculpted into
a stepped-back, pyramid-crowned form that paid conscious hom-
age to the great towers built during the skyscraper's prewar golden
age. Its cladding was a deft combination of reflective and opaque
materials that gave the impression of a silvery central form ris-
ing from the grasp of heavier flanking elements. To some eyes,
this economical and elegant hybrid of early and late modern-
ism was the strongest competition entry, and even Graves felt
that it would appeal to a corporate client more than his com-
plex and unconventional scheme.

Naturally, Graves was glad to be proven wrong in his assess-

ment of Humana's taste. Still, his instincs were not that far off
the mark, for one member of the design evaluation committee
recalls uncrating Graves'model and thinking "you've got to be
kidding." But first impressions were quickly succeeded by a more
rigorous nine-week evaluation process. An ouside consulting
fiim prepared cost estimates and energy analyses f9r ea_c_h_

scheme. The buildability of the five proposals was weighed. (Nor-

man Foster's construction technology was felt to be intimidat-
ing, as was, to a lesser degree, Helmut Jahn's.) But bald facts

and informed speculation are not the sole factors that produce
decisions, and ieading between the lines of the statements of
several company people close to the process leads me to think

that at some point Wendell Cherry
developed an art patron's under-
standable preference for the
Graved proposal and turned the
tide in its favor.

Walters feels that the Graves
design won in greatpart because
of its relationship to its surround-
ings (presumably the smaller, older
buildings rather than the bank
tower) and its embodiment of
"quality at human scale." None-
theless, this pragmatic hosPital
builder was at first "afraid Graves
would be a prima donna"' As the
project went forward, however,
he found the architect to be "re-
sponsive . . . very good to work
with, and open to criticism."

For Graves, the process of
bringing a competition-stage de-
sign through development and
construction must have been a
pleasant contrast to that of his
previous office building commis-
sion in Portland. There, a bare
bones budget and the client's stip-

Left, the monumental entrance
embellished with waterfalls and

fountains. Across page, Humans

flanked by the KentuckY Center

for the Arts (right) and First Na'
tional Tbwer (left).
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ulation of a poured-in-place concrete structure gave little lati-
tude to a designer attempting the unusual. In l,ouisville, the
square foot costs were about double those of Portland- not lux-
urious by big-city standards, but very comfortable in a largely
non-union town at a time when the construction business was
slow. The design evolved in the process, but the changes were
not the sort of cost-cutting substitutions and deletions that char-
actenzed Portland. (The New York office of John Carl Wamecke,
EAIA, was the associated architect for Humana.) The only major
alteration was one of color; the handsome and unusual yellow
Kasota stone that Graves had originally envisioned at the main
exterior finish was considered too soft to be practical and was
replaced by a more conventional pink granite.

Graves is a superb colorist, and in Humana he had the rare
opportunity to work with colors inherent to natural materials
rather than mere paint. While the dominant exterior surface is
a Finnish pink stone, there are also Indian red, Brazilian green,
and Angolan black granites, plus gray ones from Italy and Spain.
(All the products of this geological United Nations were cut
and finished in Italy.) There are also small square gold accents
on the exterior, set on a secondary grid between the windows.

But even more than color, it is form and detail that give this
design its identity. To an even greater extent than in his previ-
ous work, Graves has been able to draw upon such diverse influ-
ences as the rationalism of Aldo Rossi and Leon Krier, cub-
ism, constructivism, Depression-era stripped classicism, moderne,
Roman, and Egyptian architecture to create an idiosyncratic
trademark style. It is one that manages to combine dignity, pon-
derousness, and what must surely be wry humor. For all its pro-
jections, recesses, overhangs, and adhesions (Newsweekb Doug-
las Davis declared it to be "nooked and crannied to death").
Humana conveys a sense of solidity that is rare in the recent

Below, the columns of nearby George Rogers Clark Bridge are
echoed in framework supporting roof terrace. Opposite page:
top, the 40-foot-high ground floor lobby with the smaller
rotunda seen in the background; bottom, an elevator lobby.

history of highrise buildings. Other architecs, most notably Ph
Johnson, EAIA, have built masonry towers of late, but have
treated the stone as a precious veneer rather than a solid ma
rial. In his Republic Bank Center in Houston and AT&T hee
quarters in New York City, Johnson has arranged the claddin
of typical office floon as though the stone were a conventior
curtain wall material, using it as spandrels and as slender mu
lions in wide banks of windows. Of course the stone is a facir
rather than a solid, even in l,ouisville, but Graves is after a Ph
aonic massiveness rather than communicating a literal truth abc
thin stone panels.

Although Humana's architecture is one of mass, it is also o
of space. The ground floor loggia, the lobby and rotunda, an
the 25th floor roof terrace constitute a hierarchy of public, ser
public, and private spaces. The terrace lies behind the dramr
cally curved 25-foot projection near the top of the tower and
accessible on special occasions to company personnel and guer
Open to the sky, it is contained by the building on three side
and a glazed screen wall overlooking the river on the fourth.

The lobby and rotunda are of course entirely indoors, the
first being a 40-foot-high embellished functional space and tl
second being largely symbolic. Two and a half stories tall anr
disproportionately narroq the domed central element of the
rotunda seems to exist as an indoor folly, or perhaps as an iror
comment on dramatic spaces that are more visual than palp:
ble; it is designed more to be walked around than through. Li
the exterior, the rotunda and lobby are faced in five different
colors of stone: French and Italian marble in white, beige, pir
green, and black.

The loggia is the building's most significant space-one th
is large, fully public, and freighted with symbolism, both intend
and not. Bounded by a massive, closely spaced colonnade or
Main Street, it is a 120-foot{ong,32-foot-deep, and 65-foot-e
space capped by a triangular skylight at its center. Flanking tl
building's entrance doors are two slightly concave waterfalls
embellished by fountains in which six sheets of water cascadr
down 50 feet into knee-high pools while smaller jets of water
spring from the centers of a halfdozen bronze bowls. This enser
ble symbolizes the nearby falls of the Ohio River, actually a
series of rapids whose total drop is less than that of the meta.
phorical cascades themselves.

The waterfalls are not the only loggia elements that are big
ger than life. The columns bounding the space, many of whii
are nonstructural, are each seven feet square, separated by on
eleven feet. This is monumentality with a vengeance, underscor
by the polished darkness of the loggia s shallowly fluted ston(
surfaces. There is some resemblance here to an Egyptian hyp
style hall, and an even stronger one to the absolutist architec
ture of Italy under Mussolini, Germany under Hitler, the Sovi
Union under Stalin, and the United States under the postmas
ter general. These styles might be considered precursors tc
postmodernism insofar as they were calculated reactions to mc
ernism, but one would expect that a designer of Graves'soph
tication could avoid such dreary connotations in a space that
clearly so important to him and to his building.
. Fven if one ignores those stylistic associations, the space is
inhumanly rather than humanistically proportioned. Its colur4
bear comparison with the ceremonial pylons of the nearby 191

l,ouisville Memorial Bridge,later renamed in honor of Geor!
Rogers Clark. Designed by Paul Philippe Crer as grand gate--l
ways to Indiana and Kentucky and meant to be experienced
from moving automobiles, they are nonetheless smaller, mor(
refined, and more humanely scaled than the columns definini
Humana's pedestrian precinct. This bridge, incidentally, is onl
of several steel-trussed spans visible from downtown that hav{
been symbolized in the triangulated framework supporting tti
roof terrace. 

I

Humana's references to the Ohio River bridges and rapids 
I

are nice touches, but metaphors are a form of contextualism 
I

I
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Left: top, the roof terrace overlooks the river from the 25t,

floor the building's'c onferenc e center' ; middle, re c eption
on ssme floor; bottom, auditorium. The 25th ftoor lies beh
the dramatically curved 25-foot projection near the tower't
Right, colors found in the executive stair between fifth and t
floors are typical of those used both on exterior and interit

once-removed. As a tangible object in a specific physical r

ting, the building has its plusses and minuses. Its masonry ,

ding and oddly articulated rnass generally work well with res
to the city's buildings, but not as well with respect to the c
most prominent one, the tower that stands just 85 feet awa
By holding the street line, the loggia makes a good start, br
its scale and abstractness do not produce a particularly end
ing streetscape element. Placing stores along Fifth Street ir
positive urbanistic step, but they are about 20 feet back fr<
the property line, screened from the street by the massive .

gia columns. Given a choice between commercial livelinesl
abstract monumentality, the architect chose the latter.

In his competition statement, Graves stated an aim of "h
ing to mediate the disturbing disparity between the diminu
storefronts on Main Street and the enormity of the Hnt Natir
Tower." The strategy was to break up Humana's mass into i

base and a tower, with the former respecting the old cast-ir
buildings and the latter relating to the somewhat taller buil
ing to the east. Both tactics have produced mixed results. l
Humana tower holds its own against its larger neighbor, bu
the two relate to each other mainly as Louisville's odd coul
Humana's base is 120 feet high (145 feet if measured to the
of the skylight), while the adjoining old buildings average al
60 feet. The result is a new building that does not accomm
date its historic neighbors but instead overwhelms them. T
seems a deliberate choice rather than a necessitv. since the
30 feet of the Main Street facade is a false front iisins abor
an open roof deck.

There is a marked dichotomy in Michael Graves'work o
the last decade or so. He considers his designs an "attempt
reaffirm and re-establish humanist aspirations which have t
too long neglected by modern architecture." In his smaller b
ings, such as the Capistrano library or, judging from photo-
graphs, the New Jersey Environmental Education Centet h
achieves this aim with great success. In his interior design r

smaller spaces, such as his Sunar showrooms in several citi
the Diana Von Furstenburg boutique in Manhattan, or Huma
lobby, executive floors, and employee sun rooms, he once ag
meets his goal consistently, using color and detail wittily an
well.

But when the program is on a larger scale, humanism is for
to compete with blatant monumentalism, as in much oJ the I
land Building, in Humana's lower portion and its oddly bro,
ing top, and, most notably, in the proposed addition to Neq
York's Whitney museum. In these larger buildings, precede
and context seem to take a back seat to an episodic manne
ism that has its engaging moments but, alas, is often little n
than an architecture of exaggeration. Fortunately for l,ouisv
the Humana Building is the finest of his trio by a wide marl

Much of this accomplishment should be credited to the cli
Humana has provided Graves with his most significant buil
ing opportunity to date, whether measured in terms of size, p

erosity of budget, or prominence of location. [t has also be,
sympathetic to his aspirations and appreciative of his prodr
Humana President Cherry declares, "Michael Graves and ol
architects are trying to re-establish poetry in architecture, anr
think it's wonderful." He finds the building to be a "clear ar
tion to the visual literacy of the city" and hopes it will "ins[
and set a benchmark for others."

Among all the metaphors in Humana's design, one mol
deserves mention: This immense and oddly shaped artifact
the company's most successful heart transplant to date. E

Paschall/Taylor
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Richardson Aura
In Old Georgetown
Jeffersan Court, Wctshingkm, D.C. SOM/
Woslrhryton. By Mtnlwe,L J. Croslyte

Washington, D.C.'s Georgetown
waterfront was never the fashionable
address one associates with that
neighborhood's M Street and envi-
rons north. In the 18th and l9th cen-
turies it was the center of the city's
shipping trade, with brick warehouses
storing flour, tobacco, and other
goods. Mills and foundries added to
the waterfront's gritty character. By
the mid-1960s, however. most of these
buildings were gone, replaced by rail-
road yards, power plants, and the
Whitehurst Freeway, an elevated

artery that rambles along Georgetown's underbelly casting shadow,
dirt, and noise. Today, even that is changing. A redevelopment
plan calls for transforming Georgetown's waterfront from M
Street's ugly sister into a cultural, business, and retail attraction.
Now under construction is the Washington Harbour project, a
bulbous, sinuous pile that rises like Xanadu on the potomac.

Amid all of this sits Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's new Jeffenon
Court office building for Tiammel Crow developers, which ges-
tures toward Georgetowns past, present, and future. It is hemmed
in to the north by an antique foundry made centerpiece of a
commercial complex, to the south by K Street and the White-
hurst Freeway, and to the east and west by 30th and Thomas
Jefferson streets, the latter on axis with Washington Harbour.

At nearly a half million square feet, Jefferson Court is a big
building. SOM co-design partners David Childs, FAIA, and
Richard Giegengack, AIA, say that the tight site and narrow
streets worked to their advantage in making the building appear
less than its eight stories. The pedimented profile makisihe
building read as four. Mansard roofs ring the building behind
the pediment line, but they are actually glass windows for the
building's sixth floor. The seventh and eighth floors step back,
out of sight from street level, and are only hinted at by ihe rows

Right, Jefferson Court from Whitehurst Freeway, below, which
skirts it to the south, Above, framed view of couttyards from street.

E
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Above, detail of major entrance on 30th Street; below, one of two
richly appointed elevator lobbies with lamps modeled on fktures
in the U.S. Capitol. Across page, south court of double"court-
yards. Here windows lack brick muttions of stieet windows,
diminishing the building's weighty appearance from this vantage
and revesling the brick qs veneer.

of round, double chimneys that march along Thomas Jeffer
and 30th streets. As Giegengack says of the careful massing
"What concern is the height, as long as you can't see it?"

Jefferson Court's hulking presence was an outgrowth, say r

architects, of their efforts to give the building weight, the ki
of weight that one associates with the buildings that once lir
the Georgetown waterfront. "By making it muscular and hear
says Giegengack, "we wanted to avoid the notion of brick ar
paint." Many of Georgetown's newer brick buildings, like th
adjoining foundry complex, use the material with a paper thinr
But Jefferson Court, even though it is brick veneer, appears
be of bearing brick, especially in the long row of gracious arc
on Thomas Jefferson Street, with their generous voussoirs a
brick-clad intrados. The brick mullioned windows set back ir
the wall are another implication of the building's depth.

As to the obvious debt to H. H. Richardson, the referenct
strained. Richardson built only three houses in Washington (t
of which have been demolished and the other reloca6d). br
none of them was in Georgetown, nor were any other Roma
esque revival buildings of the period. But the image fits witt
the architects'intent to recall industrial buildings, and thr
Richardsonian elements are used effectively to give Jeffersot
Court a comfortable city scale. Viewed from a block away, ot
clearly reads the pediments, the cast stone balconies, an-d th
tallest arches as defining the major entrances. On its west sir
an arcade extends the length of the building, connecting to
foundry's arcade to lead pedestrians down the Thomas Jeffer
Street axis to Washington Harbour. The 30th Street side has
arcade, because there is nothing for it to lead to.

One needs to go deep to penetrate this building. It's twin e
vator lobbies, accessible through the largest arc6ed opening
on Thomas Jefferson and 30th streets, appear to be cirved c
of the interior. Here one finds materials of like weieht to tho
on the exterior-a light and dark green marble paiterned flc
robustly detailed cherry wainscoting, brass elevitor doors ar
hardware. At the center of the lobbies' corbelled coffer ceil-
ings hang cast glass lamps.

Before entering the elevator lobbies, however, one becomr
aware of. the building's best kept secret-its double courtyar(
You don t expect to fi_1d them in a building that evokes imag
of warehouses and mills and the architecture of a man who i
not noted for using courtyards. They are discovered casually
almost accidentally, as you p€lss one of four entrances and caf
glimpses of daylit arcades and the sound of splashing fountair
On a site that slopes 15 feet from north to south, tw6 court-
yards are better than one because they allow, as Giegengack
poinLs out, three opportunities to negotiate the gradJ, m-akin
the descent seem much less than a story and a half. The cou
yards are on a diagonal, making a shortcut through corner
entrances across the site, and will funnel Washington Harbor
visitors off of 30th Street and deliver them at thJfoot of
Thomas Jefferson Street. The diagonal arrangement also mak
the courtyards appear larger and creates a sense of mvster
through the oblique views from one courtvard to the other. Tl
two fountains tie these spaces together vii a watercourse tha
trickles down the steps-a hint of the riverfront bevond.

Ringing the courtyards are retail spaces, better tlan half o]
which are rented. Yet to arrive is a restaurant, which would sil
these courtyards life after 5 p.M. Childs speculates that the c6l
pletion_of Washington Harbour will boost nightlife for Jeffersd
Court. But unless one happens across one of the courWard entri
the shops within may never be discovered. I

As it fronts K Street Jefferson Court is less successful. Herl
is found the loading dock, the parking garage entrance, and l
less carefully composed elevation, all of which will be the firl
thing that visitors see from Georgetown's waterfront develop.l
ment. But Jefferson Court is a considerate neishbor. mindfiill
of its context and its history and an intelligenipiece of city I
making, providing well appointed public.!""ei. n ' 

I

I

E

E
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Iligh-lbch Casfle
On aWooded Hill
I ntal srr I lterulq rru rtc.r.s. IVqslt irtrltort. [).C.
.Iol t tt :1 rrrl rrrls It t te ry t t t i ot t al.
lJtr II1l.(i.

Connecticut Avenue is the main street of Washinston's office
core. Then, as it proceeds north, it becomes a largely retail anr
residential corridor, with a few bulky office buildings and hotels
along the way. But about half way to the Maryland line is a
startling apparition: seemingly a huge jeweled fortress with glean
ing turrets, set on a wooded hill.

In actuality it is the headquarters of Intelsat, the lO9-nation
cooperative that runs a world communication satellite network
built to a competition-winning design by John Andrews [nter-
national of Australia. It is a hard building to orqanize into a
single coherent image. Rather it reacls as a seriJs of glimpses <

angular shapes and varied surfaces: glass of various degrees o
transparency and reflectivity, bits of concrete, shiny metal as
hoth struts and panels.

The building was deliberately fragmented by Andrews in hi:
competition entry to reduce ils apparent bulk (it exceeds 6m,m
square feet, with more to come) and to meet the competition
program's two principal goals: ample daylighting and energy eff
ciency. Andrews' initial plan was a checkerboard, with offices
in the dark squares and light courts in the white, with the offices
drawing daylight both from their perimeters and the courts. Bu
it proved difficult to link the office squares, and their corners
were krpped off, as were those clf the courts.

The end result is a procession of nine octagonal "podd' groupe
arouncl five skylit atria. The links between pods are service
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yht, aerial view of Intetsal
h Connecticut Ave. at left
I International Center at
ht. Above, coming upon
elsat at sunrise.

Courtesy of Geoff Willing
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spaces, ard projecting from them are spiral stairs in striking
towers of glass block and concrete.

The 11.75-acre site rose 40 feet from Connecticut Avenue
on the east to the western edge bordering the still abuilding
"International Center" of embassies and chanceries, a branch
of Washington's traditional embassy row. There were two fine
clumps of deciduous trees, including magnificent 100-foot oak

Intelsat wanted to keep construction to eight acres, and
Andrews saw the utility of the trees as part of a passive solar
system, providing summer shade and protection from winds
swe.eping up the slope. The trees were kept and the building
Iimit respected, so that the shiny glass and metal surfaces play
against green and wooded public spaces, including g park at
the site's southwest tip.
. The main axis of Andrews' modular matrix is a northeast to

southwest diagonal going up the hill from Connecticut Avenu,
Three of the atria march up the hill, one sits on the crest of tl
slope, and one steps down toward Tilden Street, bordering thr
site to the south. Another atrium will step down even closer t<

Tilden in the second phase of construction. The elevation chang
between consecutive atria is llVz Ieet.

Lining both sides of the atria are the nine office pods (four
more will be added around the still-to-be,built atrium). On the
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'ross page, the contrasting geometries of Intelsat as seen from
z noithie'st. This page, cointerclockwise from lower left: the

in entry's qluminim H llanked by stair towers; the aluminum-

ilinged lobby; the Connecticut Ave. entrance with its cere-

,ril tnir"ite; qnd the glassy Connecticut Ave' lobby'

rth side the pods are four stories, on the south five, and in
: future addiiion they will be six stories. Parking for 300 cars

:ucked underneath the north Pods.
At the slope s top the geometry is shifted to allow for a greater

rount of cbntiguous floor space. Here three modules sit side

side and houJe the two-story main lobby, a boardroom and

rer conference facilities, the executive offices and dining room'
atrium garden, the reference library, an employee cafeteria,

d the twistory satellite control rooms (Intelsat owns and oper-

:s satellites for 70 percent of the world's public international
mmunications plus some countried domestic communications
d television transmission)'
The atria are topped by cleaq reflective, and translucent glass

nes supported by stainless steel space fryme;. The panes were

ategicaily placed to allow maximum solar heat gain in the 
.

nteiwhile haintaining minimal gain in the summer' The atria

: cooled 80 to 90 percent of the time by outdoor air that pas-

ses through that clump of trees on the southwest and across

;;;iilg p-onds located on the roofs of the plant rooms that sit

;;;tdti" office pods on the building's south side' The cool

outside air enters it the bottom of the atria and is pulled upward

unJ out vents located near the top of the atria. It is estimated

t'trat due to the passive concepts and mechanical energy saving

devices, particuiarly cogeneration, Intelsat will only have to pay

iot zg,i+iBTUs per tqiate foot per year as compared with the

i"iug" of 75,000'BTUs per square foot per year consumed by

a building of the same size in D.C'
in afl but two of the office pods, 50 percent of the windows

face an interior court (only 25 percent of the windows of the

foar ut the northeast end do). So the next problem was to allow

inaximum daylight penetration through the exterior windows'

yet control tr.iat gain. Andrews wrapped reflective glass- screens
"around the entirelx@rior facade, except the entrances (the south-

ern exposure has two rows, the rest three)'-The screens rest on

stainleis steel frames that sit at the edge of concrete floor slabs

projecting two feet from the windows' That space allows any
^n"ui 

U.,ita,rp to rise up and away frory the-windows'
The sun screens transform a plain facade of glass and alumi-

,ru.n into a glittering composition that dramatically changes in

texture andlolor aJ the sun and clouds move across the sky'
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Above right, private offices sunounding an atrium, with the stn
tower of another atrium_visible in the background. Above left
glass block stair tower flanks octagonal pois. Above centerr't
glass block qdmits a glowing ligh{into the stair towers.

measure of distinction. Starting from the Connecticut A
entrance, the first is Barrag6n-esque, with a little Darth Vadal
thrown in. Set against its glass and concrete walls are four tri-
angular pools-a stark image that becomes all the more fan
tic with the addition of an aluminum and concrete elevator/sr
tower rising energetically from the atrium's center. From one
side the tower is reminiscent of Russian constructivist art of t

e
F

E

E

q

Glimmering beside the walls is the reflective glass block of the
nine stair towers, their cylindrical shape contiasting with the
octagonal pods. The rhythmic movement of octagdns and cyl_
inders up the hill works to camouflage the buildirig's tremenl
dous size.

From inside, the sun screens are like airy, transparent blinds,
the space frames bold yet unobtrusive cages of sieel. A soft,
ethereal quality is even felt inside the cylindrical glass block
towers, which have spiraling concrete siairs set around a con_
crete core.

Even more ethereal are the atria. Rising 90 feet, they are soar-
ing, light-filled volumes,.their steel frameJpainting a silvery geo_
metric pattern against the sky. Andrews gave each atrium i
72 ARCHITECTURE/NOVEMBER I98.5
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e concrete cylindrical core. On the opposite side, it is all high-

ch glitter with aluminum-sided landings circling the tower and

r aliminum-sided elevator that runs through the core. Each

the upper floors is linked to the tower by concrete bridges
led with aluminum panels that were computer scanned for
rlor consistency.
In the next atrium the scene is more pastoral: The tower is

rsent and the path is surrounded by plants, small trees, and
rnds. In the third and the atrium nearest Tilden Street, the
:ntral tower reappears and the water disappears.
The atrium at the crest is truncated at second floor level by
e lobby ceiling. The board room set above the lobby is cere-
onial and appiopriately scaled, though it would have been far

more pleasant if Intelsat had agreed with Andrews' proposal 
.

for glass block instead of solid walls. Above the board room is
p"rfiupt the building's most delightful space-a "rooftop"
garden terrace set just beneath the space frame.

The control rooms, located off two sides of the lobby, will,
when in operation, provide a bit of theater. Set on floors below
the lobby, the centeis are ringed on three sides by observation
areas at iobby level. From there visitors will be able to watch
employees tracking Intelsat's satellites on a huge electronic world

mup, fot this uphill lobby is the main one for visitors'
Although tha building greets Connecticut Avenue with arms

held wide on either side of a ceremonial stairway, the public
entrance is up the hill on a small street circling through the
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Right, the 'rooftop' garden terrace.
Below, bridges radiate from an qtri-
um's central stair tower, the other
side o.f which hos swirling concrete

stairs, bottom
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ernational Center. It is announced grandly but not graciously:

e entry is through a heavy aluminum H flanked by stair tow-

. The two entries are the building's only nearly symmetrical
es, and its two least successful.
fhe lobby inside the public entry is the building's least suc- 

-

sful inteiior space: aroom that is cavernous' top-heavy, and

:roportioned. Walls are stainless steel and the ceiling, much
it tie underside of the giant box enclosing the board room'
aceted aluminum. The space is chilly in feeling and usually
rost empty, but will be markedly different when furnished.
)ast the lobby and inside the building proper' one is in another
lm. The interiors are a series of dramatic experiences. This
he antithesis of the typical office building with is long, often
r corridors. Here everything is space and light. The proces-

n through Intelsat headquarters is a series of short trips with
reat miny changes in direction and a succession of sunlit
tas. But the experience can be a bit disorienting; it is hard

to maintain a sense of direction, and the pods and atria are

more alike than different.
It is a suitably-if aggressively-high-tech environment' One

has the sense tiat it wbuld be a pleasant work place. There

is a great deal of visual communication from across the atria
(tooinuch for the shy?). Above all, every private office has day-

iigtrt and a view. Andrews vows, "I never again will do a build-
irig where people don t have these things, because now I know
I Jan do it." firis applaudable achievement is slightly tempered
because the client chbse to partition the inner core spaces, rather

than leave them as open landscapes' as Andrews suggested-' He

also wanted private offices facing the inner core to be all glass,

but in widthihey are solid up to three feet. As it is, the cele-

bration of light, which is such a powerful experience in the atria

and offices,ls muted in the centers of the office pods'

ln all, Intelsat headquarters is a tour de force, as futuristic
in its approach to the office environment as in its visage' E
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V,neere Peopln Are'fl seTs'
IleJlrctirvrc rm the 7985 EDRA emtferenne. By EIkn PenV Berknlny

ll tI-V father, Lee Perry, who earned his B.Arch. from Colum-
ll/ I bia University in 1925, died this past December. For his

J-f I last three years he struggled with a dementing illness
that appeared to be Alzheimer's disease. We watched him lose
his mind.

He never officially retired from his one-man architectural
practice, but he filed no more plans after someone in the build-
ing department laughed at his erratic dimensioning. Quite early
in the disease he began to lose all sense of numbers; he would
write "3" when he meant "5" and he would say "5" when he
had no idea what he meant. We don't know how fully he knew
what was happening to him. We hardly knew ourselves. Of his
dementia, there was no doubt. Of our heartbreak, there was
also no doubt.

We tried to help him, but there wasn't much to be done. I
would walk with him, again and again, past some of the build-
ings he had designed, and we would recite again and again the
special stories associated with each: the tattered memories of
a long career. I would remind him often of the community he
called "Perryville"-a fictitious city of some 15,000 real people
(living mostly in Westchester County) whose every shelter, every
building type, had been designed by him.

He had always been active and he wanted his sketch pad
constantly near him now. Yet I saw him once doinq a meticu-
lous cross-hatching with a broken pencil point; hislraying mind
may have registered the lines, but the drawing didn t show them.
Another time I saw him doing a watercolor with his brush dipped
only in water. His sketches had once been beautiful, fresh, iub-
tle. Now they were bizarre and hallucinatory: large birds sit-
ting on tiny houses. And they were progressively more childlike:
frontal views of simple buildings, huge stick-figures.

The withering of his quick mind was terrible to see. Over his
long professional life he had specified the most sophisticated
hardware, but now he couldn't understand the simple workings
of his own front door; I arrived on a visit once, wiihout a key,
and tried to tell him how to turn the bolt and unlock the door.
He looked out at me, smiling softly, glad to see me but unable
to understand. We waited there-a stalemate-until mv mother
came to the door.

We put him into a nursing home finally, and within the first
two days he had set off every alarm on the floor trying to get
out. He was a "wanderer," energetic and curious even when he
couldn t remember what he had wanted or whether he had sot-
ten it. Often, when I visited, he was tied into his chair-,,foi
his own good," they said at the nursing home. A thin little
strap was all it took to curtail the little bit of freedom remainins
to this once vivid and self-definine man.

I hated the nursing home (the d"rt *" had seen and highly
regarded). I hated the strap. When my father died, I was
profoundly relieved-for him and for us all-that it was over.
And I was oddly proud of him; he had gotten out before he
became as thoroughly helpless as some of those around him. I
had been very proud of him during his long life, for his spirit
and his enterprise, and for moving with the times and evenahead
of the time. But he couldn't move fast enough to stav ahead of
this disease for which there is no known 

"u,ir" 
or 

"u.".
Ms. Berkeley was a senior editor at The Architectural Forum
and at Architecture P/as. She has attended three previous EDRA
conferences.
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]-n the world according to the environmental design re-

f searcher, my father was a "user." With the others who shar
I his awful circumstances he became a "user group." These
are unfortunate labels for real people, and I much prefer an
earlier word, imprecise though it is. "People" are alive and stru
gling and real in a way that "users" can never be.

When I learned of a paper entitled "Questioning Methods
Restraining and Immobilizing Older People," to be given in Ne
York City at the annual conference of the Environmental Desit
Research Association this past June, I put a star in the margit
of the printed program. I know these older people. I have me
these users and they are my father.

I noted the questioning stance of the title: a refreshing depe
ture among a group perhaps too inclined toward providing
answers. But what environmental answers can there be for somr
one like my father? I now know there can be environmental
responses to the needs of these stricken people-indeed, ther
already are. The remarkable message of this paper by Lorrair
G. Hiatt, a New York City consultant in environmental psy-
chology and gerontology, is that "purposeless" wandering by
the memory-impaired may have a real purpose, and that a,,ier
olution" (Hiatt's word) in furniture and facility design may then
fore be in order.

Wandering-to describe it more fully-is the excessive mot<
activity of pacing, roaming, getting into other people's things,
trying to get out, running away. Some l l percent of those in
nursing homes are wanderers, according the the National Cer
ter for Health Statistics. Anyone with a wanderer at home know
the constant care that is needed. But to prevent wandering is
not the point, says Hiatt; the non-wanderers may have their-owl
problems. For, far from being purposeless, motion for the
memory-impaired may serve both to stimulate mental alertner
and to diffuse the stress and agitation that inhibit mental
processes.

Hiatt's recent study of 170 nursing homes shows that staffs
don't feel they are using the best methods in dealing with
wanderers no matter what methods they use: buzzers-on the
doors, signaling devices on the wanderers, body holders, geri-
atric wheelchairs, bean-bag chairs (impossible to get out of),
Dutch doors, color-coded hallways, keeping the person in slip.
pers, etc. In fact, the method thought by most institutions to 

-br

most effective in dealing with wandering-"taking people on
walkJ'-cannot be used in 35 percent of these t70 facitities
because they lack enclosed outdoor areas.

Two kinds of environments can contribute to wanderine. Hiatl
explains: the excessively stark and the excessively noiiv and ]

crowded. She suggesa enriching an environment with o-Ui""s I

and textures. The richer the better, short of overload. She corl
siders the average institution "stimulus-deprived." 

I

For this population, says Hiatt, we musf rethink the prevail-l
ing standards that favor simple layouts and produce few spacel
worthy of exploration. The more irregular and unpredictable I

the outdoor environment is, for instance, the more successful I

it is for these people, she says. She points approvingly to several
nursing homes that have made spacious protected areas wherd
wanderers can move freely and safely, and one nursing home I

that has outfitted a special "energy outlet room" wheie resi- |

dents can explore the room's niches and closets (trying on hatsl
opening drawers) in much the way children are encouraged tol
engage a similarly enriched place. 

I

I
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To my knowledge," says Hiatt, "I am the only person work-
on design implications as well as behavioral aspects of wan-
ing." She confesses to being "haunted" by wandering behav-
for the past 12 years. Her recent doctoral dissertation is on
;subject, and some of her many papers explore the needs of
e happy wanderer" (in the title of one paper).
rewer than 30 people hear l-orraine Hiatt's presentation at the
Lference, and some of those attending her sessions are undoubt-
y interested in the other three (unrelated) papers. She is not
: of the main events at the conference, in other words, although
'paper is among the small number selected for publication
'ull in the conference Proceedings. But I mention her first
:ause her research has hit home with me. I, too, have been
rnted-by the behavior of the "memory-impaired user" who
; my father and by the inadequacies of his final home.

t-f here are as many different EDRA conferences on June

/ 'tGt3 as there are people gathered, and that is 425 (the
!- largest yet for this 16th annual event). Each of us puts
ether a unique conference from among the 41 workshops,23
rer sessions, 21 symposia, 15 film and video showings, 11 net-
rking sessions, eight special events, eight field workshops, six
iter sessions, four exhibitions, and a banquet.
)ur days are rich and long and tedious and exhilarating. If I
e you glimpses of my own EDRA conference, you will under-
nd that it is only my own. A soldier's war is one yard wide.
assured that snipings, skirmishes, battles, and stand-offs are
ing place in each of the following combat zones (from the
lex of the Proceedings): esthetics, archeology, children, cog-
ion, community and neighborhood, conservation, cross cul-
al, ecology, elderly and disabled, energy, environmental edu-
ion, environmental change and social change, environmental
:ference, health care, historical studies, housing, institutions,
dia, methods, nuclear, open space, participation, perception,
y, postoccupancy evaluation, preservation, professional prac-
3, programming, proxemics, safety, simulation, social impact
essment, squatters, transportation and traffic, urban issues,
men's issues, and work environment.

f've never been in a jail, so I bypass all competing field
f workshops in order to spend an afternoon in The Tombs,

I a.k.a. the Manhattan House of Detention. Here we are to
see the newest example of a direct supervision jail, one of a
family of "new generation" correctional facilities built across the
country over the past decade.

This place has been known as The Tombs from its opening
in 1837, when a writer compared its neo-Egyptian facade to a
Pharaoh's tomb. Closed in 1974 as hopelessly barbaric and
reopened in 1983 fully rehabilitated, it is now known as a "third
generation' correctional facility. (The first generation was the
linear remote plan familiar to movie-goers, with officers giving
intermittent surveillance to the long rows of cells but with inmates

maintaining control of everything happening on the inside. The
second generation was the indirect podular plan, with cells sur-

rounding a day-area but with officers still giving only remote
and embattled supervision. The third generation is the podular
direct plan, with officers still built into a modular concept but
providing direct supervision of a manageable number of inmates
in an open and unbarred environment.)

'A country club for criminals," said one newspaper about this
facility when it reopened. Each "mini-jail" in the highrise build-
ing has only 34 men. Each indoor gym has a Nautilus machine.
Each day-room has laundry machines and two TV sets. All cells
have exterior windows (nonoperable and nonbreakable). Inmates
are locked into their individual cells at 11 P.M. but can come
and go freely during the day and do not need staff escort to
visit library, gym, doctor, or chapel.

If this is a country club, I do not wish to join. And I would
guess that these men awaiting trial would rather be anywhere
but here-anywhere, that is, but the old-style detention cen-
ters. One young man tells us softly that there is "respect for us

as human beings here." But it doesn t look like fun. The inmate
using the Nautilus machine is in better shape than the officers,
who tend toward pot-bellies. But except for the inmates playing
basketball on the caged-in roof, the men look bored, subdued,
worried.
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The officers and warden tell us they've had no serious assaults
since the facility reopened. Supervision is pro-active, not reac-
tive; an officer tends to be aware of problems before they occur.
Reportedly there is no rape, no sodomy. Tension is low. "We
don't see weapons here," says the warden, "the way we do in
other facilities. We have very few incidents (inmate-officer or
inmate-inmate) compared to the old-style facilities. Almost one-
third of the workers can be civilians, hired at less cost to the
city, and we don t jeopardize one bit of our security. Absentee
rate for our staff is the lowest in the city."

The warden has a few complaints. "I'd put the architect in
one of the cells for some of the things he did here-forgetting
to give us an arsenal, and making a control room nowhere near
adequate size." But otherwise, the warden is fully with the pro-
gram. "You're hiring me to do a service for you. If you want
me to do a good job, give me a good tool. This is a good tool."
Yet of the 600 jails now being built in the U.S., only 30 are
going the direct supervision route. All others are staying with
remote supervision. Politically, it's safer.

One of our workshop leaders, Richard E. Wener (director of
Polytechnic Institute s M.S. program in Environmental-Behavior
Studies, and co-chair of EDRA16) is a champion of these third-
generation facilities and is currently doing an evaluation of The
Tombs for the city. I ask him whether his partisanship is in con-
flict with his research. "No," he answers. "It's clear to almost
everyone that these facilities work. It's like polio vaccine. What
we're studying now is which things are the critical issues. States
and counties say'we know it works; we need research to con-
vince the voters."'

What if a person can't handle this place and threatens the
security of officers or other inmates, I ask. "He's pulled out,"
Wener says. "Some people are always less responsive to group
norms than others. It doesn't invalidate the facilitv. Also. these
facilities have ways of dealing with such problems: a special
segregation unit, tighter supervision, fewer inmates per officer,
letting inmates out of their cells a few at a time. It's incredible
how infrequently this happens. With less restriction, there's a
strong motivation to stay on these units."

In the random cell we are shown, I see a butcher-block coun-
ter covered with cigarette burns. "Give people good things and
they'll take care of them," we had been told in the briefing. Two
weeks later, I learn that someone has just hanged himself in one
of these cells, the first suicide in the new life of this facility. It
would be foolish to claim that the "new generation' jails are per-
fect: Better is enough. Eventually there will be "fourth genera-
tion" jails, as research feeds back into the design process. The
procedure, too is not perfect; it is merely, and importantly, better.

,{ symposium on'Architects People" catches my eye in
A the program. Long ago, I found an amusing comment

-1- t- on the people in architects drawings: the adorable
children forever carrying balloons, the well-dressed aduls dally-
ing contentedly in public plazas. Architecs people are always
huppy in architects space. Naturally.

This symposium is, more or less, an out-of-town tryout for a
book being put together by W. Russell Ellis and Dana Cuff (teach-
ing, respectively, at U.C. Berkeley and Rice University). The
book sounds great. From the proposal: "What are the features
of the phantom actors who leap from the minds of architects
to inhabit the built worlds they render? What are the implica-
tions of architects' social values for the stages they set for our
daily conduct? In architects biographies, can we uncover the
evolution of these images? Is an architect's image of people com-
petitive or consonant with reality?"

The EDRA performance, however, lacks focus and exchange.
At 10 minutes per participant (a common handicap of panel
discussions through the conference) there is no time to launch
complete thoughts, no time to discuss partial thoughts. And
this audience seems unusually passive and small, spread out
through the largest auditorium like viewers at a porn movie.
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As a session, it is provocative. As a book, it will be more so.
Of special interest: Cuff's survey of seven "prominent New

York architects" and her conclusions about their images of se

and society. Earlier in this session, sociologist Robert Gutmt
Hon. AIA, has questioned the "quality of veracity" in statemet
that architects make about themselves and their work. He h:
quoted Peter Eisenman, FAIA, ("don't believe anything an arct
tect says,") because, as Gutman points out, an architect's sta
ments are made for the purpose of getting clients, being like,
and/or justifying architectural ideas that probably sprang frc
sources completely other than those claimed.

Cuff's interviews will be submitted to her seven architects f
editing before being published, further diluting "veracity." Sti
as an example of what seven prominent architects (Eisenmar
among them) would like to think about themselves, and wou
like the rest of us to think about them, and as an example of w
a social scientist makes of all this, Cuff's chapter will be intere
ing. Chapters by others will also cut new roads through fami.
territory: the drawings of k Corbusier, the "human face of lnr
Kahns formalism," the writings of Wright, the people in arcl
tectural photos, the technique of "evoking clients" with stude
of architecture-and more. As a gifted person once said, for thc
of us who like this sort of thing, it's just the sort of thing we lil
fi everal members of the group Architects for Social Resp

,\ sibilitV give a nuclear war and nobody comes. Their wc
A-rlshop, "Using Environmental Research to Inform the Put
about Nuclear War," draws only six people.

We are shown a 148-page bibliography on nuclear war and sl
ten, "an extremely objective book," says Richard G. Stein, FAI
chairman of ASR's research committee. But in my few minu
with the book,I see that some listings (newspaper editorials,
instance) are quoted extensively and summarized, while othe
(government publications and major books) are simply lister
When I mention this later to the young architect who did thr
work, she says that some publications are difficult to get. She I

the grace to look apologetic.
Jim Morgan, another member of ASR, shows us a brochur

for the ASR-sponsored "Computer,City," a development alte
native to the proposed nuclear naval base on New York City'
Staten Island. The point of the brochure, he says, is to stress
the benefits of the center (for computer-related businesses ar
computer education) without arguing against the NavyPort itsr
But there is little doubt that the tail is wagging this dog; the
brochure sums up by stating (among other things) that the
NavyPort "destabilizes the world situation and threatens cata
trophe." Presumably ASR considers this fact and not argume

A few minutes short of the end of the workshop, when anotlr
member of the ASR squad, Frans C. Verhagen, refen with unc
guised pleasure to "the serendipity of a nuclear accident," I
depart.

We live in a dangerous age, with awesome powers of destru
tion. No argument there. But I am startled that in this entire
workshop there has been no mention of the Soviet Union, n<
distinction between nuclear weapons and nuclear power, anc
no recollection of the context surrounding the use of atomic
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. To disregard the comple
ities in this way is to operate with something less than full "soc
responsibility." There is room for serious discussion about nuclei
issues. Unfortunately, this hasn't been the place for it and ther
haven't been the people.

I t the special event entitled "Considering Human Need
A in Design Criticism," I sit facing the audience. I am o

J- t- the program, along with three other writers on archi-
tecture (Joan Kron of The Wall Street Journal, Thomas Fisht
of. Progressive Architecture, and Brendan Gill of The New
Yorker). This time the auditorium is filled, the result possibl5
of the effort by EDRA to attract outside architects to this ever
and the result possibly of the promise of wine at its conclusic

"User needs are out of fashion in criticism." savs Fisher. . .
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am reporting fashion." says Kron. . . . "The critics are mostly
ring PR." says Berkeley. . . . 'A reviewer is bringing the reader
e news." says Gill. The audience is getting a good show.
It is not surprising to me that the average critic (present com-
rny excluded) is not greatly interested in what we are calling
ruman needs." The critics want us to believe that lfteir views
atter and that other people's don't. How else to explain the
3quent appraisal, with no reasons given, that a building is (or
noll e .seriott.s piece ol architecture, is (or is not) a successfill
,lutiort. Of course no reasons are given. If regular people knew
)w the game was played, they would be able to play it them-
lves (everyone his own critic) and there, as thev say, would
r the ball game. It is not surprising to me that the average
'itic. even the average critic in high places. is not greatlv inter-
;ted in the things that move EDRA people: a less arbitrary
rall,sis of buildings and, simultaneously, an acknowledgment
the perceptions and activities of regular people.
Discussant for the session is Clare Cooper Marcus of U.C.
;rkeley. She mentions a Canadian awards program where the
rildings getting awards are later shown to be the buildings least
ied by their residents; designers who now submit work for
is awards program have to fill out a form saying how the
rilding works. I wonder what it will take to make awards (and
itical judgments in general) rest on more than the fashions
the moment. The new journal of research is launching its

vn awards program, but this won't necessarily affect the larger
lrld in which architects move; Clare Cooper Marcus savs
ar uhen she was on thc applied research jury of the P A
varcls program. she was told "to keep my nose out of the other
varcl s. "

,{ rchitects come in for a fair amount of guff at EDRA.
l.{ Never mincl that "designers" are a fair proportion of

I EDRA's 957 members (along with teachers, researchers,
cial scientists, planners, business persons, and others). Never
ind. too. that architects are often in leadership positions in
)RA: Co-chair of this conference is Stephen Marc Klein, an
chitect teaching at Pratt and working on his Ph.D. in envi-
nmental psychology at City University of New York. Current
cretary-treasurer is Polly Welch. AIA. a Harvard-educated
chitect of Arlington, Mass.
Architects (outside EDRA). I am told by an architect-turned-
searcher, are trying to wing it. "More and more architects are
ring programming and postoccupancy evaluation and dont know
rw to do it; they write questionnaires that are just no good."
Architects are ignorant and worse. One social scientist, a
ofessor at an architectural school, shows a slide of a drawing
which the architect has provided wheelchair turn-snace in

only one spot (near the door) in the bedroom of an institution.
The wheelchair can't get past the bed to reach the closet.

Architects are not clear-thinking. "Designing, as done by archi-
tects," says a past president of EDRA, "is not the process of
problem-solving. Architects take poorly stated problems and
attempt to come up with satisfactorv solutions. It's not a case
of meeting criteria. If we want to effect change in the environ-
ment, we have to impact on this process by which buildings
are made."

Architects are behind the times. "It's clients and not archi-
tects who recognize the need for research," says a principal of
a design and research firm. 'And it's facilities managers and
not architects who will create the team k) make a facility. Archi-
tects won't be leading that team."

But there is more than enough criticism to cover all the assem-
bled specialties.

"There aren't enough three-piece suits here," an environ-
mental psychologist says to me. 'A lot of these academics have
made the step to applied psychology and then can't apply it."

"We have to ask ourselves what we are about." says an asso-
ciate professor in environmental analysis. "People argue that
it's a new field, but that's no answer. We blunt our potential
because we don't know our history, we don't pursue excellence
in our writings and presentations, and we have not sorted out
what is important and what is trivial."

Harold M. Proshansky, president of City University of New
York's graduate school and university center, and one of the
"grand old men' in this field of environmental psychology (where
the other pioneers are barely micldle-aged), deliven a cautionary
address. His intention is not to be critical, he says but to alert
researchers to the "value issues that we tend to isnore."

In the wish to simplify things and be a "real science." says
Proshansky, we can fail to see the "integrity of events and prob-
lems," which is always complex.

In the wish to empower the user. "we can be too quick to
measure user needs and preferences. and most often in tradi-
tional ways." But, he says, people's judgments are only as good
as the information and understanding they have at the time.
He cautions further. "To what extent do we send our own mes-
sages about what individuals should need or prefer?" And, in
words that truly lift the lid from the can of worrns, "What a user
says he or she needs or wants is not always best for him or her."

Finally. says Proshansky, in the wish to engage in scientific
research, even for the highest motives, we can overlook the intru-
sive effects of the research process. "Research is not simply a
right." says Proshansky, "but a responsiblity."

A lot to think about. D
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Collection of l\tuigIrt
dldings Left Unbuilt
asures of Thliesin: 76 Unbuilt Designs
Frank Lloyd Wright. Bruce Brooks
iffer. (Southern Illinois University Press,

ust when y'ou think every possible thing
rut Frank Llol'd Wright has been
:arched and published. along comes a
rk that gives new insights into his
'iguing genius. Bruce Pfeiffer, direc-
of the archives at the Frank Lloyd
ight Foundation and well known for
books on Wright, is clearly in a posi-
r to bring out new materials. In this
rdsomely designed book he presents
color plates of Wright's drawings for

unexecuted buildings, 29 of the draw-
s never before published. At the same
e. Pfeiffer's descriptions of the proj-
;. extending from 1895 to 19-59, are
;h views of this ntaster architect.
iffer's remarks about Wright, clients,
I circumstances give elucidating
rpses of Wright's rich career, all re-
Lnted in entertaining prose.
Vright, who was fortunate enough to
e nearly u1.5 percent of his designs actu-
constructed (more than 1,000). thought
unbuilt projects the ''most interest-
' of his career. The reasons thev were
executed, says Pfeiffer, "range from
clramatic to the absurd. It is tracic that
iecls s., hrilliantly conceived. so time-
. should remain unbuilt to this day."
ome of the unexecuted projects are
I known. For example, Wright de-
bed the three design schemes for
cago's 1933 Century of Progress
rld's Fair in his autobiography. His
:ches include a fair in a mile-hish skv-

Tbp, the living room ofa Connecticut
house for Arthur Miller and Maril.y,n
Monroe (1959) was a modif'ied version of
an unbuilt de.sign presented to two prev-
ious clients, in 1919 and then 1952. Above.
1957 design for a state capitol .f'or Arizona
*^as re.iected as 'too ornate, tr.to revolu-
tionarv, too expensive.'

scraper, another fair in pavilions, and a
third on pontoons on Lake Michigan.
Although he knew full well that he would
not be asked to participate in the fair, he
was "eager to see his ideas crystallized
and take form at least on paper."

Wright's concept of the skyscraper for
the fair, sketched in 1931, was the inspi-
ration in 1956 for the Mile High, Illinois,
another project that was widely publicized
but never realized. Pfeiffer describes how
he and other Wright apprentices set up
an exhibition in Chicago on Frank Lloyd
Wright Day (Sept. 17, 1956). At 3 A.M.,
they installed in the ballroom of the Hotel
Sherman a drawing of the Mile High made
on a roll of canvas 26 feet high. All was
in readiness when Wright arrived at 8
A.M. for a press conference.

The effect of the drawing, rising on a
continued on page 84
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Boolrs from page 83
wall, "was one of looking out a great pic-
ture window onto Chicago's Lake Front
with the Mile High rising magnificently
in place, standing as though it had been
there for eternity." Pfeiffer says that the
design was more than a vague dream for
Wright. "Details were carefully consid-
ered, from the foundation taproot that
plunges into bedrock like a handle of a
sword, to the rising structure with its com-
ponent parts." Not only technically feasi-
ble, but also "poetic and beautiful," Pfeiffer
says, the Mile High was Wright's affirma-
tion that such a building would free peo-
ple from slums, providing them with space
for interaction and permitting them to "live
a more beautiful life at the same time."

Other unexecuted projects are less famil-
iar, such as houses for celebrities as well
as the uncelebrated. Pfeiffer says that
Wright always accepted commissions for
residences despite the fact that he gained
little profit from such enterprises. One of
these houses was for Marilyn Monroe and
her playrvright husband Arthur Miller. The
star wanted a house designed for a site
with a slope that led to a running brook
near Roxbury, Conn. Wright's design pro-
vided for a large living room with a pro-
jection booth for movies at one end. He
also included a costume vault for Miss
Monroe's wardrobe, a nursery, and chil-
dren's bedrooms. But when she was sep-
arated from her husband. "her dream to
build a Frank Lloyd Wright house for her-

self and for the children she longed to
have was reluctantly abandoned."

There are other houses among the
unexecuted projects, among them one fo
Ayn Rand, author of The Fountainhead
the 1943 novel and subsequent screen-
play about an architect who followed hi
own convictions as Wright did; a circu-
lar house in St. Petersburg, Fla., for Dr.
Alfred Bergman; another in octagonal
form for educator and critic Vincent
Scully; two houses for Wright himself, i
Italy and in Chicago; and three houses
for an Arizona mountaintop. "It is unfor
tunate that this project remains unbuilt,
Pfeiffer says, "for these three lovely res-
idences joined together, appearing to be

in harmonizing flight off the mountain
crest, compose the last design by Frank
Lloyd Wright."

Other than houses, unbuilt designs
described and illustrated are in a vast var
ety of building types, among them a sta
capitol for Arizona; theaters for produce
Mike Todd (a project halted when Todd
was killed in a plane crash); cooperativr
farmsteads; urban complexes; a planetat
ium; a desert spa; educational structure
a cultural center for Baghdad, Iraq. Som
projects were halted because of human
tragedies, but others because Wright woul
not compromise. "He would rather see
project dropped and his drawings returne
to the files at Thliesin than sacrifice its
quality and beauty to please a client, a
contractor. or a building commissioner.
He may have lost commissions, Pfeiffer
says, but there was never remorse nor
regret "for having held to his deep sensr

of what was right in architecture."
The book concludes with a descriptic

of the lost Larkin building in Buffalo,
construced in 1906. Pfeiffer describes th
structure as "the $eat form-giver and innr

vative pioneer from which modern arct
tecture grew." Original working drawing
still exist. "Its concepts and their practi
cal applications-like all of the work ol
Frank Lloyd Wright-have such univer-
sal appeal that they are at once appropl
ate and timeless." An optimistic note fc
admirers of Wright is struck in the pref'
ace where Pfeiffer says that the Frank
Lloyd Wright Foundation is gratified thz
some of these dormant projects are no!
in construction. The concepts and the
drawings are there for "these vibrant,
youthful, and creative designs ready to
spring to three-dimensional life."
Manv E. OsuaN, HoN. AIA

Palaces of the Forbidden City. Yu
Zhuoyun; translated from the Chinese t
Ng Mau-Sang, Chan Sinwai, and Puwer
Lee. (Mking, $75.)

The Palace Museum, as the PeoPle's
Republic of China now terms what was
formerly known as the Imperial Palace

continued on Page
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efficient Ford Escort to the
roomy Ford LID.

CAR
CLASS

NEW
DAILY
RATE

Subcompact $33

Compact $37

Mid-size $40

Full-size,2 door $42

Full-size.4 door V4

lower rates than the ones vou
see here.
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r-800-654-2200
for details and
reservations.

''Refueling service charge,_taxes, optional CD\W, PAI, and PEC (where available), not included. Cars must be rerurned ro
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3PM Friday to 3PM Sunday and during ceriain holiday periods. Rates slightly higher in certain cities.
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Boolrs from page 84
and more popularly as the Forbidden Ciry
is a complex of a thousand buildings begun
in the 1420s. Of the many dynastic pal-
aces known to China's history, this in
Beijing is the principal survivor. It is also
the largest group of wooden structures.

Although many books have been
written on the subject, this one is pre-
eminently the one that addresses the archi-
tecture of the palace, appropriately
equipped with intelligently conceived and
beautifully executed drawings, plans, per-
spectives, and details, as well as histori-
cal and contemporary photographs that
fully document this extraordinary com-
plex of buildings. The text provides a well
balanced introductory essay, followed by
a more specialized treatment of topics.
The resources of the Palace Museum staff
have been enlisted in the preparation of
this book, and the large format is appro-
priate to its subject.

Through the book breathes the spirit
of the Palace Museum as the visitor per-
ceives it today, restored and richly fur-
nished, much of it with the museum-
cherished "lived-in look." This example
of the use of architecture and all its
resources-of plan, structure, and com-
position; of art, symbolism, and decora-
tion; of color and garden design to make

a religious and philosophical statement-
will excite your imagination as no other
building. Fnpprnrcr Guruuru, HoN. AIA

Mr Gutheim is a Washington, D.C.,
educaton quthon snd consultant.

Mackintosh Architecture. Jackie Cooper,
David Dunster, and Barbara Bernard. (St.
Martins Press, $19.95 paperbound, $29.95
hardbound.)

This elaborately illustrated book cata-
logs all of Charles Rennie Mackintosh's
projects: commissions for buildings, com-
missions for interion and alterations, and
competitions and unexecuted projects.
There is helpful information for each
entry, with data provided on location,
client, date, description, sources for the
projects that were published, and places
where existing drawings and other data
are now located.

Thdao Ando: Buildings, Proiects, Writ-
ings. Edited by Kenneth Frampton.
(Rizzoli, $19.95.)

"[ do not believe architecture should
speak too much. It should remain silent
and let nature in the guise of sunlight
and wind speak," says the Japanese ar-
chitect Thdao Ando. This volume, which
documents 21 of his projects (primarily

residences) in plans, photographs, sketche
and written comment, bears out Ando's
belief. He manipulates light to enrich
spaces that flow together with minimal
definition. Using reinforced concrete al
most exclusively, he designs handsome
buildings made subtle by their simplic-
ity. For him, "concrete is the most suita"
ble material for realizing spaces created
by rays of sunlight." Although he con-
tends that his architecture is "modern,"
it is traditionally Japanese in its respect
for nature and structural form.

A. Quincy fones: The Oneness of Arch
tecture. Edited by Elaine K. Sewell, Ker
Thnaka, and Katherine W. Rinne. (Toky
Process Architecture Publishers Co.. dir
tributed in this country by Van Nostranr
Reinhold. $19.95.)

It is a pleasure to see this beginning
documentation of a remarkable architer
who died while his career was still ascen,
ing. The winner of AIAs architectural
firm award in 1969, in partnership with
Frederick E. Emmons, his was a neady
perfect role-model practice. This book
presents a handsome display of work by
an architect whose early work reveals a
diversity as well as an influence on othe
practitioners. There is still much to lear
from this architect. !
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BY CARL RUFF

1\ | o on" has said it more suc-
| \l cinctly than AIA president,
I I Bruce Pattv. Two factors are
forcing architects'to rethink the way
office buidings are designed . . . the
explosion of office technology. . . and
the growing awareness that health
and productivity of the office worker
are seriously affected by the interior
environment.

"The design of a building's exte-
rior can't be divorced from the nature
and uses of the spaces inside," Patty
summed up. His pornts can't be
over-emohasized.

Viewed positively, they provide
architectural firms, large and small,
with a blueprint for long range strate-
gic planning. They should be the ba-
sis for every architectural firm's mar-
keting program. The opportunities to
orchestrate-if not to execute-the
total environment of the high tech
office augurs a rewarding future
for the profession.

On the other hand, architects
who don't seize the opportunity and
educate themselves and their staffs
on the needs of today's integrated
automated office will find themselves
replaced. The competition is already
here. lt ranges from highly profes-
sional interior design organizations
(including several that own architec-
tural firms), to furniture dealers with

units for temperature, humidity,
and air flow distribution and even
for lighting, acoustics, texture and
color-"oersonalized office environ-
ments to enhance productivity."

This is powerful stuff. As of
today, it's not yet state-otthe art.
Yet, Hemscher claims a roster of cli-
ents that includes IBM and Hoffman-
La Roche Inc. Clearly, it portends the
future. Offices are not just going to
be smart but humane. And they'll be
housed in humane as well as intelli-
gent buildings.

ARGHITEGTURE
Yls-A-uls
E]IGI]IEERI]IG
Tn" responsibrrrty for desrgnrng

I a humane building, with its
I problems of heat, air quality,

glare, noise and wire distribution-
brought on by the proliferation of
VDTs-must belong to the architect,
Whereas in 19OO the mechanical,
electrical and plumbing systems of
an office building represented eight
percent of its cost, today the figure is
closer to 50% and the likelihood is
that it'll go higher.

No matter whether the firm is
a large A & E outfit or a small
shop working with consultant engi-

staffs of competent architects and
designers. Even the large A & E
firms will be competing with bright
young consultants setting themselves
up to execute "holistic environmental
design."

One example: the tiny firm of
Hemsher Associates in a suburb
of Pittsburgh, Pa., already offers
to close the gap between design
and environment and behavioral
research. lt promises to provide
individualized terminal control

I
00ilPUIER{SSISIE
uclmlc vtslrAtEAnoil
REVEATS TYHERE TIGHT

l"EYIts ARE t00 tow
OR EXCESSIW. PRG
GMT CA]I GATCUIATE

FOOT CAI{I'I"ES AT A]{Y
loRtzoilru LEVEL
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neers, "the architect's function is
to creatively and humanely Inte-
grate the systems-the spaces re-
main the same," avers one articulate
spokesperson for the profession,
Hans Mumper, AIA of Newport Beach,
CA, a principal of Langdon Wilson
Mumper Architects.

lf a survey conducted by the
New York Chaoter of the AIA has
general application, small shops
have little to fear. A poll of some 50
corporations in New York City found
that only 10olo wanted a firm with in-
house engineers. (As far as interior
design work is concerned, prefer-
ence was split equally four ways
between architects' in-house de-
partments, architects' consultants,
clients' consultants and clients'
in-house operation.)

A sound marketing policy for ar-
chitectural firms that do not have in-
house engineering or interior design
staffs calls for keeping abreast of
the evolving demands of both tech-
nology and interior design. The need
for this was made apparent to those
who heard Alan Temko, architectural
critic of THE CHRONICLE, at the
discussion on value architecture at
the last AIA meeting in San Francisco.

Many archrtects' survival---or at
least success-may well depend on
how soon they learn the parameters
of integrated technology and its ef-
fect on design. Obviously, they don't
have to become experts in all of the
disciplines. But they must know more
than their client. And their client,
now-a-days consisting of a team, is
becoming increasingly sophisticated.

The new team calling the shots
on office facilities-and possibly on
the building itself-includes the facili-
ty manager, the human resources
director and the director ol auto-
mated office systems.

A domino effect is taking place.
Each lacet of the interior environment
impacts on another. "The great chal-
lenge to architects," as Bruce Patty
says, "is the need to relate the de-
sign of the building to the technology
inside... Awell-designed integrated of-
fice reflects the need to consider in-
terior environments as a whole, con-
sidering the effects all elements have
on each other."

EDUGATI]IG
FOR TEGH]IOIOGY

ust recently an organization
was formed to orovide educa-
tional programs and research

on precisely this need. lt is the aptly-
named, non-profit institute, Inte-



grand-The Institute of Houston, TX.,
which is conducting a series of work-
shops for facility managers and also
seminars for executives. Architects
should find it useful to have staff
members attend lTl's 2%-dav work-
shops, "Decision Making for-lntegrat-
ed Offices and Facilities." (lTl s

president and executive drrector, Mi-
chael Clevenger, is the author of this
section s "How to Humanize Tech -
nology for Today's Offices.")

There are other organizations
conducting educational programs
which architects would do well to
consider for themselves or their as-

f fre most definitiye case history yet, is the intedisciplinary apgroach taten by

I Merck & Go lor the Rahway, ll.J. headquailers campus lor 3200 employees olI the pharmaceutical giant. lt prcmises to be tfe classic erample ol designing the
worlqlace for the wo*er ard theil work processes.

Produclivity, the company decided in 1981, derlved from a blend of physlcal,
behavioral and technical aspGch ol the oflice. Accordingly, represenlatiyes trom
Facillty ltlanagcment, Human Resources and 0lflce Technblogy iret to discuss the
overlap. They decided on lour lmpodant points: 1) the focus on lhe workers would have
to deliuer productivity impruvements; 2) the focus should include lmpruyed health and
well-being both on and off the job; 3) the workerc should pailicipate in environmental
changes and 4) capital outlays would have to yield acceptable return on Investment.

A search for lhe most suitable architecUspace planning firm ,,t0 become a full
parlnef in the proiecl ended with thc selec{lon of Dnfty, Incorporated, il.y.G. which
has its own archilectural firm, Halsey, McGormack & Helmer Arbhitects.

_ J. Douglas Phillips, then the Human Resources rcprc$entat|ye, now Director of
corponte?lanning lor ilercr & co., {his report on the eitire project is available upon
rcquest), feels.that one ol lie most impoilant sleps werc the pri-occupancy and fost
occupancy studies. These gave tlerck the a0llity to measurc rcsults.

. Quttl lirst interuiewed 27 senior exscutives to ldentlly inportant managerial issues
in tlc! corporate culture. lts people then determined teclinic.al requirements lor future
guidellnes. wllh_lhese In hand, a queslionnaire was senl to 2000 worksrs, asHng
lhem,_ among olher things, !o rate 2g speclfic fealures of wor{rstations ai to ;oi
ellectiveness and iob_satisfa$io_n. The sufley was conducted and analyred by a Rutgbrs
Unlversity Graduate School ilBA team.

. The..results, which provided space and component guidelines for the designers,
showed t!t?! !h_e 

greatesl gaps between wo*station teatures anrl job satislactioniere,
In order: HU/AC, the ablllU to Goncontrate, conyersational priuady, overall workspaci
surface and size ot work area. Equally important to workers ias th-e ligh$ng ol the iro*
surface and the abillty to adjust the wortspace. The guidelines have bien used in three
major renovation proiects and two major moves.

Philllps slatel thal Merck gelectad oflice furnllure manufaeturers wlth ths same
care given t0 selecllng a space planning and design consuttant. rhe fumiture manufac-
turer selecled became a member 0f the ilerct leam, hosted end-user vislts to its
headquailem in Michigan and built a mock up in l{ew Jersey so thal usen could "kick
tne fires." Iflosl imporant, the manulacturer also prepared training videos 0n how t0
use their oflice systems and how to adjust indiyidual workstations tor personal comfort.

Tie return on investment fol ail the projects has been 26i/o. For one, the
inslallalion lor 74 international wofien citeh pieuiousty, it was sb*. rlris was the
project which reduced lurn-around time from toirr days td sir houn.

. ._!,|g tqTI report.stre.sses the lmpoilance ol otiice wodrer involvement, not only
duilng the planning but In the lmplemenlafion ol any renoyaflon 0r moye. I aiso statei
that the commitlee structure ol users is one of tle ieasons lor success.

I mE ECEPnot DCS|( At tERcKS ffiU
OfFrct. COIIPUIER tEffiII{TI. IETIS NECEPT.
Nillsl WIIERE TO REAOI A SIAFf Til8B
wHo FAWAY Fnot ilFwmrsrAnil.

I ilEnc|(s Woil(srAnffi |lsE B-ilOftS
FNOT NAH'FACTUREn|IS SVSTEiI ilIrcll
WENE ESPEGIAII.Y DEilGNED M FAdUIAIE
ETTECI|uT USE OF EtEgrN(nrc TANDIYANE

sociates. On the east coast there is
MIT's annual September Facility
Management conference at Cam-
bridge, Mass. Also in Cambridge
and on the west coast in San Fran-
cisco, are TRADELINE, INC's Forums
on Business and Technology. And in
the mid-west, FMl, the Facilitv Man-
agement Institute of Ann Aibbr, Ml
which pioneered the entire facililty
management movement, is schedul-
ing two-day sessions not only for that
city. but also in L A., Chicago, Dal-
las, New Orleans and Washington,
D.C. (Letters requesting information
on any of these seminars will be for-
warded to the proper person.)

[FMl also serves as consultants
to architects and has heloed them in
many capacities. Two brief exam-
ples: for HOK it reviewed space stan-
dards allocated for a major electronic
firm's programmers to ensure that
they were as good if not better than
comoarable stations elsewhere and
that its facility was competitive in at-
tracting and retaining good person-
nel. For TRWs headquarters at Lynd-
hurst, Ohio. it collaborated with FCL
Associates, Chicago and lnterspace,
Inc., Philadelphia. The assignment
here was to review the drawinos of
their teammates to ensure that-the fa-
cility would embody the requirements
as stated in TRW's "Culture State-
ment" and that future changes could
be accommodated satisfactorilv.l

ERG0lt0ilrGS
A]ID PROIDUGTIUil

he surest way for architects to
obtain greater productivity for
clients and a better return on

the investment for them is to follow
ergonomic principles in designing
and integrating the work environ-
ment and the building itself. (lt's
also a sure way to build an envi-
able reputation for one's office.)

Whereas factory efficiency rose
over 80% since 1975, office workers
increased their productivity a paltry
4o/o oYat the same period And dur-
ing that period wages and benefits
doubled! One must remember, how-
ever, that today's factory worker is
backed by a $25,000 average in-
vestment in equipment compared
to $2,500 for office workers ac-
cording to a study by American Pro-
ductivity Center, APC of Houston.

Rr rt fhic ic nhannir
capitar investment,.,hh3i"1tfiilu
quadruple as the ability to lncrease
white-collar productivity becomes in-
creasingly known. lt's scheduled to

S5







jump to $8,000 to $10,000 per work-
er by '1989. And the money will be
spent not just on electronic equip-
ment but equally on task-supportive
office furniture.

The reason, according to Steph-
anie K. Walter writing in MANAGE-
MENT TECHNOLOGY, is that man-
agement has failed to deal with the
effect technology has on the way
people work. "Once executives stop
patting themselves on the back for
having slapped a terminal on an em-
ployee's desk, they're surprised to
learn there's been little improvement
in productivity. The reason: many
employees are still at work stations
designed and lit for yesterday's man-
ual environment."
PROOF OF PRODUCTIVITY

Since the first recorded case
history of increased white collar pro-
ductivity resulting from improvements
in the work environment (McQuay
Perfex) in 1978, proof positive has
been flooding in from a variety of
sources, especially in the last few
years:

* APC's study of over 100 malor
companies concludes that properly
designed office furniture increased
productivity an average of 12% in
more than half the companies. Sav-
ings began immediately and pay-
back ranged from six months to
two years.

I Springer Associates, lnc. ergo-
nomic consultants in St. Charles, lll.,
has found that adiustability in work-
station furniture compared with non-
adjustable units showed a '15% per-
formance increase during data entry
ooerations. Some 4% to 8% of this
is attributed to improved seating.

I Merck & Co (see case history)
obtained a 50% return on
investment in one prolect-an instal-
lation for a group of 75 international
workers-which included the Pur-
chase of advanced technology and
ergonomic workstations for the de-
oartment. Moreover, it reduced turn-
around time for telex handling from
about four days to six hours.

I Dr. Marvin Dainoff's lab studies for
the Natronal Institute for Occupation-
al Safety and Health of good vs bad-
ly adjusted computer tables and op-
erator chairs olus the elimination of
glare and the provision of copyhold-
ers came up with ProductivitY in-
creases of 24.6"k.

t Mike Brill, head of BOSTI, the
Buffalo Organization for Social and
Technological Innovation and author
of the two-volume "Using Office De-
sign to Increase ProductivitY," has
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calculated the dollar value of appro-
priate office design. He has even
broken down the value of sPecific
facets such as noise, glare, tempera-
ture fluctuation etc. He estimates that
providing improvements of ten major
facets of the environment will pro-
duce a '15% producttvitY increase
factor for managers earning on an
average of $41 ,500-or a $6,316
savings annually.

Merely moving a comPuter Pro-
grammer out oJ a bull Pen into a sYs-
tems furniture workstation can im-
prove his output to a value of nearly
$3000 or about 9% of his salary, Brill
claims.

X M. Franz Schneider, President of
Humantech Inc., Toronto, studied
workers using VDTs who reported
twice as many neck and shoulder
discomfort complaints and three
times as much eye strain as workers
not using VDTs. One grouP, given er-
gonomic workstations, decreased
Monday morning absenteeism from
7% to less than one oercent and
overall absenteeism lrom 4o/" to less
than 1%. Error rates, Schneider re-
oorts. fell lrom 25o/o to 11% and com-
puter time increased 40%. Finally, re-
ports of postural discomfort showed
a marked drop in frequency, severity
and duration.

THE ERGOIIOiIIGS
OF OFFIGE
FUR]IITURE

esearch in ergonomics and
productivity, the twin buzz
words of office environmen-

talists, is pretty old stuff for the of-
fice furniture industry. BIFMA, the
Business and Institutional Furniture
Manufacturer's Association, whose
members represent over 90% of the
industry's sales volume, traces con-
cern with office workers' seated pos-
ture to over 50 years ago. Adjustable
seat heights and back adjustments
and swiveling casters, introduced in
1921 by Kewaunee Flexible Furniture
Company, were followed by "ergo-
nomic" chairs by Domore CorPora-
tion and Harter CorPoration whose
charrs today are state-of-the-art.

By staying ahead of consumer
needs, the industry's sales volume
has grown steadily, outPerforming
mosiother segments of the U.S.
economy. BIFMA's sales, exPected
to hit $6.6 billion by the end of the
Vear, are double what theY were in
i980. Savs Steve Channer, BIFMA's
executivd director, "This growth is



the result of the growing perception
that automation plus the appropriate
office environment-with task-sup-
oortive furniture as one of the most
important aspects-will bring a return
on investment within a very short
pay-back period."

One study, by Frost & Sullivan
Inc., New York City, states that an
investment eouivalent to the annual
wage per office worker, made in
equipment, furniture and facility, is
pable of rarsing office productivity
anywhere from 50 to 300 percent.

The important thing is to make
sure that employees know that their
furniture is adjustable and that they
learn how to adjust it to accommo-
date their individual oostural needs
and the work activity.

When Burroughs Corporation's
Software Develooment Division in
Mission Viejo, CA, decided to move
from shared private offiee to the
open plan, it first interviewed ten per-
cent of the workers to develoo stan-
dards for each office type. Then a
typical mock-up was set up. At a for-
mal presentation to all 250 employ-
ees, comparison charts showed
workers that the proposed system
would provide better quality lighting,
increased work surface area and
more personar space.

To accomodate employees' per-
sonal needs and further reduce their
concerns, they were taken through
the mock-up individually and allowed
to customize their own workstations.
After the move-in they were given still
another opportunity to further change
the arrangement of components with-
in their workstation.

A post-occupancy employee
evaluation on the new facility found
that 79 oercent of all workers said
that given a choice they would
choose to work in open plan offices.

At Portland General Electric
Company where Dwight Trahin, the
past president of the Oregon Chap-
ter of IFMA, International Facility
Managers Association, is Manager,
Facilities Planning, word processing
personnel were not given new ergo-
nomic chairs until they received per-
sonal instruction in their use at a ore-
sentation. Price of admission was
each word orocessor's old chair.
These were collected at the door and
exchanged for the new chair.

In addition to demonstrations
with the chair, an industrial nurse de-
scribed how the human back func-
tions. The sessions ended with in-
structions on stretches and exercises
that can be done at the workstation
or at home.

As a follow-up, reminders to
stretch are occasionallv flashed on

operators' screens. Hubbard reports
that as a special touch, employees
with existing back injuries or who
need a footstool or have glare on
their screens are visited at their work
station and the problem is resolved
immediately.

At Metropolitan Life Insurance
in New York City, ergonomic seating
was deemed the most critical com-
fort factor of the VDT workstation.
Met Life's orocedure involved em-
ployees in selecting ergonomic furni-
ture, taught them how to adjust it,
and made sure they used it properly.
The company's experience seems
widely applicable. VDT users are
shown a 10-minute audio visual ore-
sentation. They see how a task force
was organized to study VDT impact
on office workers, and how extensive
employee testing helped set up stan-
dards for chair selectron and the final
choice. Workers are urged to adjust
their chairs repeatedly during the
day, since "The adjustments only
take a few seconds and your body
will thank you for it."

The procedures followed at both
Portland General Electrrc and at Met
Life were instituted by highly sophis-
ticated and knowledgeable facility
managers and provide excellent
models for architectural firms to fol-
low. The opportunity for architects to
maintain long{erm relationships with
clients via Post-Occupancy Evalua-
tion (POEs) in which they can partici-
pate in programs such as these indi-
cates an approach that should never
be overlooked.

TRE]IDS IlI
OFFIGE DESIG]I
POEg

Post Occupancy Evaluations
have been advocated by facility
managers-and by a few ccnscien-
tious design firms-for the past sev-
eral years. lt's now a procedure
who's time has come. Mike Brill was
a brt fussed with Stanley Trgerman
during their AIA-San Francisco de-
bate. Nonetheless, his words bear re-
peating. Said Brill, "What feeds the
optimism of many architects is never
going back and finding out whether
they did anything wrong. So that one
continually faces a world with no mis-
takes. With no problems."

The beauty of it is that "going
back" can be a positive marketing
tactic for architects. The mistakes are
not necessarily their's. Frequently
they're the client's; or nobody's. But
the designer who's on the scene to
correct them is the one likely to get

the next assignment from that client.

EMPLOYEE INVOLVEMENT
Several years ago the Steelcase-

Harris poll revealed the importance
of involving employees in design de-
cisions that affect them. Over the
years the scope of involvement has
broadened as part of more enlight-
ened human resources policies. Ex-
perience is indicating that job satis-
faction and productivity improve on a
direct relationship to employee par-
ticipation in design decisions. Walter
Kleeman, Ph.D, the ergonomic con-
sultant, cites one example of a re-
ported 1 02o/o ptoductivity increase
due to users' participation in the de-
sign of their work places.

WALLS, D(TORS & WTNDOWS
In high{ouch facilities many

workers will have their own oersonal-
ized workspace plus another one as
part of a team in a "task/team" con-
figuration. Relocatable floor-to-ceiling
walls with tracks able to support com-
ponents are being specified more
and more. Many of the larger office
furniture comoanies own or are work-
ing closely with manufacturers and
installers of these relocatable walls.
The next steo will be chases in their
walls for individualized HV/AC ducts.
One company already has a kit which
expands its panels' versatility by sim-
ply adding plugs for telephone and
data communications.

In addition to relocatable floor-
to-ceiling walls, companies are offer-
ing doors and "windows" on panel
systems as well as on full-height walls.
One company's system, the state-of-
the art in personalization, uses a se-
ries of 16-inch tiles that range from
transoarent to translucent to fabric or
veneer covered. There are tackable
tiles and tiles with rails to support
hang-on accessories. The company
is currently working on radiant heat
tiles and air purifying tiles. All tiles
can be changed to fit changing needs,
tasks or occupants. They are easily
snapped in and out of steel frame
walls which come in a variety of
width and heights (up to the ceiling).
Hence, one can have as much visual
privacy-or as little-as desired.

MAI{UFAGTURER SERVICE
Another office furniture manu-

facturer is offering a Lighting Visuali-
zation service which balances the
requirements of both VDT and work-
surface level viewing. Architects sub-
mit descriotive data and a scaled
floor plan showing the placement,
position and types of lights planned
for a space. The company, returns a
computer-assisted analvsis.
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Its easy to be confused about access floors. Yet,
when used in the right applications, they are a
superb solution to a complex set of design problems.

Put simply, the more important flexibility is to you, the more you need access
floors. Because access floors allow building management a great deal of
latitude in adapting an interior space to changes in occupancy, work flow and
technology.

For example, access floors are the logical choice for open offices, CRT
facilities, word processing areas, telecommunications rooms, laboratories and,

of course, computer rooms.
Experience has shown that access floors

are highly cost-efficient in office buidings
with:
. A 50% + open office plan.

, . A l0o/o or more annual move rate.
, . An occupant density of 200 sq. ft. or less per

: P€ISON.
i . And technology-oriented workstations with

as little as 200/o computer terminal density.

In short, the best time to use access flcors is whenever the productivity
of occupants is most dependent on the network of electronic, communications
and computer support systems.

ll

There are times when a project is better served
using traditional service distribution concepts.
But they may be fewer than you'd expect.

While today's average access floor plenum height is only 6", access floors can
add to total building height in some instances.

Also, facilities in wtrich 90o/o or more of the plan will remain unchanged each
year should probably continue to provide services via in-floor trenches.

Cost is a k-ey, obviously, but most people just assume that access floors will
be more expensive. In today's marketplace, you may find access floor costs
competitive in more installations than you ever imagined.
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This part can getvery tricky. Com-
paring the initial and long-term costs
of access floors with other construc-
tion techniques is no simple matter. You need a computer
material and operating costs.

Which is why we developed the DesignAid" cost-
comparison system. It will use data for your specific
project to help you compare design options. It will ffi 

.

even provide you with detail drawings, breakouts and m

specifications.
Obviously, we're pretty confident that our access

floors will hold their own against any other system
you're considering. But when you should be using
another system, we'll teil you. Honest. And we'll
even help you choose the best alternative.

How to learn more.
This is the really easy part. You can get full
details on Donn access floors and the
DesignAid system by talkingwithyour Donn
representative.

We can help you buy our product. We can
help you buy somebody else's product. And
we can help you decide for yourself.

Donn Corporation
Westlake, Ohio 44145
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IHE TIORA1
he Merck case history is the
most comorehensive one on re-
cord. The company did all the

things ergonomists say one should
when planning an automated office.
As such, it points the way for archi-
tectural firms seeking commissions
for new or renovated office buildings.
The reason Duffy Incorporated was
selected over six competitors should
preach an eloquent message to ar-
chitectural marketeers

"The deciding factor," explains
J. Douglas Phillips, "was our gut feel-
ing that Duffy was capable of under-
standing our corporate personality
and culture. In contrast, the work
of most of the other design firms
seemed to reflect their own personal-
ities rather than the client organiza-
tion. After all, the goal of the guide-
lines is to maximize productivity
within the framework of our own
values and culture."

This attitude was echoed by a
comment at the AIA San Francisco
discussion where Lucy Crow Billings-
ley, president of the Dallas Market
Center Company, reported that archi-
tects generally gave her firm stan-
dard oresentations. In contrast, she
said, "a new advertising agency
does a much greater analysis of our
needs and how we want to Position
ourselves."

As HLW's director of program-
ming and facilities management ser-
vices, Robert Brandt, wrote recently,
"To meet the demand, some archi-
tects have become more active in
developing the actual operational
guidelines and business plans,
signaling a shift from coordinator/

interpreter to management or human
resources consu ltant. "

While this may be stretching
the architect's role a bit, a comment
made by a speaker at the annual
meeting of the Business and Institu-
tional Furniture Manufacturer's Asso-
cration (BIFMA) in 1984, speaks to
the point and reflects a public image
problem of the profession.

"Much architecture," said the
speaker, "continues to be single-min-
dedly concentrated on the skin and
roof lines of buildings. lt shows very
little of the kind of concern BIFMA's
members have for the 'caPtive con-
sumers' who occupy these sky-
scrapers. A great building is an art
form. Yet it must be as ergonomic
as a good chair or a lamp or a work
station."

Many architects would agree.
Bruce Patty was careful to include
users in his statement: "Architects
must respond to the needs and de-
sires of clients, managers, builders
and users, as well as rapid techno-
logical change."

For M. Arthur Gensler, Jr., whose
firm's billings topped the list of archi-
tects not providing engineering ser-
vices, the concept of designing
"from the inside out" has been a ma-
jor focus from its origins as program-
mers, space planners and specialists
in interiors. "The danger of over-em-
phasizing the'smart' or'intelligent'
building," he says, "is that we tend
to forget the people who must use
the technology."

There must be a lesson here. I
Carl Ruff is a New York Public rela-
tions and marketing strateglst serving
manufacturers and assoclations ln fhe
integrated office env ironment field.
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HOW TO HUiIA]IIZE
TEGH]IOIOGY FOR

IODAY'S OFFIGES
BY MICHAEL CLEVENGER

-
I he piecemeal application of
I bandaids to solve individual
I problems of safety, comfort

and productivity won't work in
today's offices.

In the automated office, each in-
dividual consideration is irrevocably
linked to others. Systems, rather than
devices, support the automated of-
fiqe. Now, more than ever before,
place, people and tools must work
together or they won't work at all.

Designing form around function
is not just a nice idea-it is essential
if the client is to reao the benefits of
advancing office technology and
achieve maximum producttvity from
his most imoortant and costlv as-
set-people.

ElIYIRO]IDIElIIAl
GOIITROI BEGOTIE$
A PRIORIIY

End-users' concerns for comfort
in the office environment were docu-
mented in a recent survey of more
that 1,500 office tenants throughout
North America. The survey was joint-
ly sponsored by Building Owners
and Managers Association (BOMA)
International, Washington, D.C., and
Delphi Consultative Surveys & Re-
search Ltd., Winnepeg, Canada.

Respondents ranked tempera-
ture control, air quality, interior light-
ing and norse levels all as "Priority
A" considerations (of A through J) In
their assessment of the characteris-
tics of an effective building.

AUTOilIATION'S SOLUTIONS BREED
DESIGN PROBLEiIS

This rising concern for the envi-
ronment and its effect on workers is
a conseouence of office automation.
The desktop computer is raPidlY
transforming the very nature of much
of the world's work, bringing more of
the workforce into offices and rede-
fining "office," "office worker," and
"office work," as we once knew them.

Changes in telecommunications,
mail and message delivery, infor-
mation storage and retrieval, and
conferencing also carry sPecial
reouirements.

Designing smart buildings for to-
morrow's offices must begin with an



understanding of how technology is
already affecting the worker and the
workolace.

By year-end, 1984, there were
an estimated 16.2 million VDTs in
use in the United States. By 1988,
that number is now expected to grow
to 59 million.

Xerox Corporation's Office '88, a
project begun early in this decade
and designed to assess the effect of
technological change, brought early
warnings that technological ad-
vances would carry problems that
must be addressed simultaneously
from several ooints of view. An initial
Office'88 report, incidentally, under-
estimated by more than half, the
number of VDTs now projected for
use by 1988. I was a member of the
Office '88 team and heloed write that
report. Despite the upward revision
of VDT use, however. much of our re-
port proved true. lt stated, in part:

"This 'technology dump' has
created a myriad of problems, which
is ironic since the technology was
designed to improve office worker
productivity.

ADDRESS PHYCHOLOGICAT AT{D
PHYSICAT WELL.BEING

"At the individual worker level,
there are psychological reactions to
this technology which span emotions
ranging from indignation to sheer
outrage.

"Equally troublesome are the
physical problems which office auto-
mation creates for the individual
worker."

I find that these physical prob-
lems can be generically classified
under the term 'ergonomic' issues,

I
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and summarized in the following
oroer:
1. Excessive heat, the problems as-
sociated with adequate ventilation
and cooling of automated equipment.
2. Excessive noise associated with
impact printers and copiers adjacent
to workstations.
3. Eye fatigue and strain, the effects
of VDT glare and poorly designed
lighting on employees' eyes.
4. Muscular/skeletal, the stress on
the human torso from working at a
VDT for prolonged periods of time.

Office'88 also noted problems
in addition to the issues of employee
health and comfort. "Office automa-
tion is basically counter-cultural. At
best, the VDT is an eyesore in the in-
dividual office. lt simply doesn't fit el-
egantly into the traditional managerial
or executive decor.

"Even the clerical workstation is
adversely affected by the screen,
processor, printer, cabling and other
high-tech paraphernalia of the typical
word processor. In short, office auto-
mation raises serious esthetic ques-
tions and if left unresolved, will in-
hibit, if not countermand, the effec-
tive transition to an automated
work process."

AUTOilIATION DRAWS FIRE
FROM SEVERAT QUARTERS

Add to this the fact that nearly
half of the nation's state legislatur6s
and many local governmental entities
have addressed the regulation of
VDTs in the workplace, although, at
this writing no state and just one mu-
nicipality has passed legislation on
the subject. The proposed legislation
covers a range of subjects, including

glare control, along with equipment
and office design standards.

Labor organizations, such as
9 to 5, the National Association of
Working Women, and The Newspa-
per Guild, are pressuring legislators
to push standards regarding VDT
use into law.

It is clear that while concern
over VDT use mounts from several
quarters, architects and their clients
must consider effective ergonomic
design as a fundamental component
of office automation. They would also
be wise to monitor activity regarding
VDT standards, guidelines and pend-
ing legislation.

KEEPING UP WITH THE PACE
OF CHANGE

Beyond the psychological, phys-
ical and legal considerations delin-
eated above, lies another concern
among architects and their in-house
or consulting engineers-and the cli-
ent: the mechanical accommodation
of the automated office. This relates
to the full range of aspects associat-
ed with a building's structure and its
interior componentry. While this may
sound like familiar territory to archi-
tects, technology puts it on an entire-
ly new terrain.

The automated office is a highly
dynamic organism. lt changes over
time, in small and in massive ways.
Technological tools emerge to ex-
pand or erode, even completely elim-
inate, some office functions. These
new tools can also cause full-scale
departments to shrink or swell quick-
ly. Think for example, of changes
that have either occurred or are be-
ing considered in your own billing
and ordering procedures.

When change comes fast, your
clients won't want the building, its
systems or its interiors to prevent
them from taking advantage of new
tools and new methods.

In order to address change,
three different areas of the office
shell and its equipment must be
addressed:
1. The structure. The need for a high
degree of flexibility impinges on the
configuration of floors, ceiling height,
vertical and horizontal chase ways,
for example.
2. Support systems. Heating, venti-
lating and cooling systems must
meet the requirements of increased
automation. So must electrical wiring
and cabling for telecommunications,
data transmission, local area net-
works, and video transmission.
3. Interior componentry. Walls, floor-
ing, lighting and furnishings must
also be flexible enough to meet
new workstation and deoartmental
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T h e traditional downligb t
isnl the a?rswer

It was neaer lneantfor

The office at 1A p.*., done rigbt: euenfu-lit ceilings and upper walls heep tbe sun'oundings
cbeedul, rninimize eyestruin h7 preuenling bright glare spots tbat oaerpower VDT readouts,

an fficefull of VDTs,

Most of today's lighting simply wasn't
designed for today's office.

Now partitioned furniture systems block
off the light, energy codes demand lower
light levels and VDT screens cause
eyestrain.

Even the most sophisticated low-bright-
ness downlights dictate the exact place-
ment of computer terminals. If you
rearrange the work stations, bright spots
of glare appear on the screens.

These problems don't exist in the office
shown below. The difference comes from
a highlyengineered indirect lighting sys-
tem that's based on a better understanding
of what office lighting should do.

Keeping glare off the VDTs

There's been much talk about "ergonomic
lighting" lately, especially for VDT
installations.

Downlighting isn't the answer, even
though over 90% of America's offices use

iij1?i:='t$iJ&.

it. Any down light puts a bright light
source in an unlit ceiling. The resulting
strong contrast produces glare on any
reflective surface: the cover of a magazine,
a polished desk top oE unfortunately, a

VDT screen.
To correct the problem, you need an

indirect system designed with exception-
ally wide distribution. This produces an
evenly-lit ceiling which reflects as a soft,
barely-noticeable veil. Since the VDTs
don't reflect hot spots from the fixtures,
workers are more comfortable. And since
the screens can face in anv direction. the
floor plan beco^ res flexible.

There's a research study from a major
university that discusses this in depth. Ask
us and we'll send you the results.

Getting good light on the work surfaces

Footcandle levels tell us how much light
there is on the work surfaces, but they dont
tell us how much light we think there is.
And if we don't think there's enough light,
there isn't.

Another recent university study offered
an important new insight: if you add a low-
brightness visible source to an indirect
fixture,you'll immediately perceive 10% to
21% more light.

We'll be happy to send you those results,
too. They show how much the visible strip
of low brightness lens on the fixture in
this picture actually does. It spreads the
light evenly over the ceiling and upper
walls and, just because it's there, it creates
a higher level of perceived illumination.

The fixtures in the photo are 6" Round
High Efficiency Softshine Indirect by
Peerless. Under ceilings 8'6" or higher,
Softshine Indirect {ixtures give more good
light per watt than any other fixtures made.
Research computers at Peerless generated
this diagram to show how the fixture's
lensed optics distribute the light facet by
facet into precisely the right viewing areas.

Tbe new answer:
lensed indirect
fixtures. They
deliuer eaen, glare-

free illumination
enhanced by tbe
sparkle of a low-
brigbtness lens.

No other fixture in the world has been
so carefully designed for the exact purpose
of lighting a workspace.

Peerless invented and patented it. Only
Peerless makes it.

It's the lighting of the future. If you'd like
to see what else the future holds, iust call.

Fna 
-tFE N LE::)

BOX 2556, BERKELEY CA 94702-0556 (415) 845-2760
PEERLESS AND 'SOFTSHINE ARE TRADEMARKS OF PEEFLESS LIGHTING

Circle .]1 on informaliotr card
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configurations quickly, easily and
Inexpensrvery.

Though I have listed these as
three "different" areas that require
consideration, they are no longer dis-
tinct. lf flexibility is to be an tntrinsic
characteristic of the office-and
technology and automation demand
that it be-then every aspect of
these three areas of building and of-
fice design must be considered to-
gether. Today's office must be a
highly symbiotic, dynamic place in
which all of its parts are integrated
by design.

My organization, Integrand-
The Institute, exists because the map
of how offices arrive, from inception,
to design, to construction, fitting, fur-
nishing, and management, once they
are occupied, has been re-drawn by
technology. The creation of the ot
fice, as rt evolves in tandem with
technological change, now requires
the interaction of a range of very di-
verse disciplines and very complex
technological know-how.

SOLVING PROBTEMS OF
TEMPERATURE CONTROT

The BOMA/De|phi participants'
already-identified concerns regarding
the workplace offer a logical starting
point in any architect's attack on the
problems technology has wrought.
How did heat rise to the top of their
list of concerns?

As the ratio of machine to em-
ployee rises, building systems may
be strained to and beyond capacity.
Many buildings were never equipped
to carry the heat-load generated by
today's machinery. Buildings con-
structed during the country's efforts
to conserve energy and/or lower spi-
raling construction costs, though rel-
atively new, contain no provision for
increasing cooling capacity.

What's more, many builidngs
were designed to cool via HV/AC
zones that were adeouate when ma-
chinery was largely segregated from
workstations. Now, however, with
computer equipment scattered
throughout the workspace, each
workstation has becomes its own
heat source.

Strained or low-capacity cooling
systems led to an erosion of comfort
according to the overwhelming ma-
lority of BOMA/De|phi survey partici-
pants. Thus, they either want control
of their own temperature or a guaran-
tee of comfort.

The effects of excessive heat
on worker productivity has been well
documented. However, one only
needed to work in a Manhattan office
during this past summer's water-
shortage and consequent air-condi-

tioning restrictions, to understand
its impact.

Insuring comfort in respect to
temoerature can be addressed in
many ways. The many routes an ar-
chitect can take to providing clients
with such assurances offer a oersua-
sive argument for the integration of
disciplines covering building, sys-
tems and interior componentry.

Open plan interiors, for example,
require lewer air conditroning zones
than traditional offices housing a
comparable number of workers with
or without machines. But open plans
exposed to windows will carry differ-
ent heating/venting/cooling require-
ments than others. The degree of
openness within a plan-that is, the
height of panels separating worksta-
tions-will also have an effect.

Engineers are able to calculate
the capacity of an air conditioning
system only when they know all of
the facts: information regarding
move-in workstation configurations,
window access. oanel and wall
heights, ceiling heights, as wer as
the numbers of people and machines
within the space should be quantified
as early as possible in building de-
sign planning.

Changes that occur during con-
struction can negate initial calcula-
tions. New input must be fed to the
person working the formulae.

Such advance planning and on-
going interaction among people in
charge of different design and con-
struction details can often carrv
a bonus. Some HV/AC system6, for
example, can also help mask sound.
Sound masking can often be incor-
porated into the air distribution plan,
lowering the costs of installing both
systems.

Failure to address heat control
carries increasing risk.

Like other aspects of the auto-
mated office, heat control is ear-
marked for legislative attention. The
American Newspaper Guild, for ex-
ample, has drafted a model act for
states that governs computer heat
exhaust. lt is a tough model. lt calls
for terminals to be olaced so that
heat exhausts are not directed within
four feet of any workstation that is
not protected by an intervening wall,
heat duct or insulation

ISSUE OF AIR QUATITY EMERGES
Indoor pollution and the quality

of the air we breathe oromises to be-
come another imoortant issue of of-
fice health, safety and comfort. lt is
also evidence that "solutions" often
come accompanied by new sets of
oroDtems.

Though study of indoor air pollu-

tion is still in its infancy, many re-
searchers point to the tight building,
originally designed to conserve ener-
gy, as one contributor. Smoking, ma-
terials and chemicals used in build-
ings and equipment, maintenance
materials, and even ventilating sys-
tems themselves are also under
scrulrny.

Formaldehyde, present is some
carpeting and adhesives, has been
one identified culprit. While carpeting
sheds its formaldehyde over time, it
and older furnishings and materials,
continue to contain the chemical.

Carbon dioxide, asbestos,
ozone, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen diox-
ide and radon, a radioactive and in-
ert gas found in soil, have been iden-
tified by James E. Wood, Ph.D.,
senior staff scientist for Honeywell's
Corporate Physical Sciences Center.
"Their sources," he says, "can be
linked to office furnishings, equip-
ment, fabrics, appliances, the ground
beneath a building and to people."

A national survey of office work-
er attitude on indoor pollution, con-
ducted.this year found that of those
polled, one-quarter, 24 percent, indi-
cated that air quality where they work
was "poor" or "only fair."

While ventilating ducts, fans, air
conditioning and air cleaning sys-
tems can improve office air quality
and effectively remove pollutants,
preventive tactics may prove a supe-
rior and less costly solution.

In any case, ignoring the prob-
lem, which is bound to receive in-
creased attention, could be danger-
ous to the health of an architect and
client. Just like workers themselves,
questions of responsibility and liabil-
ity in respect to worker health and
safety, are moving out of factories
and warehouses, into the office.

FOWERING HIGH.TECH TOO|rS
There is probably no more cru-

cial consideration in offices today
than access to oower. As offices
plug into technology, they do not
only need more wiring and cabling
capabilities, they also need more
flexible wiring/cabling capabilities.
Lock your client from easy access to
power and you will likely lock your-
self out of office business.

Fiber ootics loom as the most el-
egant of available communication
distribution systems. They are able to
carry video, communication and data
signals together via a strand of light
that travels through a glass encase-
ment that is often no thicker than a
human hair. Fiber optics is rapidly
becoming the distribution system of
the nation's major telecommunica-
tions' carriers. But it has vet to make
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Ergonomic Seating
from Harter
with 3 Levels of
E.S. D. Control

Electro-Static Discharge means
trouble in today's automated office.
The simplest motion, rising from a
chair for instance, can generate elec-
trical charges in electronic processing
and storage devices that can trigger
data loss, misreadings disruptive to
programs, printer malfunction, even
component damage. In fact, chair-
caused static can exceed static
generated by floor coverings, clinging
to the operator until discharged by
contact with equipment.

Harter offers a wide selection of ergo-
nomically designed seating, assuring
proper posture and lumbar support fo
the usef and includes E.S.D. protec-
tion too.

Harter offers seating in three E.S.D.
protection levels. Selection depends
on the specific needs of the office
environment.

See your Harter representative for
additional information.

Harter Corporation
Sturgis, Michigan 49091
616.651.3201

Level 1:
Anti-Static Protection

Seating is made resistant to
E.S.D. build-up because the
fabric is heavily sprayed with
a pervasive, long-lived, anti-
static compound. As a result,
large static charges simply
do not arise when dissimilar
materials rub against the
upholstery fabric.

Level 2:
Static Dissipative Protection

A highly conductive underlayer
is placed directly beneath the
standard fabric. The fabric is
also treated with heavy duty
anti-static spray. The result is
a chair that absorbs static
charges and dissipates them
into the atmosphere over a
large enough area to prevent a
high energy discharge at any
one contact point.
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Level 3:
Static Conductive Protection

Here, too, a highly conductive
underlayer beneath the
standard fabric is used. The
underlayer is connected by a
conductive circuit to the chair
frame. A brass drag chain
completes the path to a
grounded floor surface. There-
fore, any locally generated or
external static charges in high
risk environments are con-
ducted through the fabric and
frame of the chair to the lloor
below. Patent applied for.

Circle 32 on inlormatiort card



much headway in general office ap-
plication except where extreme secu-
rity is a high priority. lt is virtually un-
tappable. Fiber optics is often touted
as the medium of the future. Current
local area network (LANS) installa-
tions that combine a broad range of
types of communication signals with-
in a local envlronment, such as a sin-
gle office, a whole building, or a
complex of br-rildings, convince me
that it will be embraced by the busi-
ness community soon. One manufac-
turer of various forms of undercaroet
wire, including fiber optics, has de-
veloped a complete fiber optic build-
ing wiring system that can carry vari-
ous types of signals between
workstation comouters and central-
ized computers. Thrs provides a so-
lution to connecting more, and more
elaborate, technological equipment
throughout an office or an office
comotex.

The accommodation of tradition-
al, hard-wire media, in its unfolding
transformations, however, can be
converted to fiber ootics should it
gain the stronghold that is expected.

Traditional hard-wire is becom-
ing increasingly complex, and it is
adding capacity. Corporate America
now chooses telecommunications
from a range of competing hardware
manufacturers and carriers. This
adds a decision-making process
that used to be handled by Ma Bell
alone.

All the emerging commuications
options may never be needed by
everyone. And devoting too much
space to wiring "just in case," can
be awfully costly in today's real es-
tate markets. There are solutions to
power transmission and access,
however, that will prevent your client
from being locked out of advancing,
even uncharted, technological
change.

Flatware, flexible conductor ca-
ble that comes in rolls, like tape, was
approved for office use by the Na-
tional Electrical Code in 1981. lt now
has a track record in data. oower
and telecommunications forms. Two
companies even offer flat fiber op-
tics. Flatwire can be cut and spliced
like its dimensional ancestor, and it
installs quickly on most every type of
exisiting flooring.

An array of monuments and con-
nectors are available to fit into floor-
ing, furnishings, power poles and
walls. Generally, it is installed on a
grid, under carpet tiles, which makes
it accessible to any equipment and/
or furnishings along its run.

Raised or access flooring, anoth-
er method for powering the office,
can be installed above solid floorino

to provide a cavity that carries wires
and cables to equipment and work-
stations. Access is achieved by sim-
ply tapping through to the cavity
where the power distribution system
resroes.

The earliest access flooring in-
stallations were for computer rooms
that were generally free from heavy
foot traffic and rolling loads. When
the computer expanded beyond a
dedicated room, access flooring
came with it and gained strength in
the process. Early problems of un-
derfoot wobble are disappearing with
strengthened strlts.

And, while cable capacity con-
tinues to increase, cable size is de-
creasing, making a 6- or 4-inch un-
derfloor cavity adequate for the
overwhelming majority of cabling
reouirements.

Other new solutions to wiring
and wiring access rnclude channeled
raceway systems that are either in-
corporated into systems furniture or
will fit along them in a flexible config-
uration of connectible components.

Carpet tiles, a requirement of
flatwire installation, also give access
flooring its easy and inexpensive ac-
cess. At the same time, carpet trles
can solve esthetic problems that
occur when workstations change to
meet changing needs. Tile from
high- and lowtraffic areas can be
switched, for example, to extend the
life and good looks of carpet in the
ever-changing office.

Carpet, in tile form, is just one
result of carpeting manufacturers'
own efforts to orovide increased
function in today's offices without
sacrificing esthetics.

STOPPING SHOCK
When early versions of rugged,

but beautiful general office area car-
peting were installed in offices with
desktop computers, shock waves rip-
pled through the office automation
community. Static, the enemy of all
data bases, is capable of destroy-
ing months of work at the touch of

a single finger that has not been
grounded. Static can not only dis-
rupt computer function, it can cause
malfunction. lt also hurts.

Virtually every major nylon fiber
producer has addressed static con-
trol to some degree, eliminating the
need for an unsightly static-control
mat at workstations with computers.
But not all nylon fibers, and not all
nylon carpet constructions, carry a
static-control feature. The architect
who wants to avoid static from his
client must study static control fea-
tures, specifications and warranties
of any carpet that is apt to be used
near or under a desktop computer.
Two manufacturers of ergonomic
office systems furniture have just an-
nounced staticjree office chairs.

Be warned that the desktop
computer and the problem of static
are no longer restricted to general of-
fice areas. Executives are taking to
PCs in increasing numbers, and
many companies predict that they
will soon be as common a worksur-
face tool as telephones. They may
even be the telephones of tomorrow.

LIGHTING, GTARE AND THE VDT
As static is the enemy of the

keyboard and processing unit, glare
is the enemy of the screen. A VDT is
both a light source and a mirror. Like
a mirror, it reflects all that it "sees."

Glare can be eliminated; but not
easily, especially not in today's glass
towers with atria and open plan inte-
riors and a surfeit of glossy surfaces.
Though all of these materials must
be addressed, lighting will require
your most immediate and most ardu-
ous study.

Striking a balance between ade-
quate lighting for working at the
screen and the elimination of light re-
flectance on the screen has been the
focus of many studies. Yet, no auto-
matic solution that will work for all
workplaces, all work and all screens
has risen from the research.

ln one 21/z-ledr study, fluores-
cent downlights created hot spots of
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bright, glaring reflections on the ceil-
ing, which also reflected on screens.
Moving some fixtures, adding glare
shields to screens and enclosing
workstations were among the at-
tempts to solve the problem. They
proved inadequate. Even distribution
of lighting became a goal and the
highest design priority. KPFC, the in-
terior design arm of Kohn Pedersen
Fox, working with a California lighting
firm, lointly developed an indirect
lighting fixture for each workstation in
a 16-story building. A horizontal fix-
ture, it sits six feet off the floor on an
overhead cabinet and directs light
toward the ceiling. Depending on the
length of the fixture, which is deter-
mined by workstation size, the result-
ing ambient light level ranges from
25 to 35 footcandles.

ALTERIT{G BRIGHT.LIGHT
PERCEPTIONS

The fixture contains a series of
prisms that disperse light evenly on
the ceiling which redirects it back
down over work areas. In addition,
the fixture creates the perception that
the area is brighter than it actually is.
In a previous study at Pennsylvania
State University, the manufacturer
determined that when the light
source is visible to users, they will
perceive the room as being up to ten
times brighter than it is. Thus, part
of the light source in the fixtures is
exooseo.

The lighting solution, no matter
how innovative, was not the design-
ers' only accommodation to VDT
glare, however. Some workstations
overlook an atrium filled with natural
light. Others are opposite the build-
ing's exterior windows. Both are sub-
ject to glare. Vinyl shades, dotted
with minute per{orations that permit
light to pass without producing glare,
are adjustible and used when natural
light is bright.

lllumination at circulation paths
also had to be addressed in order
to prevent glare at adjacent work-
stations. Decorative, low-level fix-
tures are mounted along Perimeter
walls. Despite the attention to detail,
the client has had complaints about
the low level of lighting. This not only
proves that light matters to worKers,
it also suggests that lighting maY
well have heavy imPact on worKer
productivity.

Only one factor regarding glare
and the VDT is absolute. To eliminate
glare, begin and end Your research
and design with consideration of
what the screen will see.

t(x)K|NG BEYOND TIGHT FOR GTARE
NIOSH offers additional guide-
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lrnes that go beyond proper lighting
and the use of glare-control devices.
The sources of glare should also be
controlled through VDT placement,
oarallel to windows and between
lights. "lllumination levels," the
guidelines state, "should be lower for
VDT tasks requiring screen-intensive
work and increased as the need to
use hard copy increases. In some
cases, hard copy material may re-
quire local (task) lighting in addition
to normal office lighting.'

ANSI is currently develoPing na-
tional industry standards for VDT
workstations that will address the col-
or, height and size of screens, de-
sign features of office chairs and
desks, illumination levels and quality.

This mere listing of the factors
that will be addressed must serve as
a further guide to designing spaces
for VDTs. This list is also yet another
persuasive argument for taking a
long, hard and ongoing look at how
building, systems and furnishing and
equipment must be considered in an
integrated manner.

DISTINGUISHING SOUND
FROM NOISE

lf more evidence is needed,
consider sound. Then consider
noise. In a landmark 1978 surveY of
office workers, conducted bY Louis
Harris, workers mentioned "the ability
to concentrate without noise and dis-
tractions" most often as critical to do-
ing a job well.

Speech privacy, the acoustical
level at which people can work, free
from the distraction of surrounding
conversation, is measured bY an ar-
ticulation index (A1), which ranks
speech intelligibility from 0.0 to 1.0.

At an 41 of 0.0, a person cannot
understand anything that a Person
nearby is saying in a normal votce.
At an A1 of 1.0, everything the Per-
son nearby is saying can be under-
stood perfectly.
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The options range from chang-
ing barrier and ceiling heights and/or
materials to adding sound masking
systems.

Altering the Al, once design and
installation is complete, severely lim-
its the opportunity to achieve normal
speech privacy.

Furnishings, layouts and other
design choices that once may have
hinged primarily on considerations
of esthetics and status must now be
subjected to a very complex set
of criteria.

WHO'S IN CHARGE?
Architects have often borne a

degree of responsibility for office
buildings and designs that dldn't
measure up to a client's expecta-
tions. One reason is that the client,
whether his stated expectations and
criteria actually meet the needs of
his workforce or not, is responsible
to his workers.

The issues that surround worker
safety, health and comfort during the
transition to increased office automa-
tion, however, promise to raise the
"responsibility" stakes for both client
and architect. Liability for identified
errors as wellas for errors that were
not yet fully identified is an issue of
our time.The design professional who
relies on bandaids and Piecemeal
solutions to this increasingly essential
integration of place, equipment and
people courts risk.

In all health and safety matters,
oreventive medicine is considered
to be the surest, safest cure. Knowl-
edge and understanding of emerging
problems and their solutions is the
architect's ounce of prevention as he
attempts to make office technology
work well for humans. I
Michael Clevenger is president and
executive director of the international,
non-profit lntegrand - The I nstitute,
headquartered in Houston, Texas.





Letterc from page 6
They are happy, though (contrary to Mr.
Drummond's opinion), that the units are
cool, comfortable, and breezy, thanks to
the side porches, elevated floors, cross
ventilation, and single-room widths-all
hallmarks of the Charleston single house.

Of course these projects are not exact
duplicates of older single houses but
adaptations and reinterpretations in a new
social context. The single house form has
remained alive and vibrant because of its
flexibility to be reinvented-a historical
quality that the architects of the projects
were perceptive enough to recognize.
Fortunately, their designs were not guided
by the hairsplitting distinctions about
stylistic authenticity that a few architec-
tural historians and academics delight
in fabricating, and have so little to
do with the way architecture becomes
meaningful to us.

Minority/Women A/E Firm Directory.
Minority- and women-owned architectural
and engineering firms are encouraged to
submit information for the fifth edition of
the directory which is sponsored by 10 pro-
fessional organizations, including AIA.
Information and a listing fee of $50 (to
cover production and distribution costs)
should be sent to the American Consult-
ing Engineers Council by Dec. 9. For infor-
mation and submission forms, contact:
1986 MBE/WBE Directory, ACEC Re-
search & Management Foundation, 1015

15th St. N.W., Suite 802, Washington, D.C.
20005, or phone (202) 347-7474.

EDRA Conlerence.
The Environmental Design Research Asso-
ciation will hold its 1986 conference,
EDRA 17, April9-13 at Georgia Tech.
Title of the conference is "The Cost of
Not Knowing: the costs of practice in
the absence of inquiry the costs of inquiry
in the absence of practice." Information
is available from John Archea, College of
Architecture, Georgia Institute of Tech-
nology, Atlanta, Ga. 30332.

Architecture Study Toun
International Design Seminars is organiz-
ing a 14-day study tour to Finland,
Thailand, and Burma beginning Jan. 11.

The tour will survey the design heritage
of Finland's northern culture, including
works of Saarinen, Aalto, and Pietila,
before traveling to Southeast Asia. For
further information about the tour, con-
tact Kennie A. Lupton, IDS,4206 38th
St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20016.

Affordable Housing Resource Guide.
The U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development bibliography'Af-
fordable Housing: A Selected Resource
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Guide" is now available for $5. To obtain
a copy, contact HUD USER, P.O. Box
280-Dept. M, Germantown, Md. 20874.

Computer Animation Competition.
The National Computer Graphics Asso-
ciation is sponsoring a computer anima-
tion competition. Awards will be given in
two areas-professional and non-profes-
sional in 12 categories-with first prize
winnen receiving $1,000; second and third
prize winners in each category will receive
a certificate of recognition. The entry
deadline is Jan. 31. For more informa-
tion, contact NCGA, Computer Anima-
tion Compe tition, 27 22 Merrilee Drive,
Suite 200. Fairfax. Ya.22031.

Engineering Excellence Competition.
The American Consulting Engineers Coun-
cil is sponsoring a competition to recog-
nize "engineering achievement with the
highest degree of merit and ingenuity."

members and $400 for nonmembers. For
more information, write ACEC, 1015 lSth
St. N.W., Washington, D.C.20005.

Portland Artwork Design Competition.
The Pioneer Courthouse Square weather
machine committee of Portland. Ore.. is
inviting artists to submit applications in a
design competition for a "weather
machine." The machine should indicate
the current weather conditions and
weather changes through the use of a sym-
bol system. The jury will recommend one
or more artists to submit specific and
detailed proposals for which they will be
awarded $1,500. Submissions with data
indicating qualifications are due Dec. 1.

Contact Pioneer Courthouse Square, Atten-
tion Bill Bulick,701 S.W Sixth Ave.,
Portland, Ore.97204.

New NAAB Officers.
Newly elected as president of the National
Architectural Accrediting Board is Paul
H. Graven, EAIA, of Graven & Associ-
ates, Madison, Wis. Graven is also past
president of NCARB. Former AIA presi-
dent Robert M. Lawrence. FAIA, was
elected vice president/president elect, and
William K. Tilrner, AIA, former dean of
Tilane University's school of architecture,
is secretary/treasurer. New members to
NAAB's board are Thomas Ventulett,
FAIA, of Atlanta and Lee G. Copeland,
EAIA, dean of the University of Pennsyl-
vanias graduate school of fine arts.

Energr Analysis Software Directory.
The "HVAC /Energy Analysis Software
Directory" is the fourth in 16 categories
to be offered by DAEDALUS (the Data-
base for Engineers and Architects to l,ocate
and Utilize Software project). This direc'
tory contains information on more than

100 HVAC/energy-related programs wril
ten especially for A/E firms. Others in th,
series now available are on business admin
istration and accounting, structural/builc
ing, and sanitation/hydrology/hydraulics
Contact the American Consulting Engi-
neers Council publications, 1015 l5th St
N.W., Suite 802, Washington, D.C. 20001
Administered by ACEC and co-sponsorec
by AIA and four other professional groups
DAEDALUS plans to have all 16 directo
ries available by early'86.

Student Award Fund.
A student award fund has been estab-
lished in memory of Robert Bradford
Newman to recognize merit in architec-
tural acoustics. Newman was a faculty
member of the school of architecture anc
planning, MIT, and Harvard graduate
school of design for the past 30 years.
For more information, contact the Rober
Bradford Newman student award fund,
P.O. Box 349. Lincoln. Mass. 0l'7'73.

CREDITI
Proctor & Gamble Headquarters, Cincir
nati (page 34). Architect: Kohn Pederser
Fox, New York City. Stainless steel:
Thrpenning-lafollette. Granite : A. Locroi;
& Frls Granite, Walker &Zanger.Tenazzo
Michigan Tenazzo & Marble. Marble: Ve
mont Marble. Candoro Marble Co. Rool
ing: Follansbee Steel. Tile: Dal Tile. Pro
jection screenst Da Lite. Paint: Glidden.
Custom light fixtures: Bergen Art Metal
Works. Elevator cabs: Tyler. Accessories
The Mills Metal Co., Bobrick. Vanity tops
Dupont Corian. Access floor: Tate Archi
tectural Products. Lockers: Republic Steel
Fabric wall covering: Unika Vaev-UWA,
Architex International, Clarence House,
Ian Wall, Ltd. Carpet tiles: Interface Floor
ing Systems. Blinds: Mecho Shade. Win-
dows: PPG. Carpet: Stratton Industries,
Bigelow & Sanford, Wund-Weve, Karastor

State of lllinois Center, Chicago (page

40). Architec t : Murphy / Jahn, C hic ago.
Engineer: Lester B. Knight and Assoc.
Interior space plannen: Mckrey Ovresal
Awsumb Assoc. Special consultants: Lyle
Yerges (acoustics); Rolf Jenson & Assoc
(fire protection). Flooring: Lees Carpet,
Tate. Wallcovering: Kentile. Ceilings: Cel-
otex, Chicago Metallic. Doors: Acme,
Superior. Curtain Wall: Cupples Products.
Storefronts: Tyler & Hippack, Alpana.
Lighting: Columbia. Hardware: Sargent,
Stanley, Von Duprin, Glynn Johnson.
Fabricators: Anderson Wood Products,
Specbuilt, Formica.

Crccker Center, Los Angeles (page 46).
Architect: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill,
Sqn Francisco. Ceiling surfacing system:
Armstrong, Donn. Elevators: Otis. En-

continued on page I1
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Rugged
beauly that
MEANS
to
DUSINESS.
"Natura Liberty" is
more than beautiful;
this glazed ceramic tile
is tough enough for the
busiest floors - com-
mercial or residential.
Its unique color-on-color
glazes have enduring
good looks that can
withstand high-traffic
locations. Yet it won't
overwork you when it
comes to maintenance.

See the entire line
of the new. easv-care
"Natura" ceramic tiles in
the showroom of your
F'lorida Tile distributor.
For the name of your
nearest distributor call:
1.800-FLA.TILE.
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Merrick Chevrolet
Berea. Ohio
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8615 Graystone
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Crcdis from puge 108
vironmental control systems: Honeywell.
Handrails: Cochran Izant. Interior light-
ing: Acnte, Columbia. Waterproofing and
sealants: GE. Signage: Ampersand, Ad
Art. Exterior wall surfacing: Blaesing
Granite. Windows: Fluor City. Skylights:
Supersky. l-ocksets: Schlage. Moving
stairways: Otis. Stationary partitions:
U.S. Gypsum.

One Reading Center, Philadelphia (page

52\. Architect: Cope Linder Assaciates/
Bowe r Lewis'f hrov,e a Philadelphia. Cell-
ing surfacing system: U.S. Gypsum. Doon:
USG Acoustone, Custom Art Metal.
Elevators: Westinghouse. Environmental
control system: Johnson Controls. Floor
surfacing: Vckery Stone Co., Summitville.
Foundation: Cold Spring Granite. Hand-
rails: Custom Art Metals. lnterior and
exterior lighting: Kurt Versen, Klemm,
Lutron. Roofing: Dow Chemical. Water-
proofing and sealants: Carlisle. Plumbing:
Sloan. Sprinklers: Adelphia Sprinkler Co.
Toilet stalls: Global. Tubs and lavatories:
American Standard. Washroom and bath"
room accessories: CDC Specialty Co.
Water closets: American Stanclard. Water
fountains: Sunrock. Security and fire
detection: ADT, Simplex. Signage: A. C.
Davenport. Stairs and treads: Cold Spring
Granite. Exterior and interior wall sur-

facing: Taylor Clay Products. Eisenhour
Brick & Tile. Windows: Custom Art
Metal. Skylights: Fisher. Hardware: Yale.
Stanley, Schlage, Russwin. Door closers:
Westinghouse. Paint: M.A.B.

Humana Building, Louisville, Ky. (page
56J. Architect: Michael Graves, FAIA,
Princeton, l{-/. Polished granite: Formai
& Mariana & Carrara. Curtain Wall and
skylight: Penco. Glazing: PPG. Aluminum
doors and windows: Penco. Wassau Met-
als. Bronze doors: Michael's Art Bronze.
Special light fixtures: Louis B. Baldiners
& Sons. Marble walls and flooring: lndus-
tria Del Marmi Vincentini. Paints: Pitts-
burgh Paints. Carbon dioxide system:
Kentuckiana Sprinkler. Wood ceilings:
Winebrenner. Elevator: Armor Elevator.
Wcrod paneling: Kister Wo<ld.

Jeffenon Court, Washington, D.C. (page

64). Architect: Skidrnore. Ov'ings &
Merrill, Washingtott, D. C. Ceiling surfac-
ing system: U.S. Gypsum, Armstrong.
Entrance and interior doors: Kawneer.
PPG, Eggers. Elevators: Dover. Floor
surlacing: Bottman & Magnani. Exterior
and interior floors: American Olean, Han-
over. Handrails: Criss Brothers. Exterior
and interior lighting: Spring City, Rambush.
Roofing: American Hydotech, Follensbee.
Waterproofing and sealants: Tiemco, Son-

neborn Building Products. Flush valves:
American Standard. Toilet stalls: Bobricl
Tubs and lavat.ories: American Standard
Washroom and hathroom accessories:
Parker. Water closets: American Stand-
ard. Water fountains: Halsey Taylor. Stain
Arban Cast Stone. Exterior wall surfacinl
Cushwa, Arban Cast Stone. Windows:
Kawneer. PPG Skylights: Super Sky'. Doc
closers: Rixon, LCN. Hinges: Stanley.
krcksets: Russwin. Panic exit: Sargent.
Paint: PPG.

Intelsat lleadquarters, Washington, D.C
(page 68). Architect: John Andre*-s Intet
national Ptl. Ltd., Sydney, Australia. De
signer: John Andrews. Project architect:
Geoff Willing. Associate architect: Notte
Finegold Alexander. Inc., Washington,
D.C. Alurninum panels: Conspec. Space
frame facade: Gichner lron Works. Glaz
ing: Ampat. Glass block: Pittsburgh Corr
ing. Metal frame entrance: AmPat.
Glazing: Pilkington. Curtain wall: Ampa
Atrium glazing: [,ord and Burnham. Built
up roclfing: W. R. Grace. West entrance:
Pilkington. Column cladding: Concrete.
Interior metal doon: Loughman. Elevator
Montgomery. Cylindrical downlights: A.
W. Pistol. Recessed downlights: Lightol-
ier. Steel railings: A. F. Jorss. Atrium
flooring: B. Satterwaite. Metallic wall
finish: Forms & Surfaces. n

Fry's
Radius Moldings: Bent On Perf,

Architect: The NBBJ Group, Seottle, Woshington

Fl rnv REGLET

625 S, Pqlm Avenue, Alhombro, Colifornio 9',|803
(8181289474r'-

2777 Peterson Ploce, Norcross, Georgio 3007'1
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Look for us in Sweets Cotolog.

Fry's
New Column Collar
A Perfect Problem Solver
Designed os o workoble molding to fit
qround smoll rodius columns. Accepls
ocousticol tile or ploster. fits columns os smoll os
diometer, eosv to instoll.

Fry's notionol
network of distributors moke Fry
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For personal-effects storage
in any field, Republic offers the
broadest locker line available.

This flexibility means you can
meet any space or design
requirement.

You can choose from our
advanced MONDRIAN@ series,
coin-operated SENTI N ELU
lockers, Designer, and Quiet

lockers. Plus our Standard units
and new heavy-duty ventilated
lockers.

Republic leads the way with
the highest quality and security
line available, too.

And no one offers as many
accessories, colors, and options.

To find out more about
Republic lockers, call your Republic

stocking distributor-he's in the
Yellow Pages. Or write Republic
Storage Systems, 1038
Belden Avenue N.E., Canton,
Ohio 44705.

Or call 800-321-0216 (Ohio:
call collect 216-438-5800).

SENTINEL rs a regrstered trademark o{ Ti{fin
Metal Products.

I
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Republic Storage Systems Company
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By l{oru Richtur Gree'r
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Themas Rdra chair (1) consists of two pieces of flattened tubu-
lar steel, each of which is gently curved to become base, leg,
front, armrest, and back of the frame. Attached in the back,
the two pieces support a polyurethane seat and an oval-shaped
backrest. For his Circus Chair (2) craftsman James B. Sagui
took two pieces of poplar, joined them vertically, and curved
the wood to cradle a human body. The seat rests on three solid
pieces of wood: a rectangle modified at top to curve with the
chair; a red-painted, wedge-shaped piece inserted underneath
the lowest point of the curve; and a red-painted cylindrical sec-
tion that pops out from the rectangular base. Ron Rezek Light-
ing * Furniture's Squiggle Desk (3) has corrugated aluminum
end panels connected by a steel beam that supports a Colorcore
laminate top. The panels are plastic-coated in black, white,
silver, and black wrinkle finishes, and several colors.

Designers Howard D. Kavinsky and Jeff Madeen received a
special merit award for their plexiglas, aluminum, and lacquer
lamp (4) in the furniture design competition for the governor's
reception area in the new State of Illinois Center in Chicago
(see page 40). Manufactured by Wielgus Product Models, Inc.,
the lamp's conical shade is echoed in the base, the two pieces
being joined by a cylindrical shaft. The lamp has a blue shade
and salmon-colored accents (picking up the dominant colors in
the states building). The Expo Console (5), designed by Chicagoan
Richard A. Gibbons, AIA, is an "exploration in theatrical
structure," in Gibbons words, where the solid erodes away to
show the hidden structure beneath. Standing five feet by one
foot by 30 inches, the wooden table is most opaque at its lower
two ends and becomes progressively more skeletal toward the
middle and top, culminating at the glass top. Staff Lighting's
Series 22lamp (6) has an ultra-thin, painted brass stem running
between the plastic shade that protects the light source and the
transformer that acts to stabilize the lamp. ! 6
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Nothing tops a Hi-Tuff*roof

Building owner: Capital lmprovement Board of Managers of Marion County, Indiana; Architect: Howard Needles Tammen
and Bergendoff; Roofing contractor: North American Roofing Co., Inc.

The 122pOO square-foot roof atop
the massive Market Square Arena in
Indianapolis, lndiana, home to the
lndiana Pacers of the NBA, is now
protected from the elements by a
new Hi-Tuff single-ply roofing system.

Hi-Tuff is the ideal roofing for the un-
usual dome-shaped structure. lts bril-
liant white surface greatly improves
the appearance of the Arena and the
downtown skyline. The reflective sur-
face provides energy savings, too.

Hi-Tuff is securely fastened to the
Arena roof deck by mechanical attach-
ment. lt was laid down over an old
foam roof, adding very little weight
and retaining the insulating value of
the foam.

And Hi-Tuff, based on weather-
resistant Hypalon * synthetic rubber
from Du Pont, has seams that are
fused by automatic hot-air welding,
forming one continuous watertight
skin over the entire Arena dome. The
simplicity of the system helped the
'Registered trademark of Du Pont

Circle 40 on in.forntal ion cord

contractor complete the job on
schedule.

So, when you're looking for a new
roof. look to Stevens. Because nothing
tops a Hi-Tuff roof .

For more information about Hi-Tuff,
and an actual hot-air welded sample,
write to J.P Stevens & Co., Inc.,
Stevens Elastomerics/Roofing Sys-
terns, Easthampton, MA O1O27, or
call4131527-07OO.
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:rez Associates chose an Insul-Wall clad-
Lng system (1) by Molenco for the Sugar
ouse Hotel in New Orleans. The span
b panels, which provide 3Ginch-wide cov-
:age, are available in eight standard col-
rs. Threaded "stand-off" fasteners that
,ride correct panel seating are offered
ith painted heads for sheeting applica-
ons. Insulation thicknesses can be var-
:d from 1.5 to 4 inches depending on
-value requirements. The long spanning
lpabilities and deep box configuration

make it suitable for both roofing and sid-
ing installations. (Circle 201 on informa-
tion card.)

Hexagonal-shaped Hedron glass blocks
(2) from Pittsburgh Corning Corporation
are designed to provide structurally sound
corners in glass block walls and parti-
tions without disruptive posts, columns,
or angles. Units are available in two
patterns: The Vue design has both exte-
rior and interior clear block surfaces for
maximum light transmission and visibil-

ity, and the Decora pattern has moder-
ately distorted inner surfaces and smooth
outer surfaces for maximum light trans-
mission with limited visibility. (Circle 202.)

The Elements collection of contract
upholstery (3) by Laura Deubler Mercurio
for Adam James Textiles is comprised of
four patterns with a modacrylic/nylon
weave. The double bar design is avail-
able in 13 colors, and the grid design is
offered in 24 color combinations. (Circle
203.) Products continued on page 120
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Cable System.
Undercarpet cabling system for power, tele-
phone, and data distribution is designed
to eliminate the need for underfloor ducts
and utility poles in new construction and
renovations. The system, used with car-
pet squares, is adaptable for open office
landscapes. (AMP Products Corporation,
Harrisburg, Pa. Circle 163 on informa-
tion card.)

Bathroom Accessories.
Brass faucets and fittings are available in
deck or wall mount configurations. The
oversized spouts and valving mechanisms
are designed to provide rapid filling. The
slip-on spouts and rough-in brass are pack-
aged separately for protection and to

accommodate different on-site installation
dates. (Indiana Brass, Frankfort, Ind.
Circle 161 on information card.)

Ceramic Tile.
Fiandre Ceramic Granite tiles for exte-
rior and interior walls and floors have a
solid unpolished background with raised
polished patterns in either gray or black.
Tiles measure l2 inches square. (Tians
Ceramica Ltd., Elk Grove, Ill. Circle 156
on information card.)

Exterior Light Fixture.
Three-arm light fixture, measuring l6 feet
in height, is cast in heavy gauge alumi-
num. (TiimbleHouse. Atlanta. Circle 218
on information card.)

Bath Fixtures.
Hydra deck tub filler (above) delivers
approximately 20 gallons of water per
minute. It is 12 inches wide and provide
a nine-inch water flow. (Paul Associates
Long Island City, N.Y. Circle 206 on
information card.)

Electric Locks.
Solid brass door hardware has a 23/a-incl
backset electrified mortise lock desisne
for security and firesafety installatiois.
l,ocks are available with knobs or levers
and all levels of keying, including con-
struction keying. A fail safe function
becomes manually operable if the build
ing's power fails. (Baldwin Hardware Cor
poration, Reading, Pa. Circle 209 on infol
mation card.)

Paneling System.
Oak and cane series of wall paneling is
comprised of 4x8-foot components with
three narrow simulated cane sections
framed with a two-inch-wide wood-
grain border. The lower portion of the
prefinished hardboard paneling has a
narrow groove wood design with rounde
corners. Designed for residential and ligh
commercial applications, the system is
available in two colors with an embosse(
textured finish. Panels are Y+-inch thick
and are designed to be installed with nai
or adhesives to existing walls or directly
to stud walls. (Masonite Corporation,
Chicago. Circle 157 on information card

Roof Window System.
The bottom leg of the Skyliner window
system has a kerf cut designed to accom
modate drywall thicknesses from 7s to 7
inches. The unit is glazed with 7a-inch
insulated, tempered glass with a clear or
bronze tint, and inner and outer panes
are hermetically sealed for thermal pro-
tection. The hatch is secured to a clear
Western pine curb by a continuous hing

continued on page 1)
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The 0fficial Specifying and Buying Directory of The American Institute of Architects

Get What You Need. When You Need It.

N,IASTERGT]IDE.

\4ASTERGUIDE* is exactlywhat you need, a complete
pecr$'ing and buying directoryfor architects,
lontractors, engineers, and spec writers. _.b
.t's the only comprehensive directory that
/ou can keep onyour desk- right where
r directorybelongs.

Over 70,0O0 suppliers are
.ncluded in an easy-to-use format,
rrganized in the 16 standard divi-
;ions of CSI's MASTEMORMAI And
with a directory that's so complete,
those hard-to-find suppliers are
suddenly at your fingertips.

MASTERGUIDE is published
infive regional editions so
that whereveryou work-
from Maine to California -
you have an efiensive listing
ofnearby sources.

This is the directory
designed by working pro-
fessionals for working
professionals. Because
you need quick, up-to-
date, and accurate pro-
duct information, you
need MASTERGUIDE. It's
as simple to order as it is
[o use: just pick up the phone and
call 1-800- 874-7717, exc 68; in
California, call 1-800-831-6900,
ext.68.
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Products/rom page 120
system. It is available in fixed and venti-
lating models with optional motorized elec-
tric operation and a shade screen. (PAECO
Industries, Toms River, N.J. Circle 158
on information card.)

Porous Pavement System.
Grasscrete is a cast-in-place, continuous,
reinforced grass and concrete pavement.
The monolithic pavement is designed to
stay flat under heavy traffic and resist dif-
ferential settlement. During installation
reusable forms and steel reinforcing mesh
are positioned, and concrete is poured.
After the concrete has hardened, slabs
are filled with soil and planted with grass
seed or sod. The system can be used for
emergency vehicle access and parking,
landscaping, and erosion control.
(Bomanite Corporation, Palo Alto, Calif.
Circle 159 on information card.)

Infrared Senson for Alarms.
Pulnix PA4000 passive infrared sensors
contain two dual element sensors con-
nected by a micro-analog computer cir-
cuit. The unit is designed to differentiate
between human movement and potential
false alarms such as small animal move-
ment, air turbulence, and external lights.
It is available in either wide angle or long

range coverage patterns. An automatic
compensation circuit adjusts the unit's
sensitivity relative to temperature changes.
(Pulnix America, Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Circle 205 on information card.)

Door Closer.
Mustad door closers are concealed in the
floor and act as a hinge, door support,
and closer. The unit is designed to allow
for angle and vertical adjustments after
the housing is cemented in the floor and
the door is installed. All fixtures are spring/
hydraulically operated and can be installed
single left, single right, or double acting.
(F.R. Industries. Pittsbureh. Circle 210 on
information card.)

Insulated Sheathing Product.
Foamular insulating sheathing is a low
density rigid foam product available in
4x8-foot panels. (UC Industries, Panip-
pany, N.J. Circle 2ll on information card.)

Wiring System.
Power strip units for llGvols are equipped
with a lighted on,/off switch, a circuit
breaker, and duplex outlets. They are
available in24-,36-, and 48-inch lengths
with either single-or dual-sided outlets.
Single-sided strips fit outside the frame,
and dual-sided units fit between the frame

for back-to-back power access. Units car
also be mounted under the work surfact
(Wilfab Systems, Wilmington, Mass. Cir-
cle 212 on information card.)

Measurement Calculator,
Measure Master hand-held calculator addr
subtracts, multiplies, and divides directl'
in feet, inches, and fractions and fully
displays dimensions on the I.CD read-out
It also performs one-button conversions
between feet-inch-fractions, decimal feet
yards, meters, and inches, and accom-
modates square and cubic measurement
in any format. (Calculated Industries,
Orange, Calif. Circle 213 on informatior
card.)

Ceramic Tile.
CeramaSuede tiles are available in 10 soft
colors and three floral and three leaf pat
terns. Four-inch-square tiles are suitable
for countertops, walls, and light traffic
flooring. Each piece has two, one-inch
lugs per side for easier installation. (Hunt
ington Pacific Ceramics, Corona, Calif.
Circle 207 on information card.)

Drinking Fountains.
SwirlFlo drinking fountains are available
in eight models with bronzetone or stain

continued on page 12.

Are you on the
mailing list?

Quarterly newsletter features:

. question and answer
column for those who
specify insulating glass,

o brief description of
buildings that make use
of insulating glass units
fabricated with Morton
Thiokol insulating glass
sealants,

. announcements of new
products, new literature,
helpful articles and other
items of interest.

To receive your copy, write:
Morton Chemical Division
Mkt. Comm-AlA,

Moraox THpt<ou lxc
Morton Chemical Division 2\.
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Crafting traditional lighting since 1

has made us a quality leader not r

in structural performance but als
authentic designs and detailing.'
tage scrolls and decorative filig
combine with the historic eleganc
our ornamental "turn of the centt
poles and bollards-cast of hei
duty aluminum for maximum dura
ty and strength. See Sweets
16.69/Ste or phone 1-312-252-82
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4048 W. SCHUBERT AVE., CHICAGO, IL 6(

sTERil'BD
-60 YEARS OF ARTISTRY
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ls your suspended celling dldy,
woler stqined or lifi qround lhe venls.

DOil'T point over dirt ond glue the tile to the "I" bors.

DON'T reploce the tiles ot high cost.

DO let one of our 300 operotors (locoted notion wide) give you
o free estimote io cleon your tile like new.

tow priced, quick, no busin€ss inferruplion guofonl€ed.

Coll or Write;
CUNTECH/ACOUSilC CUAN

/VAYZATA BOULEVARD. MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESoTA 55405 . 1-800.328.4650
Coll for o free estimote from o independent operotor in your oreo.

Circle 47 on information card

roductsfrom page 122
)ss steel finishes. Refrigerated units
ave a recessed cooling system with a

'uvered stainless steel grille and a copper
rbe tank system. The Flexi-guard safety
ubble is designed to prevent accidental
routh injuries, and the contoured basin
as a large strike area to minimize splash-
tg. All models have a stainless steel
ont push bar with raised letters and
raille symbols to aid the visually im-
aired. (Elkay Manufacturing Co., Oak
rook, Ill. Circle 208 on information
trd.)

eiling System.
irrus Tiavertone commercial acoustical
:iling tiles and lay-in panels are made of
rncombustible mineral fiberboard with
number of textured patterns. Tiles can
: cemented directly to sound ceiling
ructure or suspended from a mechani-
il system, and tegular panels are rabbeted
r all four sides to rest on exposed grid
rspension systems. (,A.rmstrong World
dustries, Inc., Lancaster, Pa. Circle 160
r information card.)

rcsimile Thansmitter.
ltafax 2000 document facsimile trans-
iver transmits a lettersize document
three minutes and is operated from
nventional AC power or rechargeable

batteries. A fine mode setting with a higher
resolution is designed to transmit draw-
ings and photographs. Fifteen documents
can be transmitted before the batteries
require recharging. The system comes with
an operational transceiver, batteries, bat-
tery charger, acoustic telephone coupler,
direct connect device, and a cloth carry-
ing case. (ldentifax, Inc., North Bruns-
wick, N.J. Circle2l4 on information card.)

Custom Windows.
Arch-top windows are made of wood with
an aluminum clad exterior. Units are avail-
able in any size and shape to match the
color and clad profile of standard win-
dow systems. The exterior aluminum pro-
file is primed and coated with a permanent
acrylic enamel paint. The exposed inte-
rior sill, jambs, and stops are crafted from
solid pine that will accept stain, paint, or
other finish. Optional accessories include
varied glazing and removable interior sun-
burst and rectangular muntins. (New Morn-
ing Windows, Bloomington, Minn. Circle
162 on information card.)

rnsurared wa, paners. i'ff."i,*:T;llf,'f it;;:XTT!""1ril;
Stainless steel wall panels are finished with veneer, and seats and backs of uphol-
a primer, a barrier coat, a Duranar color stered urethane. Chairs stack freestand-
coat, and a transparent top coat. Insu- ing or on an optional cart. (R-way, She-
lated panels can be custom manufactured boygan, wis. iircle 217 oninformation
to incorporate fenestration and ventila- caia.l I

tion systems. The snug seam system is
designed to eliminate the need for a sep-
arate network of panel framing mOmbers,
and the recessed feature strip comes in
different width and depths of vertical and
horizontal reveals. Rod and caulked ioints
are designed to match the structuraiglaz-
ing. (Bally Engineered Systems, Allegheny
International, Pittsburgh. Circle 215 on
information card.)

Ceiling System.
Auratone Surf acoustical ceiling panels
and tiles have "tone-on-tone" accents and
Class A flame spread rating. Surf panels
are available with a square cut edge or a
shadow line edge and fit in standard
exposed grid systems. Tiles are installed
in a concealed, accessible suspension sys-
tem and have a bevel, standard kerf edse.
Both have a factory-applied vinyl coating
designed to be cleaned with a damp
sponge. (USG Acoustical Products Co.,
Chicago. Circle 216 on information card.)

Stack Chairs.
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.. thanks

Offtce lighting has changed ...

Mixed-use work sPaces are now
lighting has become a necessitY.

Contact your Columbia Lighting
representatlve, or wrlte:

the rule - and efficient, low-glare
Parabolume orovides both.

P.O. Box 2787; Spokane, WA 99220

Circle 49 on information card

REPRINTS
of Articles or Advertising in this issue are
available from the AlA. Minimum Print order:
100 copies. Call or write for a price quotation.

[2O2] 626-7484
Mr. Jesse Sims, Production Manager
1735 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20006

Circle 50 on information card
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Compore for yourself ond get:
1. Twice the insulation
2. lnsulation 1-112 inches deeP
3. A 3/16" Thermal break
4. Insulation with the highest (R) resistance factor

5. No gaps or voids inside the slat

6. Two faces of galvanized steel to protect the
insulation

Atlas Door Corp.
116 Truman Drive, Edison, New Jersey 08818
(2O1\572-5700 TelexNo T10-480-6564

Circle 5l on information card

Movewashtoom
traffic better.

The Tri-Fount'" Washfountain
is the best way yet to move
traffic through a washroom.
Here's why:
1. lt can wash one or two

or three people at once.
2. lt meets all banier-free

codes.
3. lt saves water and energy

with each use.
P/us. it minimizes

maintenance requirements

and provides unsurPassed
vandal-resistance.

For more information,
call your Bradley repre-
sentative or contact BradleY

Corporation, P.0. Box 309,
Menomonee Falls, Wl 53051.
Phone 1 414 251-6000.

Br-*yO
we gst$eiob done be,tter.

Circle 52 on information card
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